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In this thesis we investigate the problem of the
coefficient word length optimization in digital filters
with particular emphasis on synthesizing efficient algorithms
for optimizing coefficient word length in a discrete
coefficient space. We begin by introducing signal flow
graph or the equivalent matrix representation of digital
filters. By employing the network theory of digital filters,
a set of matrix equations is derived, from which the
coefficient sensitivity can be computed.
Based on the matrix equations derived, a high speed
nonlinear integer algorithm is Proposed. Computational
results show that this algorithm appears to be faster than
that of Avenhaus' and is the fastest among the three pro-
posed algorithms. However, its word length reduction power
is lower than expected. Based on the experience gained, a
second nonlinear integer algorithm is then proposed.
Computational results show that it also appears to be
faster per trial than that of Avenhaus' and, with more
than one trial, is capable/of obtaining the same optimal
result. We then try a two-phase nonlinear integer algorithm
by using Crochiere's statistical approach in word length
equalization as phase one and one or the other proposed
algorithm as phase two. 1 esult from an example using the
3
two-phase approach indicates that this could be the most
powerful algorithm in word length reduction. Finally, a
comparision is made among the three proposed algorithms
together with those of Crochiere's and Avenhaus'. As a
part of the thesis, a computer-aided coefficient word length
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Chapter 1
INTRO.UUCTION AND SCOPE OF THE THESIS
1.1 OUTLINE OF PROBLEM AREA
Digital filter for signal processing applications
has received much attention in recent years
These filters have found important applications in an
increasing number of fields in science and engineering.
A digital filter operates on an input-sampled signal
to produce an output-sampled signal by means of a computa-
tional algorithm. It can be simulated on a general-purpose
computer or can be constructed with special-purpose digital
hardware. Recent advances in the technology of medium and
large scale integrated circuits have made possible
economical hardware implementations for real-time digital
filtering [10]- x'141. Consequently, there has been an
increasing interest in the use of special-purpose digital
hardware to perform real-time filtering operations.
Digital filters have numerous. advantages over analog
filters C9]. For example, there are many characteristics,
such as true linear phase response, constant and -very
narrow passband, which can only be realiid by digital
filters. In digital filtering, all quantities are in digital
form which can be readily processed by a digital computer.
The operation of a digital filter is not affected by any
drifts in component values due to aging or temperature
1 9
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change. Moreover, in digital filters, any number of input
channels can be employed through a multiplexer without
duplicating any analog hardware.
Despite the many advantages offered by digital filters,
there are some practical limitations associated with their
actual implementation. The most important limitation is
caused by quantization. The three major sources of quanti-
zation errors are: 1) input quantization errors; 2)
and
arithmetic quantization errors; 3) coefficient quantization
errors. The first two types have been thoroughly investigated
[15]- [17] [47] hue to the limits of the word length
available in minicomputers and the desired small word length
in special-purpose hardware systems, quantization errors
associated with finite coefficient word length become more
critical and may lead to a system that does not satisfy
the original filter specifications.
Since the cost of implementation depends heavily on
the coefficient word length, it is necessary to choose one
that is as small as possible, but at the same time, one
that is large enough for the filter to just fulfil the
desired requirements.
It is the latter problem which we have addressed
ourselves to in this thesis. Particular emphasis is placed
on the problem of synthesizing efficient algorithms to
optimize the coefficient word length of a digital filter
3
with predetermined specifications. Emphasis is also placed
on comparison of the computational results obtained by
the three proposed algorithms together with those obtained
by the other established algorithms.
1.2 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK
Over the past few years, a number of papers have been
published on the problem of the coefficient word length
optimization in digital filters. We mention only work
which is directly related to the thesis.
Avenhaus [19] [20] was among the first who went into
the details of this problem. His method employs a modified
univariate search. By applying his powerful nonlinear
integer algorithm in a discrete coefficient space, he was
able to make distinct improvements in filter performance
over straight rounding of filter-coefficients. The objective
function is defined in Section 3-3, such that it is aiming
at a coefficient vector with the minimum NB bits satisfying
max (w) < 1 V w
where P(w) is the normalized error function.
Based on information from [20], a flowchart of his
algorithm is assumed as shown in Fig.1.1. The algorithm is
started off by checking whether the initial coefficient
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vector with a predetermined initial number of bits is
feasible or not. If it is, the number of bits representing
the coefficients is reduced by one. The process goes on
until a certain number of bits, NB, representing the
coefficients is no longer satisfactory. Then, a modified
univariate search is applied to find a feasible coefficient
vector with NB bits. The search is characterized by var:ing
only one coefficient c . in both directions by step-size
-NB
2 , while keeping the other coefficients unchanged. If
a feasible coefficient vector is found in any one of these
searches, the number of bits representing the coefficients
is further reduced by one and the modified univariate
search is restarted to optimize the resultant coefficient
vector with NB-1 bits.
If no coefficient variation of the initial coefficient
vector will cause any improvement in max h(w), the algorithm
goes into a four-dimensional global search with twice the
step-size of the univariate search. If a feasible coefficient
vector with NB bits is found in any one of the four-dimen¬
sional subspaces, the whole procedure is restarted from
the beginning with a coefficient vector obtained by
quantizing the feasible coefficient vector to NB-1 bits.
If all coefficients have been investigated in both
the univariate search and thefour-dimensional global search
and no feasible coefficient vector is found, but an
improvement is found in the word length or in max 0(w) ,
the procedure is stopped. On the other hand, if no improve¬
ment in the word length and in max d(w) is obtained. The
whole procedure is restarted from the very beginning with
another initial coefficient vector with the next unfavourable
figure of merit in max 0(w) . The algorithm will be stopped
even if no improvement in max £(w) has been obtained if the
number of trials of initial coefficient vectors exceeds
a predetermined limit.
Despite the fact that Avenhaus' algorithm cannot
guarantee the global optimum, as no algorithm to date can ,
it has been regarded as the most powerful one since its
introduction in 1970. Its major drawback is that it requires
a relatively long computational time. According to Avenhaus'
eighth-order bandpass filter example [20], the computational
time required by their algorithm is ten minutes. In order
to obtain a better insight of which part is the most time
consuming, let us take a rough estimation of the time taken
by various parts of their algorithm. The computational time
required [AO] for a twelve-dimensional global search with
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A096(=2 ) iterations of max 0(w) is 45 minutes. Therefore
the computational time required for a four-dimensional
global search is
Assuming that the required computational time in the
univariate search for an eight-order andpass filter is
not very much different from that of a same-order lowpass
filter with similar specifications, Avenhaus' computational
time for the univariate search (See Fig.4.10a) is about 93
sees••Therefore, the total computational time required by
Avenhaus for one initial coefficient vector is
(32 + 93)secs = 125 sees
Since ten minutes are required for the whole optimiza¬
tion process of the eighth-order bandpass filter, therefore
the number of initial coefficient vectors that has been
tried is
In other words, roughly four to five initial coefficient
vectors have been tried before getting the resultant
optimum. Therefore, the most time consuming part of
Avenhaus' algorithm is in the process of
trying other coefficient vectors with next unfavourable
figures of merit in max b(w). In which the univariate
search has taken nearly most of the total computational time.
At the same time, a number of ingenious algorithms
have been proposed for the design of digital filters with
infinite word length coefficients [21] - [27]• This idea
was successfully developed to the design of digital filters
with coefficients of prescribed finite number of bits [28J ,
[29]• This formulates a new class of design method for
digital filters with finite word length coefficients. How¬
ever, they lose the flexibility of utilizing the highly
advanced art of design procedures already available in
analog filters by using the analog to digital transformation
methods. Moreover, they do not have direct concern with the
three newly proposed algorithms. They are mentioned here
for completeness.
Meanwhile, Crochiere |30 proposed a new efficient
statistical approach to the coefficient word length opti¬
mization problem. Instead of minimizing the actual coefficient
word length, he determines the optimal infinite precision
approximation on the magnitude of the system function,
TojCv)| , which minimises the statistical word length for
a given structure. More specifically, the philosophy of his
optimization procedure is to choose the approximation
I T_,(w)j , such that it is specifically matched to the coeffi-
cieny sensitivity properties of the structure. Such that
at frequencies where the coefficient sensitivity is high,
there is greater allowance for error and at frequencies
where it is low there is less allowance for error. As
8
demonstrated by his examples, it has been observed that
this approach.generally leads to a reduction of the actual
coefficient word length. Nevertheless, though his statistical
optimization procedure is very efficient computationally,
his approach fails to obtain the number of reduction in
bits which can otherwise be obtained by Avenhaus'algorithm.
Recently, Hadjifotion and Appleby [31] proposed two
simple and computationally economical design methods for
digital filters with finite word length coefficients. The
direct design method utilizes the geometric properties of
the pole grid and pole locus to rroduce designs based
directly on the quantized coefficients whereas the indirect
design method makes use of the pole grid and the infinite
resolution poles obtained from Tw. They are Tecially
intended for cases where a statistical treatment is not
valid because of the coarseness of quantization and are
suitable for filters specified in terms of magnitude
characteristics. However, they were found to be useful
only for relatively low to medium order filters. This
imposes a practical limitation upon their apT-)licability
to higher order filters.
On the whole, the various methods as described above
represent a tremendous amount of work and effort. Each of
them has its own merits and demerits. What is needed is an
algorithm which:
9
(a) is as powerful as Avenhaus'
(b) has the flexibility of utilizing the highly advanced
art of design procedures for analogy filter
(c) is fast in computational speed and
(d) is æ simple as Hadjifotion and Applebys'.
This thesis presents the results of attempts in
synthesizing algorithms with the four objectives in mind.
Three algorithms, all based on modifications of the
univariate search, are investigated and discussed in the
following chapters.
1.3 OUTLINE AND RESULTS OF THE THESIS
The thesis can be divided into three major parts. The
first part is covered in Chapter 2, where the signal flow
graph or the equivalent matrix representation of digital
filters is introduced. Employing Tellegen's theorem and
the concepts of interreciprocity and transposition, a
first-order coefficient sensitivity relation for digital
filters can be obtained [71], [34], [37]. A computable
set of matrix equations of this relation is then derived.
The second part of the thesis, covered in Chapter 3,
4-, and 5, concerns with the problem of synthesizing efficient
algorithms for the problem of coefficient word length
optimization in digital filters. In Chapter 3, a high speed
the
nonlinear integer d gorithm,algorithm A, is proposed. The
algorithm possesses a distinct feature of fast computational
speed and is by far the fastest among the three prL posed
algorithms. This characteristic is due mainly to the
incorporation of a high speed scheme in both its univariate
search and three-dimensional global search. The high speed
scheme is made effective by employing the set of matrix
equations derived in Chapter 2 for the computation of the
sensitivity function for the change in magnitude response
as a function of the corresponding variation in coefficeints.
Computational results show that its computational speed
appears to be faster than that of Avenhaus' (See Section
3.10). Its word length reduction obtained is comparable to
that of Crochiere, a further reduction of 1 to 2 bits from
straight rounding of coefficients can usually be obtained.
the
A second algorithm,^algorithm B, is investigated in
Chapter A. A special feature of this algorithm is that the
computational time per trial is shorter than that of
Avenhaus', with varying degree of success in word length
reduction. By performing more than one trial, it is capable
of 1 to 3 bits of word length reduction. This makes the
algorithm appear to be as powerful in wordlength reduction
as that of Avenhaus'. Moreover, this algorithm has an extra
word
flexibility of trading between computational time and^length
reduction. This nature is both word length reduction and
computational speed is mainly contributed by : (i) using an
efficient definition of normalized error function £(w);
(ii) incorporating two new ideas of successful move scheme
and back tracking scheme into the randomized univariate
11
search and (iii) employing a new idea of adaptive scheme
for accurate determination of the maximum passband error
frequencies. These modifications make the algorithm appear
to be a promising one for optimizing filter--coefficients
in digital filters.
In Chapter 5, we investigate a two-phase nonlinear
integer algorithm. Computational result indicates that a
further reduction of at least I bit can be obtained by
applying Crochiere's two-parameter approach [30] as the
phase I algorithm for equalizing the nassband and stopband
the
word lengths before applying either algorithm A or B as
the phase II algorithm for further optimization.
The third part of the thesis is covered in Chapter 6,
which gives a comparison among the three proposed algorithms
and
together with those of Crochiere' s Av enhaus'.
As a part of the thesis, a computer-aided coefficient
word length optimization package (COWLOP) is developed,
and presented in the form of a user's guide. COWLOP is
written in Fortran IV language and all results presented
in this thesis are based on using IBM 370/125 computer.
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Chapter 2
DERIVIATI ON ,'L ND CCA.11 UP TION OF COEFFICIENT S SNSITIVITY
IN DIGITAL FILTERS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, for the sake of clarity and convenience,
we are going to represent the descriTx)tion of digital filters
in terms of si_c nal flower p,raph or the equivalent matrix
notation. We then proceed with a definition of the first-
order coefficient sensitivity in digital filters [38]- [41]
A general expression for the coefficient sensitivity in
digital filters [7], [34], [371 is then introduced. From
this coefficient sensitivity expression together with
the definition of the first-order coefficient sensitivity,
we derive a set of efficient computable matrix equations
upon which the variation of the magnitude of the system
function Iwith respect to changes in coefficients is
computed.
2.2 SIGNAL FLOW GRui-'H AND MATRIX REPRESENTATION OE DIGITAL
FILTERS
In this thesis, we are going to represent digital fil¬
ters in terms of signal flow graphs or the equivalent matrix
representation. A signal flow graph is a collection of nodes
and directed branches [7N [52] • Associated with each node
is a node signal and associated with each branch is a
branch signal. A filter branch originates from a filter
node and terminates a filter node; which consists of
either a coefficient branch or a coefficient-delay branch.
In elementary digital filters, only one branch of a kind
is allowed to exist between any two nodes.
The input to a branch is taken as the signal value at
the node where the branch originates. The output of the
coefficient branch from node j to node k will be denoted
as v (n) and the output of the delay branch from node
C J K
j to node k will be denoted vgjk(n) The node signal value
at node J will be denoted as w.(n). The branch outputs are
d
then related to the branch inputs by






fc and are constant real coefficients.
In the case of linear shift-invariant filters, we can







coefficient and the coefficient-delay branches respectively,
Sources branches represent the injection of external
signal sources into the filter. They will be assumed to
have unity transmittance so that the source branch output
corresponds to the value of the external signals entering
the filter at that point. It will be assumed that there is
at most one source branch associated with each node in the
filter. The source branch signal value associated with the
k th node is denoted as x^.(n) or X-^(Z) in Z~transform.
are the branch transmittances of the
As an example, let us consider a second-order digital
filter as shown in Fig.2.1©. The input of the filter is
obtained through a source branch entering into node 1 and
the output is taken out from the node signal value w^(n) of
node 5. The node signal value at each node of a filter is
the sum of the branch signals entering the node, i.e.,
where N is the total number of nodes in the filter. By-
making use of Eqs.(2.3)-(2.6), Eq.(2.7) becomes
Eq.(2.8) is a set of N equations giving a complete descrip¬
tion of the filter. In terms of matrix form, Eq.(2.8) becomes
where
W(Z) is a column vector of values W, (Z)(k = 1, 2,...,N)
X(Z) is a column wctor of values X^(Z)(k = 1, 2,...,N)
"fc
F is a N x N matrix of coefficients for the coefficient
A_
branches.























Pig. 2.1a A second-order digital filter expressed in












Pig. 2.1b A second-order digital elliptic filter.
delay branches.
The matrix transpose, denoted by t, is necessary in
Eq.(2.9) because of conflict tetween the conventional sub¬
script notation used in signal flow graph theory and the
conventional subscript notation used in matrix theory. The
matrix representation of the second-order digital filter





















Eq. (2.9) can be expressed, as
W(Z) = Tt(Z) X(Z)
where
Tt(Z) = [i - - Z~1Vl"1
— L— —c —d.
(2.11)
(2.12)
I is a IN x N unit matrix
T(Z) is a N x N matrix representation of the transfer
function of the filter.
2.3 DEFINITION OF FIRST-ORDER COEFFICIENTS SENSITIVITY IN
DIGITAL FILTERS
The multiparameter sensitivity or a system function,
T -fCZ), between an arbitrary pair of nodes a and b of a
digital filter with respect to its coefficients c. (j = 1,
J
2, ..., ny con be defined [38] - gll as
(2.13;
A single element of this sensitivity vector can be expressed
o n
(2.14)
Consequently, the first order incremental variation of
^(2)^^(2), with respect to incremental changes ir





= the transpose of the sensitivity vector
= the rector of incremental changes in the
coefficients
(2.16)




In our case, what we desire is the sensitivity of the
magnitude of the system function . This sensitivity
can be derived in terms of the single element of Eq.(2.13)
as the following.
In general, the system function Ta^(Z) can be expressed





Incorporating Eq.(2.20) into Eq.(2.22) we have
(2.21)
(2.22)
As seen from Eq.(2.23), once we know the values o:
1
, which will be derived in En.(2.51) and which are
d
the real and imaginary terms of th as defined i:
m ft W# i~~it
Eq.(2.1A), together with the real and imaginary parts of
the system function Ta^(Z), the sensitivity of the magnitude
of the system function Ta-b(2) can be computed at once. It
has been assumed in the above derivation that the coefficients
c. of the digital filter ace real and in fact they are.
2.4 COEFFICIENT SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS IN DIGITAL FILTERS
The estimation of the coefficient sensitivity of a
digital filter from the viewpoint of movements of poles
and zeros [43j-p5] becomes very complex for higher order
filters. In view of this, another approach has to be adopted.
Based on Tellegen's theorem and the concepts of inter-
reciprocity and transposition [7] [33] , [34] , a r elation
between the coefficient sensitivity and the transfer function
can be derived [33J — [36] . A review of this can be obtained
from [32] • Referring to Fig.2.2, the relation can be stated
as
(2.24}
The derivation of Eq.(2.24) is rather lengthy and will not
be repeated here. The desirable feature of Eq.(2.24) is
that the coefficient sensitivity is expressed in terms of
transfer functions of the digital filter which can be computed


















Pig.2.2 A single-input and single-output digital filter.
2.5 COMPUTATION OF COEFFICIENT LENGITIVITY IN DIGITAL
FILTERS
2.5.1 Transfer Functions T (Z) and T , (Z)
anv mb
Eq.(2.2A) relates the sensitivity of T .^CZ) with
respect to a branch coefficient c. of a branch from some
node n to some node m in terms of the product of two
transfer functions in a digital filter.
In general, if we know all of the transfer functions
from the input node a to the nodes n (n=1, . ..,N), and
all of the transfer functions from the nodes m (m=1, ...,N)
to the output node b, where n is the total number of nodes
in a digital filter, then we can compute all of the first-
order sensitivities S[Ta^(Z) for the system function T , (Z).
The first set of transfer functions T (Z) can be
anv
obtained by solving the set of simultaneous linear equations
in Eq.(2.12) such that
or
wh ere
For our case, we sot the • •! em exits of the input vector
X(Z) to zero excert for tie one which corresponds to
node a. This element is then set to unity which corresponds
to the Z transform of a unit sample.
As seen from Eq.(2.26), th^solution W(Z) represents
the apuropriate transfer functions from the input node a
to all of the nodes n (n=1, N) in the filter, that is
(2.28)
c
The second set of transfer functions T ^CZ) can be obtained
in a similar manner by anal^zina the transpose filter.j tj v J
;phis can be done by takiny the transposes of the matrices
I
£c and ]y in Eq.(2.12). It can be shown in 7p jt2 J






for all rn (m=l, . N) and b (b=l, .o., N). Consequently,
we can obtain all of the transfer functions T , (Z) of
mb
the ordinal filter for all m (m=l, N) by solving the
transposed filter with an input at node b. This process
corresponds to solving the set of simul. taneous linear






for W(Z) by putting all the elements of equal to
zero except for the one which corresponds to node b which
is set to unity.
Therefore the solution W(Z) represents the appropriate
transfer functions from the input node b to all of the
node m (m=l, . N) of the transposed filter', i.e.,
f2. 35
or equivalently, for the original filter
(2.34
Nov,' ve nave sac cos a fully related the transfer functions
f (Z) and T , (Z) to the node variables W (Z) and •; (Z)
an mb n in'
respectively of a digital filter. In the folio wine: section,
we are yoinc: to introduce a method bv which the node vari-■ tj
ables W (Z) for all n (n=1, ..., N) and the node variables
Wm(Z) for all m (m = 1 , . N) can be computed.
2, 5.2 deal and Imaginary Parts of W( Z )
In general, the most • onvenient way of solvinr the
sets of linear equations £q. (.':.25) and Eq .(2.30) is by
using complex arithmetic. Bo that we can rearrange the
eouations to a form in which the real and imaginary carts
of W(Z) can be solved separately. Eor complex arithmetic,
we have
(2.35 )
Substituting Eq . (2.35 ) into Eq.(2.25), we h°ve






Therefore Eq•(2• 37 ) : 1ec oinos
(2. 38 )
(2.39 )
For a unit sarnie response is r ea1, there¬




Similarly, thsame procedures can be applied to
Eq. (2r 30) to express sop "irately the real and imaginary
parts of b(e^).
Expressing Eq.(2.30) in terms of complex arithmetic,
we have




= r ea1 nart of «£( e^w) of the transposed fiIter
= ima'E nary part of d(e^W) of hhe transposed
f i ]. t e r.
Comparing ao.G-.6a ) • ;i Th bq.(2.57 ) v-e have
Combiuing Eq.(2.43 ) with to . ( 2. 4.4. ) we have
(2.W )
(2.45 )
ih ere X(Z) which is veal for a unit sample response.




Therefore the real and imaginary parts of W(Z) in
both the oj i 'rial andnhe transposed filter can be solved
from Eqs. (2. 40)-(2.41 ) and Eqs (2.4.5 )-(2.4.7 ) as linear
sets of simultaneous equations in real variables.
11 m a y a p p e a r, a t f i r s t p: lance, t h at t h i s met ho d
requires a much longer computational time :since a lot of
matrix manipulations are involved. However, for our present
case, we are .recuired to compute the coefficient sensitivity
f 03? a 1 arge set of f recixoncies , 1;n eref ore rnuch tirne can
be saved since nearly half of the matrix operations are
required to be computed only once for the entire set of
freouencies. 0onsequen11 y, the rea 1 and imaginary r; irts
of w(Z) in both the original a ml the transposed filter
can be computed ve y efficiently.
c t
2. 2.3 Computation of Coefficient Sensitivity
Nov we have obtained the real and imaginary parts
of all the transfer functions relating to the coefficient
sensitivity relation derived in Eq.(2.24). The remaining
part of this section concerns with the actual computation






= real part of W(Z) of the original filter at
node n (n=1, ..0, N)
= imaginary part of W(Z) of the original filter
at node n (n=l, . N)
) = real part of W(Z) of the transposed filter
at node m (m = l, , N)
) = imaginary part of W(Z) of the transposed
filter at node m (m = l, ..N)
Note that the resultant computed values for
are in the form of column
vectors with N elements, in which N denotes the number
of nodes of the digital filter.
With reference to Fig.2.1b, if we want to compute
the coefficient sensitivity of the coefficient cwhich
is from the node 5 to node 1-, the procedures are as
follows:
(2.51 )
the procedures are the same for all other coefficients.
Once all the elements of the column vectors WD, WT ,JL J_
w
—RT, and W-^ are known, the real and imaginary parts of the
coefficient sensitivity function can be evaluated by using
Eq.(2.51).
2.6 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter concludes with a set of equations, i.e.,
Eqs. ( 2. 38), (2.TO), (2.4-1), (2.4-4-), (2.4-6), (2.4-7) and
(2.51) from which the real and imaginary parts of coefficient
sensitivity of a digital filter can be evaluated.
Combining this result together with the real and the -
imaginary values of the system function T ^CZ), the
sensitivity, S |T , of the magnitude of the system function
T ^(Z) with respect to its coefficient can be computed at
once by using Eq.(2.23).
S |T -^l thus obtained is then used in Chapter 3 for
efficient computation of the error function c(w) of a
digital filter due to coefficient quantization. The latter
forms an important feature in the nonlinear integer algorithm
A proposed in Chapter 3-
Chapter 3
WORD LENGTH OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM A
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The nonlinear integer algorithm proposed by Avenhaus
|19i, |20| has been regarded as the most powerful algorithm
since it was proposed in 1970. However, it is relatively
slow in computational speed. It is the purpose of this
chapter to introduce a high speed nonlinear integer algorithm
for the same problem of the coefficient word length optimi¬
zation in digital filters. The algorithm was resulted from
the incorporation of a number of new ideas and modifications
into the algorithm proposed by Avenhaus in the hope of
establishing a faster and more powerful algorithm than that
of Avenhaus'. However, as presented below, this has not been
successfully achieved.
As seen from Section 1.2, in order to reduce the
computational time required by Avenhaus' algorithm, we
must try to reduce the computational time taken by both
the process of trying other initial coefficient vectors
and the univariate search. This is achieved partly by
considering only one initial coefficient vector in stead
of several initial coefficient vectors. Moreover, both the
univariate search and the global search have been equipped
33
with a high speed scheme, which is effected by making use
of the coefficient sensitivity function as derived in
Chapter 2.
The purpose of Avenhaus' ten initial coefficient
vectors is to enable th. algorithm to overstep points in
the grid with unfavourable minimum max e (w). However, the
location of a good optimum by this means is based entirely
on trial and error. There is no assurance that the next
coefficient vector will obtain a better opt-1-mum than the
previous one. With regard to this, we suggest an alternative
aprnroach, randomization, to deal with this problem.
In doing so, every coefficient vector is randomized before
the univariate search. This is done in the hope of: (i)
avoiding the algorithm from being trapped at a particular
poorer local optimum at all time and (ii) over-stepping
points in the grid with unfavourable minimum max E(w).
Moreover, a more powerful three-dimensional global
search is chosen to replace Avenhaus' four-dimensional
global search. The three-dimensional global search is more
powerful in the sense that for an eighth-order elliptic
filter 108(= 33 x 4) discrete points are tested in stead
of trying only 48(`24 x 3) discrete points in the case of
Avenhaus' four-dimensional global search.
A concept of statistical scaling is utilized in the
passband so as to equalize the upper and lower passband
word length requirements. This may enable us to obtain an
overall reduction in the word length requirement in the
passband. Finally, a new idea of adaptive scheme for
maximum error passband frequencies is incorporated to ensure
accurate computation of the normalized error function £r(w)
at a fairly high speed.
3.2 THE OBJECTIVE DIGITAL FILTERS AND STRUCTURE
3.2.1 Choice of Digital Filters. V
In this thesis, elliptic bilinear transformed digital
filters are chosen to be the objective filters upon vhich
their minimum word length requirements for certain prede¬
termined specifications are found.
Elliptic filters are chosen for they exhibit fast
transition characteristic between passband and stopband.
Moreover, for the same filter specifications, they require
lower orders for their implementation when compared with
Butterworth, Bessel and Chebyshev filters.
Bilinear transform is chosen because it is the most
successful means of carrying the properties of the S-plane
into the Z-plarie j 3^ l • This . characteristic is most needed
in application where the magnitude response in the passbands
and the stopbands of a digital filter is of prime importance.
However, the various methods of treatment presented
in this chapter, chapter A and chapter 5 can be adapted
very easily to all other types of digital filters without
any loss in generality.
3.2.2 Choice of Structure
The choice of the canonic form of the digital filter
is important because the physical structure of the filter
has a large effect on the error introduced by various
quantizations [17], l18j, [39], [T6j- [4-8]. In this respect,
the direct form has the worst situation since its pole
positions are usually very sensitive to the corresponding
changes in coefficients for higher order filters [4-91.
On the other hand, the cascade and the parallel forms do
not have such a problem and have some other additional
advantages. For well defined stopbands, (i.e., sharply
defined zeros on the unit circle)which implies sharply
defined frequencies of infinite attenuation, the cascade
form is the best 21j. This characteristic is most desirable
in applications at which their harmonic contents have to be
strictly controlled. In regard to this, the cascade form is
chosen as the objective structure.
3.3 THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
Consider the cascade form digital elliptic transfei
function T(Z)
wh ere
CM = constant; multiplier
c., c.,, c. 0 are filter coefficients of the i th1 1_ + I l+£_
second-order ®ction.
0NB 0NB 0NB . 4
B c., B c- , B c. o are integers
11 x+11 i+2
NB = number of binary bits representation of the
coefficients
„ ST (d+iw)TZ = e = e
w = frequency expressed in fractions of the Nyquist
frequency
For a stable filter, i.e., its poles are complex and are
inside and on the unit circle respectively, its coefficients







Nov; let us consider tee steady state magnitude response of
the transfer function, ve have
(3.6)
Combining Eq.(3.i) and Eq.(3.6), we obtain
(3.7)
For the sake of demonstration, let us consider a low
pass filter, its filter specfications can be expressed in the
form of Fig.3.^.
For a satisfactory filter, we must satisfy the tolerance
limit 7(w) as
(3.8)
Define the normalized transfer function Tgw) as
(3.9)
f i T"t"7"r^yh I 1 Li J
T(w) = transfer function computed be using Eq.(3«7)
max T(w ) = maximum magnitude response in the passband






n n. s (
W1
Fieure 3.1 Specification of a low pass filtei
Ve sav that a filter is satisfactory if we have
(3.10)
Where" f (w)| is the ideal magnitude response and is defined as
(3.11)
By using Eqs.(3.8), (5.10) and (3.11), we define the nor¬
malized error function &amp;(w) as
(3.12)
Define the maximum error function EF(c^, c^, c , c^^),
which is a function of all the quantized coefficients
c .(j = 1, 2, 3N) , as
(3.13)
Therefore our objective is to find a coefficient vector
Gnb( = ^nb^c1' c2' c34 •••' °3N^ with the minimum NB satis¬
fying the condition that
(g^, 5 c ^ c -2^) — 1
3.4 OUTLINE OE THE ALGORITHM AND THE OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
A flowchart of the algorithm A is shown in Fig.3.2.
We begin the optimization by using a coefficient vector
obtained by rounding the infinite precision coefficients
to INB bits. A modified univariate search is carried out
for each of the coefficients of the randomized coefficient
vector (See Section 3.5) until a feasible coefficient
vector is obtained. The algorithm is then stopped and the
whole procedure is restarted again with the feasible
coefficient vector quantized to (NB-1) bits.
If no feasible coefficient vector is found, the
algorithm is then restarted with the best coefficient vector
for a three-dimensional global search with tvice the step-
size as before. To shorten the time of reaching a feasible
solution, the coefficients are arranged in sequence from
the most sensitive downwards in the subroutine COESEN
before the three-dimensional global search. If a feasible
coefficient vector is found, the whole procedure is restarted
from the very beginning with the feasible coefficient vector
quantized to (NB-1) bits. If no feasible solution is found,
the algorithm is stopped. The last feasible coefficient
vector then becomes our optimum solution for a particular
frequency under investigation.
The entire procedure is repeated again for another
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investaged. Our final optimum for the filter under investi¬
gation is then chosen from the one with the minimum NB bits
requirement while, at the same time, it still satisfies the
tolerance limit imposed upon all frequencies of interest.
To achieve a better performance, the algorithm is
further strengthened by incorporating a concept of statis¬
tical scaling (See Section 3.7)• A new idea of adaptive
acheme for maximum error passband frequencies is also
proposed to ensure accurate computation of the normalized
error function t(w) (See Section 3.8).
3.5 HIGH SPEED RANDOMIZED UNIVARIATE SEARCH
3.5.1 Univariate Search
Initially, we start with a coefficient bector
(c^, c^, ..., Gj]q)) obtained by rounding the coefficients
of the bilinear transformed digital teansfer function (See
Appendix B) to NB bits (NB = INB, which can be determined
either by means of Crochiere's statistical estimation
method [30J or by some other means 120j . In the examples
followed, INB were obtained by trial &amp; error). The optimiza¬
tion begins by computing the error function £(w) at three
values of a coefficient c.(j = 1, 2, 3, ..., 3N); i.e., one
d
is of the values of the coefficient c_. and the remaining
two are of coefficient values obtained by varying the
_NB
coefficient c. by + 2 . While all the other coefficients
J
of the 0 remain fixed for each computation.
Among the three values of the coefficient c., the one
0
with the minimum r(w) is chosen to replace the original
coefficient c.. This procedure is then repeated for each
J
coefficient of the respectively according to a random
sequence generated by a subroutine called RANDOM before
the process of univariate searcy begins.
In such a way, the direction of the search is designee
to minimize £(w). If we find a feasible coefficient vector
with G(w) less than one within any of these searches, the
procedure is stopped. The feasible coefficient Ivector is
then become our optimum coefficient vector with NB bits
representation. The whole procedure is then repeated by
using a new initial coefficient vector which is
obtained by rounding the last feasible coefficient vector
to (NB-1) bits.
The procedure of univariate search is finished if all
coefficients have been varied without finding a feasible
coefficient vector.
3.52 Randomized Univariate Search
In order to reduce the computational time required
by Avenhaus for considering other initial coefficient
vectors, only one initial coefficient vector (which is
obtained by rounding the infinite precision coefficients)
is to be investigated in the univariate search. However,
this means a loss in the ability of the algorithm to over¬
step points in the grid of the discrete coefficient space
with unfavourable minimum max With regard to this,
randomization is incorporated into the univariate search
in the hope of enable the algorithm to recover back this
ability.
Moreover, during the development stage of the algorithm
it was experienced that the algorithm is sensitive to the
sequence of coefficients by which they are investigated.
In other words, it is possible that some particular
sequences of coefficients would always lead us to parti¬
cular poorer local optima at all time (as explained in
Section 4.53)• It was found that randomizing the coefficients
a
of newly generated coefficient vector before they are
investigated in the univariate search would increase our
chance of getting a better optimum. At least, randomization
does prevent the algorithm from being trapped at a particular
poorer local optimum at all time.
To achieve these, a subroutine RANDOM is employed to
randomize the sequence of coefficients before a new
coefficient vector is to be investigated. However, compu¬
tational results show that randomization can only -prevent
the algorithm from being trapped at a particular poorer
local optimum (due to a particular bad coefficient sequence)
at all time but fails to overstep poorer local optima once
it has been trapped in the univariate search.
3.5®3 High Speed Univariate Search
(3.15:
As seen from Eq.(3-^2), the corresponding variation of the
error function A£(w) can then be expressed as
One of the two major reasons for the long computational
time involved in Avenhaus' nonlinear integer algorithm is
the computation of the magnitude of the normalized transfer
function, |T^(w)j, for each of the new coefficient vector
—NB during ^he univariate search. Note that in order to
compute each 'i^(w) in Eq.(3®9), we have to find out the
corresponding maximum and minimum j T(w ) | in the passband.
This process involves tremendous computation.
To reduce the required computational time, a high
speed scheme is incorporated by utilizing the first-order
coefficient sensitivity relation derived in Eq.(2.23) for
the computation of the normalized error function 6(w) in
Eq.(3.12). The variation of the magnitude response A|T(w)|
due to a change of a coefficient c_. by ac_. can be expressed




Therefore the resultant error function (w) due to the
variation of a coefficient in the coefficient vector
, 0—NB , ,by + 2. can be expressed as
(3.17)
where the sign of _.e(w) depends on whether the frequency
under consideration is of the upper passband, the lower
passband or the stopband of a filter.
As seen from Fig.3.3, in the upper passband and the
stopband frequencies, an increase in the magnitude respons
due to coefficient quantization corresponds to an increase
in the error function A £(w) and vice versa. For the lower
passband frequencies, an increase in the magnitude response
corresponds to a decrease in the error function A £(w) and







Fig. 3„3 A sixth-order elliptic lowpass filter showing
the variation of the normalized error function
(z (w) with respect to the direction of change







for upper passoand and stopband
frequencies
Tbe sign of the quantization step-size (2) depends on
whether the coefficient c. as mentioned in the univariate
search is increased (i.e., +2) or decreased (i.e., -2)
hv PNB.
5.6 HIGH SPEifiD EHRSL— JI MEN.SI ONA L GLOBaL SEARCH
3-6.1 Three-Dimensional Global Search
When all coefficients have been investigated in the
univariate search without finding a feasible coefficient
vector, the optimization is not stopped. In-stead, it is
restarted for a three-dimensional global search with twice
the step-size of the univariate search, this is done in
the hope of making the best use of the property of
nonlinearity of our present problem to Comb out a better
feasible optimum.
the final best coefficient vector chosen from the
univariate search is taken as our new initial vector.
We then arrange the coefficients of the vector in sequence
from the most sensitive coefficient downwards so as to
increase the chance of finding afeasible coefficient
vector within a short time. We now proceed with step-by-
step three subsequent coefficients and span a three-
dimensional subspace for the global search. If a feasible
solution is found, the three-dimensional global search is
stopped. The whole algorithm is restarted from the very
beginningwith a new initial coefficient vector which is
obtained by quantizing thqfeasible coefficient vector
to (^NB-1) bits. This is done in the hope of further reduc¬
ing the coefficient word length requirement.
If a three-dimensional subspace has been searched
without finding a feasible vector, the best combination of
the three coefficients is then chosen to replace the
corresponding coefficients in the subspace . The process
continues for another search in the next three-dimensional
subspace.
However, if all the subspaces have been investigated
without finding a feasible coefficient vector, the optim¬
ization is stopped. The last feasible coefficient vector
is chosen as the optimum vector for the frequency under
investigation.
Three-dimensional global search is chosen to replace
Avenhaus' four-dimensional global search« However our
three-dimensional global search is more powerful in the
sense that for an eighth-order elliptic filter 108(=3^ x 4)
discrete points in the coefficient space is tested in stead
of testing only T8 (=2^~ x 3) discrete points in that of
Avenhaus'- four-dimensional global search. Another difference
between our three-dimensional global search with that of
Avenhaus' four dimensional global search is that we compute
the normalized error function 6(w) by means of the first-
order approximation in the coefficient sensitivity relation;
whereas Avenhaus computes £(w) by taking approximation
obtained from the univariate search [20i . The global search
is chosen as our final means of getting a feasible coefficier
vector if the modified univariate search fails to obtain
any feasible coefficient vector in the current discrete
coefficient space. This is achieved (as explained in
Section T.6) by searching over a much larger discrete space
(with twice the step-size in the univariate search) than
that of the univariate search.
3.6.2 High Speed Global Search
The process of three-dimensional global search involves
tremendous computation. This can be seen easily in the case
of an eighth-order filter. For each three-dimensional
subspace, it involves 27(=3 ) computations; the total
number of computation is 108 (=27 x T). This means 108
times of evaluation of the normalized error function £(w)
bv usins Eq.(3.9) and Ea.C5.12).
With regard to this, an aporoximation is incorporated
in a way similar to the case of thehigh speed univariate
search. The variation of the error function! 6r(w) due to





in upper passband and stopband frequencies
SIGN(Iw
in lower passband frequencies
as illustrated in Fig.3.3.
The sign of the quantization step-size
depends on whether the coefficient c. of a three-







of the i th subspace can
then be related to the minimum error function of
+-"h o
th subspace and the variation of the error
f unct "i onp of the corres-
J- r+ i 1+^
ponding coefficients in the i th subspace as
wh p"pp
(3.22)
of the finally chosen coefficient




THE CONCEPT OF STATISTICAL SCAL1NC
Estimation of the Maximum Allowable Quantization
Sten-size Q
It will be assumed that theprimary filter characteristic
which we are interested at is the magnitude of the transfer
function with infinite precision coefficient, |T^(w)| .
This function is designed to approximate an ideal magnitude
1yT-j-(w) , with an allowed error deviation £(w).
Let A |T(v)| be the error involved in |t_(w)| in the actual
filter. For satisfactory operation, the magnitude response
| iV W; t
should satisfies the error constraints,
as seen in Fie;.3.4.
The statistical approach as used by Crochiere [30~
can be taken to obtain an upper 'bound' on the magnitude
nf f-hp p-prTiT From which the maximum allowable
quantization step-size, Q, for coefficients representation




x is related to the probability y as illustrated in
T?i rr Z P fPn!
3.7.2 The Scaling Constant SC
In the passband of a digital filter, the coefficient
sensitivity is usually much larger or smaller at the upper
or the lower set of frequencies than the other. This implies
that one set of frequencies is always having a more
stringent requirements on the error constraint. Consequently
a higher word length requirement will usually be resulted
A -y~s 4- ^ v n n n V o r
In view of this, it may be helpful if we incorporate
Fig.3.4- Error constriants on the magnitude
of the transfer function ]t(w) •
I»c
m
T?icr 7, r Pi oh of the error function with the
confidence factor y as a function of :
a concoot of a!;at;:i stical scaling into the present situation.
Similar to Crochierc's approach in euualizing the word
length requirements in the passband and stopband I 30j, we
equalize the urper and lower passband vord length require¬
ments by means of a statistical scaling constant. For the
sake of simplicity, thescalina is made on the ideal magni¬
tude response |fj(w)i rather than on thetransfer function
!T,(w)J . In doing so, the error allovance imposed upon the
more strinaent set of frequencies is released to certain
extent according to the decree of difference in sensitivities
between the- upper and lower set of frequencies. It is hoped
that, the use of this scaling constant, SC, may result one
bit improvement in t-epassbend word length requirement.
As seen from Fig.3.6, the maximum error allowances
in the upper and lower passband frequencies after incor¬
porating statistical scaline; can be expressed as
(3.25)
(3.26)
r4 a a n p n hi vpI v .
Ve can also see from Fig. J.6 that the smallest error
constraints on A. |'T(w)| occur at the frequencies for which
IT Jw)| has its maximum error of 1 + £. • These frequencies














Fig.3.6 The effect of statistical scaling uron
the error constraint in the passband.
and correspond to w ,, w w ,, and w in the lower
nil pid7 pl3 pc
bound. Therefore, at the upper bound frequencies, the
corresponding error constraint on A |T(w)' ! is
(3.27)
While the corresponding error constraint at the lower bound
r • •
(3.28)
Combining Eqs.(3•27)-(3•28) with Eq.(3.23), the quantization
step-sizes Q^u and ^ required to satisfy the upper and




Substituting Eqs.(3•25) — (3-26) into Eqs.(3•29)-(3•30)
T I •
(3.31
As seen from Eqs.(3•3^)-(3•32), Q increase as SC decreases
pu
and decreases as SC decreases. The overall quantization
step size required to meet both constraints Eqs.(3.25)-
(3-26) must equal to the minimum of QpU an(^ -^n or(3er
to minimize the passb nd word length, Q , requirement, we
must choose SC such that Q equal to Q ,, i.e.,
(3.32J
CO




onnln +- In ?
SC = 1 - ' SC (3.35)
Note that the value of 1 SC as seen from Eq.(3.34) will
always lie in the range of
(3.36
The incorporation of this concept of statistical
seal?: ng into trie algorithm can be effected by redefine
the normalized error function 6(w) in Eq.(3.12) as
The concept of statistical scaling, which bases on
very firm theory, was found to be not of much help in the
passband word length reduction. The reason is that we have
notfully utilized the idea of statistical scaling into
both the high speed univariate search and the high speed
global search (full explantion is given in Section 3.10)
The accuracy of any algorithm for the problem of
coefficient word length optimization depends on accurate
computation of the normalized error function T^(w) as
defined in Eq.(3.9). This implies accurate computation of
the maximum and minimum magnitude responses in the passband
In the normal cases, the latter can be assured if we know
the whole spectrum of magnitude response in the passband
(3.37)
3.8 AN ADAPTIVE SCHEME FOR MAXIMUM ERROR PASSBAND
R h iTTh'MP.T OU
.tor each coefficient vector under investigation. This
involves a tedious job of Ions; ccmputational time which
is impossible to afford for purely economical reason.
In usual practice, a finite grid of frequency points
are usually prefixed. These frequency points include
cutoff frequencies and those frequencies where the magnitude
response has its extremal values. The latter frequency
points are usually obtained before hand by computing the
whole magnitude response with infinite or finite precision
coefficients. However, it is by no means accurate, as
those maximum error frequency points will change accordingly
for different coefficient vpp.tnr.q.
Therefore a better method must be found to cfeal will
this problem which requires an affordable computational
time. With regard to this problem, an adaptive scheme is
proposed. With this scheme, the initially chosen set of a
maximum error frequencies will change adaptively according
to the new shape of the magnitude response generated by
each now o.npffio.ipnt vector.
To achieve this, in ddition to the initially prefixed
maximum error frequencies, a number of frequency points art
also investigated. The latter frequency points are obtainec
by adding and subtracting each maximum error frequency,
WW(IT) by (1WW(IT))oS1000. SS is a parameter which is
determined initially in such a way to conform with the
shape of the filter response which is a function of hofh
the filter order N ami the passbind cutoff frequency, W
J
In the case of an sixth order lowpass filter (See fix.3.7),






Thus, the values of . ^ and . are determined so as : (_i)
to limit the chance of allowing the maximum error frequen¬
cies (i.e., w „ and w 7) adjacent to w = 0 and w = w
' pu1 pu3 pc
to pass over them after a few computations; and (ii) to
enable the scheme to follow closely the change in the
maximum error frequencies. Once and have been
determined, th.f best value of SS which fits both Eq.(3.40)
and Eq.(3.41) is selected.
For a particular coefficient vector, we compute the
magnitude responses of sLl the maximum error frequencies
and their adjacent frequency points. Among these magnitude





























The initial magnitude response in the passband
of sixth-order digital filter V7ith a number of
prefixed maximum error frequencies denoted by
A and V , each of the maximum error frequency is
accompanied by two adjacent frequency points
denoted by 0.
Shifting of the maximum error frequencies after
using a new coefficient vector.
the passband are found. This will lead us to reasonably
a c.aim be a ommi ha f: i on n f &amp; ( uA
As seen from Fig.3.7i arter each computation, a new
maximum error frequency point must be chosen among the
corresponding three frequency points of the previous
maximum error frequency. Consequently, a complete new set
of maximum error frequencies is then found.
Note that for burn scheme, the cut-off frequencies at
w=0 and w=w are always fixed. It has been experienced
po
in the testing state of the algorithm that the maximum
error freauencies adjacent to w=0 and w=w may occasionally
pc 17 J
pass over the cutoff frequencies due to large change in
magnitude response shape incurred after many computations.
This will result in a wrong computation of t^e normalized
error function. To prevent this, we can simply reset any
adjacent maximum error frequency lack to its initial
prefixed frequency value if it shows any tendency of
overriding the cutoff frequencies.
This adaptive scheme was found to produce quite
accurate result of normalized error function t(w) within
a very short computational time.
Z . Q noivi Pi VA • PI ( )N A I , n' . III ,'IT
The followings are computational results of various
examples obtained by starting the algorithm A with the
initial random number I = 9999.A
Example 1 A : A Sixth-order Lowpass Filter 13o! I - .j
Filter Parameters :
= 0.0006 = 0.01
w ^
pc
= 2 (0.05) w
sc
= 2 (0.065)
Filter Structure : CASCADE, N = 6
Initial Set of Frequencies (computed by the MAXMIN program.





























Statistical constant (Computed by the SENSCALE program.
See Appendix A) :
SC = 0- 0006662122
The initial set of infinite precision coefficients obtained
from the bilinear digital transfer function (See Appendices
B aiid G) was rounded off to 13 binary bits as shown in
Table 3-1 • The set of 13 bits coefficients was then chosen
as the initial coefficient vector to be optimized by the
algorithm. The magnitude responses obtained by rounding
the set of infinite precision coefficients to 13 bits
and 11 bits and the corresponding magnitude response
obtainedby the 11 bits optimal coefficients are shown
in 'Fig.3-8. A reduction of 2 bits was obtained as a result
of applying the algorithm A. The whole
optimization took about 130 seconds. The optimal set of
11 bits coefficients is shown in Table 31•
Example 2 : A Sixth-order Lowpass Filter







Filter Structure : CASCADE, N = 6
Initial Set of Frequencies (Computed by the MAXMIN program,
wPii = °-00
w . = 0.210264-724-2








Q = 2 ' ^ after rounding
max €(w) = 0.797976
—i i
Q = 2 after rounding
max ^(w) = 1.4-54-958
-11
Q = 2 after ootimization by the
algorithm A
max6(w) = 1.000200
Fig.58 The magnitude response of Example 1A













The initial set of coefficients was obtained by rounding
off the infinite precision coefficients of the bilinear
digital transfer function (See Appendices B and C) to 11
bits (See Table 3-2) The 11-bit word length was found, by
means of trial and error, to l© theminimum acceptable word
length obtained by rounding. The magnitude responses
obtained by rounding the infinite precision coefficients
to 11 bits and 10 bits and the corresponding magnitude
response obtained by the optimal set of a bits coefficient
are shown in Fig.3-9- An actual reduction of 2 bits was
obtained by means of the algorithm A. The algorithm took
about 164 seconds for the whole optimization process. The












Statistical Constant (computed by SENSCaLE program. See
fi 'I A
O n oooc;i7Q(;g(
-11O = P a f f-p-p rrmnH ~i ri cr
may C f wl = O _ 94901 P
-9 ...O r= P - a-p-h^r rcnti mi 7,pi:i on h"v hh a
a 1 crnri "hVim A
max^Cw) = 0.998011
Fie. 8.9a The magnitude response of Example
2 before and after optimization
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—10
Q = 2 after rounding
ffs
Ch
max £(w) = 4.070036
Fig.3.9h The magnitude response of
Example 2 after rounding
the infinite precision
coefficients to 10 hits
Example 3 : An Eighth-order Lowpass Filter [ 1~]
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Initial set of Frequencies (computed by the MAX.M1N program




w 12 = 0.7242085770











w . = 3.141892664
SS - 1.3
sx
Statistical constant (computed by the SENSCALE program.
Tl r~ A -r-r rvi rl 4 nr A •
The initial set of coefficients was obtained by roundin
off the infinite precision coefficients of the bilinear
digital transfer functions (See Appendices B and C) to 9
bits (See Table 33). The 9-bit word length was found, by
means of trial and error to be the minimum acceptable wo id
length obtained by rounding. The magnitude responses obtained
by the rounded coefficients of 9 and 8 bits and the corres¬
ponding magnitude response obtained by the optimal 8 bits
coefficients are shown in Fig.3.10. An improvement in the
error function of the rounded 8-bit coefficients was obtained
by the algorithm, which took about 210 seconds for the whole
process. The resultant 8-bit optimal coefficients are given
in Table 3.3.
Example 4 A Tenth-order lowpass Filter [8].
Tr -t "1 ~v ~D e~~ "v^n yv» ,r -4- s~ -v-»
-W is s-
Filter Structure : CASCADE, N = 10
Initial Set of Frequencies (computed by the MAXMIN prograr





















Q = 2 after rounding
max £(w) = 0.984191
—8
Q = 2 after rounding
max £(w) = 1.921905
—8
Q = 2 after optimization
by the algorithm A
max ^(w) = 1.25509^
Fig.3-10 The magnitude response






































Statistical Constant (computed by the SEHSCnLE program.
See Amendi-sr A)
SC = 0.0068800871
The initial set of coefficients was obtained by rounding
off the infinite precision coefficients of the bilinear
digital transfer function (Sen Appendices B and C) to 9
word length
bits (See Table 3-4). The 9-bit was found, by means of
trial and error, to be the minimum acceptable rounded
coefficients. The magnitude responses of the rounded 9
bits and the rounded 8-bit coefficients, and the optima
8-bit coefficients are shown in Fig.3.11. Aid overall
reduction of 1 bit was obtained after an optimization
process of about d-36 seconds was taken. The optimal 8-bit
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In this chapter, a high speed nonlinear integer' ( J
algorithm has been proposed. This algorithm has a special
feature of high speed. For the case of Example 5, which is
an eighth-order lowpass filter, the computational time ;"20
required by Avenhaus for an eighth-order bandpass filter
with more or less similar filter-specifications is roughly
the
three times that of algor.i thmA(See Fig.3.12 or Fig.6.A) .
This speed comparison is only a rough guide as (i) one is
a
a lowpass filter and the other is bandpass filter; andA '
(ii) different computers are used. Nevertheless, it is
believed that the factor of three is an indication that
the algorithm A is faster. Its high speed characteristic
is due mainly to : (i) the incoooration of the high speed
scheme in both the randomized univariate search and the
three-dimensional global search; as well as (ii) the
reduction of the ten initial coefficient vectors to one
only, as seen from Faction 1.2 and oection 5.9i for the
case of an eighth-order elliptic filter, the computational
time required by Avenhaus for one trial of his modified
univariate search is about 125 seconds; whereas the
corresponding time required by the algorithm A for one
trial is about 210 seconds. The extra time required by the
algorithm A is due mainly to the incorporation of randomi¬
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(i) overstepping points with unfavourable minimum max
and tii) forming a more powerful word length reduction
algorithm. However these have not been successfully achieved
as explained in the third paragraph.
A comnarision between the computational time with and
without incorporating the high speed scheme in both the ran¬
domized univariate search and the three-dimensional global
search of the algorithm A is illustrated in Fig.3.'15. The
latter was obtained by direct computation of the normalized
error function in both the randomiz-d univariate so .-ci
search
and the three-dimensional global,while keepng the rest ofA
the algorithm A unchanged. The data for Example 1B is
presented in Chapter 5? Section 5-A.
Randomization was found to be helpful in avoiding o
from being trapped in a particular poorer local optimum at
all time due to a particular bad coefficient sequence.
However, in the univariate search, it fails to enable the
algorithm to overstep points in the grid with unfavourable
minimum max 6(w) once it has been trapped. In order to deal
with this problem, the idea of randomization was combined
together with a new idea of back tracking scheme to overstep
poorer local optima in the algorithm B proposed in the next
chapter. The idea of randomization should actually be able t
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Fig.3.15 Computational time of different filter-examples


























without high speed scheme in both the modified
univariate search and the three-dim. global
search.
0■
with high speed scheme in both the modified
univariate search and the three-dim. rlobal
search.
different initial random numbers. However, due to the
facts that: (i) in the univariate search, the algorithm A
fails to overstepping poorer local optima once it has been
trapped and (ii) the inaccurate computation of the normalized
error function in both the high speed randomized univariate
search and thehigh speed three-dimensional global search
(due to the negligences of the oC and the normalizing factor
as mentioned in the next paragraph); the attempt of getting
other optima for a particular filter-example was dropeed.
In stead we went on with a modified form of the
algorithm A, i.e., the algorithm B.
The idea of statistical scaling was found to be of
not much help in the passband word length reduction. The
reason lies on the fact that the high speed scheme in both
the univariate search and the global search has not taken
into account the statistical scaling constant, SC, and the
normalizing factor, 2[max T(w )+minT(w )], in the comnutetior
of the normalized error function £r(w). Ii' we want to utilize
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(3.20a)
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The proposed adaptive scheme for maximum error passbanc
frequencies was found by checking the optimized results
afterwards, as illustrated in Table A.6 to be an accurate
means for computation of the maximum and minimum raaaband
magnitude responses, as well as the corresponding ma-
Consequently, the scheme was also incorporated in the
•x "1 rr r" x 4- Vx T) -y- -v~» A a o r. rl x -vx f 1 ' x 4- } I
Despite its himh computational speed, there is no
assurance that the actual global optimum word length wil
be found. Moreover, as seen from Example T (Fig.6.3) an
improvement of only 1 bit in the actual coefficient word
length was obtained by the algorithm A; whereas a 2-bit
improvement for the same example was found bv both the
algorithm B and Avenhaus [8]. The main reasons for the
relatively weak word length reduction power of the1J A.
algorithm A is suspected to lie on the facts that, as
stated in above, the algorithm fails, in the univariate
search, to overstep points in the grid with unfavoured!
• •
) once it has been trapped and tr
inflr.n.imatp r.nmmitati on of the max 2 (w") in the him
o r^v ra X A m n
In terms of the four aims as formulated in Section
1.2, it was found 'hat tee algorithm is capable of obtaining
word length reduction up to 2 bits (See Fig.3.14). The
algorithm has the flexibility of optimizing digital filters
designed from conventional analog to digital filter design
methods. It is efficient in terms of computetional speed• X
(See Fig.3.12) and its optimization procedure is not very
complicated. But it fails in achieving word length reduction
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W 9 'f » Optimum vord lengths of different filter-
examples obtained by the algorithm A.
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11 I TMini) nillPlin , ivT
The algorithm A as proposed : n Chanter 3 is efficient
in terms of computational speed; however it is relatively
weak in word length reduction. It is the aim of this chapter
to propose a second nonlinear integer algorithm, the
algorithm B, for the problem of the coefficient word length
optimization in digital filters. This new algorithm was
resulted by incorporating a new definition of the objective
function together with a number of modifications in the
hope of establishing a more powerful algorithm while keeping
the efficient nature of computational speed of the algorithm A.
The algorithm B aims at a new objective function foi
accurate and efficient computation of the normalized error
function €( w). As suspected in Chapter 3? the word length
reduction rower of the algorithm A would increase consider-X
ably by incorporating a scheme to overstep points in the
discrete coefficient space with unfavourable minimum
max £(w). With regard to This, an idea of back tracking
scheme was combined with randomization form the algorith
B so as to oversteo roints with unfavourable minimumI, 1
max £(w). Besides, this combination enables the algorithm
to have the flexibility of obtaining a number of optima by
simply starting the algorithm B with different initial
rdnrlnm nnmhpno
as illustrated in Fig.6.4, for thecase of an eiahth-
order elliptic lowpass filter, the extra time invested for
direct computation of the normalized error function
is less than one-third the computational time required
by using first-order coefficient sensitivity relation.
tnrPGVPT1. di rpp.t nnmniiLpti nri of would naturally load
to more accurate result. Consequently in both the
modified univariate search and global search was computed
directly. In order to compensate the extra time invested
in Hi ppo.+: n.nmnntpt:i nn n 1 a number of modifications
were added to accelerate the optimizational sneed. First
of all, a two-dimensional global search was chosen to
replace the three-dimensional global search of the alvorithn
A. This provides us a saving of one-half the computational
time involved in the global search as illustrated in Table
4.1 if a corresponding three-dimensional global search-
were employed. Moreover, the two-dimensional global search
is still more powerful t .an Avenhaus' four-dimensional
global search in the sense that 54(= 5 x 6) iterations
were taken by direct computation rather than only 4
iterations were taken by approximation in Avenhaus' case
Furthermore a successful move scheme was also incorporate
in the univariate search so as to serve a unique function
of accelerating the speed of seeking an optimum.
The concept of adaptive scheme for maximum passband
error frequencies is also incorDorated as an accurate meansi. Jl
to comnute max ( w) .
4.2 THL OBJECTIVE DIGITAL FILTERS AND STRUCTURE
The same type of elliptic bilinear transformed digital
filters of the cascade structure will be chosen for our
investigation. However, the algorithm B can
be adapted easily to other types of digital filters of
various structures without any loss in generality. For
detailed reference, please rfer to Chapter 3, Lection 3.
4.R THE uR.1 i'.C i'T I r. h'ITIJ ("V,"I -NU
We begin by considering thecascaae form transfer
function derived in Lq.(3.7) as
(4.1
where
CM = constant multiplier
Gi' Ci + 1 1 Ci+2 are coefficients of the i th
second-order section.
For illustration purpose, let us consider the optimized
magnitude resnon.se of a sixth-order digital filter as
— 1_ __ TTl . I
A digital transfer function is said to be satisfactory
if if mAPt.Q thp f-nl ptp ri r o 1 i m i +- "A ( .i no
(4.2)
As seen from Fig.4.1, these requirements can be achieved





1. r"lor t~ rs
TMAX = Maximum magnitude response in the passband
TM1N = Minimum magnitude response in the passband
TMAXo = Maximum magnitude response in the stonband
By using Eqs.(4.3)-(4.4), we define a new expression for
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Fipr^.1 The magnitude response of a sixth-order d incite
filter obtained in + '• • e intermediate rroces of
v-s —«»v«-i r» f - -i y—v"
Therefore our objective is t0 find a feasible coefficient
vector 0^-^ with the minimum NB satisfyin ■ the condition that
(4.6)
This new objective function is more effective in the
sense that we consider each time the maximum normalized
error function, 6(w), throughout the whole spectrum only.
Moreover G(w) is readily available in normalized form
(as illustrated in Eq.(4.p)) once iMAX and THIN have been
determined in the oassband.
4.4 OUTLINE OF THE ALGORITHM AND THE Oj Ti MIZATION PROCEDURE
A flowchart of the algorithm B is illustrated in Fig.
4.2. The algorithm has a number of differences from the
algorithm A proposed in Chanter 3• The algorithm makes use
of a new definition of normalized error function as defined
in Eq.(4.5). The latter definition consi lers the maximum
normalized error function 6L wj in either the passbanu or
the stopband, depending on whichever is larrer; whereas
the algorithm A consider the maximum normalized error
function of one frequency at a time..4
Computational exrerience of the algorithm A indicates
that the maximum normalized erro^ funcnon in the stopband
of a bilinear transformed elliptic filter :s usually very
small compared with that of ~-~e rassb-nd. In other vords,
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(c)
the error constraint is more stringent in the passband than
in the stopband. This property is utilized in the rre -ent
algorithm by considering firstly the passband normalized
error function. If a feasible coefficient vector is found
to be satisfactory in t .e assband, the vector is then
tested to see whether it is satisfactory in the stopband
as well. If it is also feasible, the optimization is then
restarted from the very beginning with a new initial
coefficient vector obtained by reducing the word length
of the feasible coefficient vector by one bit.
On the other hand, if the vector is not feasible in
the stopband, the whole optimization is restarted from
the beginning for a feasible coefficient vector in the
stopband. The algorithm wi1 be stopped if no feasible
coefficient vector is found tor both the passband and the
stopband.
The randomized univariate search as introduced in
Chapter 3, Section 3.3-d is strengthened by incorporating
two new schemes, i.e., the successful move scheme and the
back tracking scheme, fhe combination of randomization
together with the back tracking scheme enables the algorithm
to have the flexibility of •rading off computer time with
the quality of optimum.
If no variation of coefficients in the univariate
search can produce a feasible coefficient vector, t'~e
algorithm is proceeded to a two-dimensional global search.
If a feasible vector is found, the whole algorithm is
restarted from the very beginning with the resultant
coefficient vector rounded to one bit shorter. Cn the
other hand, the algorithm will be stopped if no feasible
coefficient vector is found in all the subspaces.
4.5 W iANJJOIiI Zj&amp;D Lrd 1 V a R] A T 1 b p, A RCH
|. _ h . "1 Ilni vpri at:p
(for reference, please refer to .lection 3.5.1)
4.5.2 Randomized Univariate .march
In th~- algorithm B, randomization serves two purposes.
In addition to the reason of avoiding being tranred at a
particular poorer local optimum due to a particular bad
coefficient sequence at all time as stated in Section 3.5.2
and explained in Section 4.5.4. The other our" ose is to
combine with the back tracking scheme to overstep points
in the grid of the discrete coefficient space with
unfavourable minimum max £(w) nee it '-ar been trarred
inside. These two features enable the algorithm to obtain
a number of optima by simply starting the algorithm with
a number of ini'ial random numbers. In other words, the
algorithm possesses the flexibility of trading off computer
time with the quality of theontimum. The rrinciple of this
capability is presented in Section L#- .4.
4.5.3 Successful Move Scheme
The idea of successful move scheme has been incorporated
into the randomized univariate search, such that whenever
an improvement in the normalized error function £(w) is
obtained by increasing (or decreasing) the coefficient c.
J
by a quantization step-size (i.e., 2~~li ), tee search will
continue to see whether a further increase (or decrease)
of another step-size will further reduce 6(w) or not. This
process of successful move continues until6(w) can no
longer be reduced. The coefficient vector corresponding
to the best £(w) is then caosen as the initial point for
the next step in the univariate search. As illustrated in
Fig.4.Jb, point w is our initial point; the scheme has
the effect of accelerating the process of obtaining a
feasible optimum, such as point b if coefficient c.-, is
varied first. However, if coefficient c. is varied first,i
point Z, which may be a moor -r unfeasible optimum, will
be obtained after some exhaustive search. The computational
time taken for the latter search depends entirely on whether
the adjacent optimum Z is near or far away from the point
nnn;i nn . T .f1. .DOint, .
The incorpora ion of the successful move scheme should
enable us to accelerate the speed of rerin~ an on-imum.
In general there is no assurance that the optimum to be
found is necessarily cue best one. However, this does not
matter provided the opoimum is a feasible one. -t is
r l . . v. : o:. i • t » ' entail . ■ : ; sen- t
:u of ficii-nt space of tc :.l i..» :. r n.io. cr
u t. I ioi. | i i 1 • .
4»3^ r.ffftct of the ciicc&amp;i'wful novo sciiti^
or the i.O'.. -Ii- i-.ie vr optir.Lr.iitio:.
pro bio ar illustrated in the tv.o-
di.T.cnsior.al discrete coefficient
•i starting point
Y clobaJ or feasible optiaura
i» poor or uiii'oa: it le optinujn
because once a feasible optimum is found, the word length
of the feasible vector is reduced by one bit, this will
lead to an entirely different allowable grid of discrete
coefficients in the H-dimensi onal space.
4.1.4- Back Tracking Scheme
The incorporation of the successful move scheme into
the randomized univariate search do increase our chance
and speed of obtaining a feasible coefficient vector.
However, we cannot avoid getting a poor local optimum. To
prevent this from happening, the idea of back tracking
scheme is proposed. Before describing the scheme, let us
take a look at the actual discrete coefficient space (Fig.
4.3a) in which the univariate search and the global search
take T) 1 a e e .
In Fig.4.3a, the contours r«-present noints in the
continuous space having ••quel value of maximum normalized
error function 61w). The point 0 is the global optimum in
the continuous space while the points T and i-1 are the
feasible optimum and the global optima in the discrete
coefficient space respectively. They arc surrounded by a
central contour with maximum 6(w) equal to one. The other
neigbouring points are allowable discrete coefficient
values of c„ and c~.
Rounding the coefficients of points 0, the roint G
may become our initial coefficient vector for t e univariate
search. In this case, neither the point H nor the roi.nt T
will be found by means of the univariate search. However,
if we reduce the word length of t e coefficients by one bit
or choose a starting point with a next figure of merit in
maximum £ (w) , the point u or the point L may become the
initial point. In t e case of the point II, the rlobal
optimum will be found in the univariate search if the
point II is varied firstly with toe coefficient c.... While
for the case of the point L, t e rlobal optimum will be
found in the univariate search if the noint L is variedA
with the coefficient c^ first. This explains the fi"st
reason why randomization is introduced in the univariate
search (oee Section 5.G.2). However, the feasible optimum
(i.e., the point T) will be found in tie rlobal search
vith twice the original step-size in the univariate .march
if we start off with the : oint G. This explains why we
employ the global search as our final means for searching
the global optimum. However, as see from Fir.H.'Oa, the
computational time reouired by a two-dimensional ylobal4.
search is roundly half f the total time. This necessi ;ates
a scheme which is capable of .iumpinr our -"rom points like
the point G in the univariate search so as "o reduce the
total computational time.
Moreover, the poinss H o7 the : oint T may also become
our initial point either as a result of reducing the word
length by one bit or us a result of choosing a starting
point with a next figure of merit in £(w). Consequently
the univariate search will not lead us to a better optimum
other than the poor local optimum at 'he point G.
Therefore, in order to avoid beingtrapped in a poor
local optimum such as tee point G at all time while avoiding
from being deviated to some poorer points such as the point
B or the point F in the univariate search, a back tracking
scheme as illustrated in Fig. h.t is proposed.
The scheme is effected by settinr a criterion to be
observed in the optimization process of the stopband S(w).
As a result, whenever the total value of t -e passbundS(w)
and the stopband £gw) exceeds a certain limit (in our case,
we found that q is a satisfactory limit), t- e present
search, which is one of the two searches with coefficient
c. deviated by + step-size, is riven up. 'he univariate
search is then restarted to optimize either the original
passband £(w) or the ririnal stopband 6 ' w), which are
obtained by using the coe ficien' vector with the value
of coefficient c., depending on whether the original
J
passband £(w) is greater than ene or no-, in loin- o,
poorer points such as the roint B or the point F will beST £.
avoided from being chosen as an initial point for further
optimization. As these initial points w.11 eventually lead

us back to those poor local optima, such as the roint G,' 7
after some exhaustive searches which are time consuming
nnH nc.pl pcc.
On the other haad, if the sum of the passband £(w)
and the stopband€(w) is less than the limit, the computed
value of the passband 6(w) is taken as our initial €L(w)
to re optimized in a new randomized univariate search. This
orocess provides us a means of accepting those points, such
as the point H and the point L, with next figures of merit
to be chosen as initial points for further optimization. As
seen from Fig.4.3a, these points will eventually lead us to
the global optimum.
Computational results show that this scheme is in fact
appears to he quite powerful. Moreover, the combination of
randomization with the back tracking scaeme equip the
algorithm with the flexibility of obtaining a number of
optima by starting the algorithm with different initial
random number, IX, before calling the subroutine AAIIDCM
(See Appendix A). Among all the resultant optima, the best
one is chosen. In other words the quality of "he optimum
can be improved by investing more computational time.
n a wn _ni !• r , ,r;a t, .»i . 7?r.H
The global search is iosen as our final means of
searching for a feasible coefficient vector in the current
discrete coefficient space if the modified univariate search
fails to do so. This is achieved by providing a more thorough
search over a much larger discrete coefficient space with
twice the step-size in the univariate ©arch. In the case
of an eighth-order elliptic filter, ve investigate only
24( = 2 x 12) discrete points in t-e coefficient srace for
the univariate search; Whereas for a two-dimensional global
search, we investigate a total of 54( = 3 x f) discrete
points in t ie discrete coefficient space. A typical case
can be illustrated by fig.1.3a, tve point G is the final
optimum which is obtained by the univariate search. Since
no further improvement can be obtained in 6 w) by varying
any coefficient, we proceed with a global search with twice
the step-size as in ta univariate search. Consequently,
the feasible optimum (i.e., the n^int T) will be found.
In the algorithm ft, a two-dimensional global search
is chosen to replace the three-dimensional global search.
In doing so, a saving « f one- aIf the computational time
is obtained in the global earch; which is roughly eauivalent
to a reduction of one-'hiri the overall computational time.
(See Table 4.1 and fig.4.10b). However, there is no obvious
difference between tne computational resu ts obtained by
employing two-dimensional and three-dimensional global searchesr— . j — - t 1 — " -m
The two-dimensional is more powerful than Avenhaus'sI •
four-dimensional search as explained in Section ^.1. Moreover,
7 T ^ i •» T1 r f~ n 1 nn nf ' Patio of theDIMENSION Ojtf
:HE GLOB
1 l J L
•
J-11 t; - l, ; i
—»- r r ~r~-» o r~. c +• n +- o 1
f! rv^r, u :: ^ nn
4- - HIM L = 81 : 81 X 3 = 243 I 4.5
I :
3 - HIM ! ~'y = 2? 2? x 4- = 108 2
2 - DIM 3^ = 9 9x6=34 1i
Table 4.1 A Comparsion of tn numbe r of cornruti oneL
involves in different dimensions, of subs race
in th alobel search of an eighth-order
di "ital filter.
the normalized error function 6(w) in the two-dimensional
global search is computed directly rather than computing
£=(w) by means of ap roximation in xvenhaus1 case. The
former would obviously produce more accurate value of fc-(w).
4. Ah AiJiiPi'l V.u 8C; i En E 1 'Jit MAXIMUM EHAOA i'ASSBAhiJ FKEvUENCI Bo
The same scheme for computing the maximum error- pass-
band frequencies is employed in the algorithm B. or
detailed information please refer to Section 3.8.
A.8 GOMBUTitllOishiL RES LLTS
The best result of 10 trials is presented below for
each example . The summary of results of all ten trials
for each example are presented in Big.4.9 (a), (b), (c),
(d), 8c (e). It should be noted that the cornpu tation-time
quoted for each example is time required for one trial onl;
Example 1A : A Sixth-order Lowrass Filter 7-0 ." J
Filter Parameters :
Filter Structure : CASC.alul, N = 6
Initial Set of Frequencies : Please refer- Jo Section 3.9.
Similar to the case of the algorithm A, the initial set of
coefficients was obtained by rounding off the infinite
precision coefficients to 13 bits. The magnitude responses
of the rounded 13 bits and 11 its coefficients and the
magnitude response of the 10 bits ortimal coefficients
are shown in Fig.5. A reduction of 5 bits was obtained.
The vhole optimization took about 160 seconds. The optimal
set of 10 bits coefficients is shown in Table 4.2.
Example 2 : A Sixth-order Lowpass Filter
P a 1 "f" n t» P o • j m r f- rh •
= 0.03
p
w = 2 n ( 0.1;
£ = 0.003
w„„ = 2n(0.125)
Filter Structure : CiiSCbvbE, N = 6
Initial Set of Frequencies : Please refer to Section 3.9.
The initial set of coefficients was obtained by rounding
off the infinite precision coefficients to 11 bits. The
magnitude response of tee roundel 11 bits and the orv imal
8 bits coefficients a-e shown in Fir.4.^ . The magnitude
response of the rounded 10 ; its coefficient can be seen1,
in Fig.3.9(b). An actual improvement of 3 bits was obtained
The optimization process took about 230 seconds. The optima
to 8 bits coefficients are shown in Table 4.3.
Example 3 : An Eighth-order Lowoass Filter .1
If -? 1 -f- r -r I J n o m n n n ^ •
i = 0.0287742
P





•ir.4.5 The naynitude r onse of Examrle 1

























after optimisation by the
algorithm 3
max 0.999541
fig.4-.6 The magnitude response of Example
2 before and after applying the
algorithm B.
°-°5 0.1 0.125 0.2 0.5 0.4- 0.5
f ?
Filter Structure : C.-.oCmLE, N = 8
Initial Set of Frequencies : Please refer to Section 3 • 9 •
The initial coefficient vector was obtained by rounding
the infinite precision coefficient vector to 11 bits. The
magnitude responses of the rounded 9 bits and 8 bits
coefficients and the magnitude response of the optimal 8
bits coefficients are shown in Fig.1.7• An improvement of
1 bit was obtained. Phis process took about 280 seconds.
The optimal 8 bits coeff'icients are shown in Table h.T.
Example A : A Tenth-order Lowpaas Filter | 8 ,
T~ • 1 1 .
Filter Structure : CaSCm.DE, N = 10
Initial Jet of Frequencies : Fleas,e refer to ,lection 3.9.
The initial set of coefficients was obtained by rounding
the infinite precision coefficients to 9 bits. The magnitude
responses of the rounded ° bits and - bits coefficients
and the magnitude response of the optimal 7 bits coefficient
are shown in Fig.L.8. An overal". improvement of bits was
obtained. The optimization process took about 90 seconds.
The optimal ? bits coefficients are shewn in Table A.5.
In each of the above examples, we optimized an initial
i = 0.01
P
w = 2 ~ ( 0.166
6S = 0.001
w = 2' (0.188.
-9
-Q = 2 after rounding
max £(v,:) = 0.934-191
-Q = 2 ^ afcer rounding
max 6(w) = 1.921905
—8
-^ = 2 ' after optimisation
by the algorithm B
max £(w) = 0.991011
Fie.4.7 The magnitude response












Q = 2 y after rounding
max £(w) = 0.988138
-8
Q = 2 " after rounding
max €( w) = 1.999^-
-7
y = 2 after optimization
by the algorithm B
max €(w) = 0.69522
Big.4-.8 The Mag:itude resDonse
of fxamrle 4 before and
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coefficient vector by starting off the algorithm with
different values of the initial parameter IX before calling
the subroutine iUvNdOM (please refer to Section 4.5). The
value of IX used are 5, 99, 999, 9999, 6554-9, 99999, 999999,
9999999, 99999999, 999999999- Among the ten sets of result,
the best one is chosen as our final optimum result for the
example under consideration (See Fig.4-.9). Other than
Example 5, one to two bits reduction in wor : length can
usually be achieved in one trial and the time taken for
one trial appears to be significantly shorter than that
of Avenhaus1 algorithm. If the result of this one trial
is satisfactory for the filter in mind, one can stop. If
it is still unsatisfactory, one can restart the optimization
by using a different value for IX in the subroutine XANDOE
for a nev; search until a satisfactory result is obtained.
i o n (; r Te i t i o
The algorithm B is equipped with a new definition of
the normalized error function 6(w). This definition enables
us to comnute max t(w) very efficiently in loth the passband
and the stopband.
The combination of the idea of randomization with the
proposed back tracking scheme forms a powerful mheir.e in
the modified univariate search to overstep points in the






























0.999931 1.338069 1.546260 1.483807 1.391972
1.133685 1.538086 1.276849
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910
NUMBER OF TPIAL2
Fig#4.9a Op- Z"d v.ord lengths with their corresponding V#
max6(w) obtained in Example 1A for 10 different;
"rials by starting the algorithm B with different
initial random numbers.
o after rounding
x after the algorithm B
+ feasible word length
values adjacent to points denoted by © &amp; are
the values o- max obtained after rounding
"O
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IJ U n B Bn 0 F T RIA LS
•
Fig.4.9b Optimi-ed word lengths with their corresponding
max t(w) obtained in Example IE for 10 different
trials by starting the algorithm B with different
initial random numbers,
o after rbundinc:I |
x after the algorithm B
;
-t feasible word lenrth
j values adjacent to points denoted by og-. are
the values of max fc(w) obtained after roundins?
• | i • • ^
and after the algorithm 3 resnectivelv v























































1 2 54 56780 10
NUMBER OF TRIALS
Fig.4.9c Optimized word lengths with their corresponding
! max 6(w) obtained in Example 2 for 10 different
trials Ly starting the algorithm B with different,
initial random numbers.
' o after rounding
|" ITT" ~ — 0 — ■■— J ...
x after the algorithm B
•H- feasible word length w
values adjacent to noints denoted by o&amp; k are
the values of maxfc(w) obtained after rounding













1 2 3 4 5c 7 o 010
NUMBER OF TRIALS
Fig.4.9d
Optimized .'.opd lengtns with their corresponding
max 6(w) obtained in Kxample 3 for 10 different
trials by starting the algorithm B with different
initial random numbers,
o after rounding
x alter the algorithm B
•f- feasible word length w
values adjacent to points denoted by O&amp; x^re
the values of max t(w) obtained after roundinrr

































Optimiz ed worn 1 en go Vis wi th their corresponding
max t(w) obtained in Example 4- fop 10 different
trials by starting the algorithm 3 with different
initial random numbers,
o after r o undin g
x after the algorithm g
+- feasible -word length
values adjacent to points denoted by o&amp; xare
the values of max 6(w) obtained after rounding





















minimum max£(w). The resultant scheme has the flexibility
of obtaining a number of o tima by starting the algorithm
vith different initial random numbers. In other words,
computational time can be traded for a better optimum.
In this thesis, each filter-example was oi ti ..ised by start¬
ing the algorithm with ten different initial random numbers.
Consequently, ten optima were obtained for each filter-
example, they are illustrated in hi .4.9. The data for
Example 113 is riven in Chanter b. J cotton S. I.
Two-di icnsional f lobal search w .s chosen for the sake
of reducing the overall computational time. However, it is
still a bit more ; o.erful than Aver, k..us' four-dimensional
global search as ex lain d in Section 4.1. ...oreover, it
allows us a saving of one-half the computational time if 0.
corrcspondin ■ three-dimensiona.'l .r'lobal so rcl were e .oyed■ t
(See Table 4.1). As illustrated in Fig.4.10, the two-dimen¬
sional global scare tales up a;, average ti e of nearly half
of the total conput; tion 1 time. However, its word lo. - h
reduction as illus t r; ted in Fig. 4.11 is not very significant.
Ho improvement of u to o. e bit a s ever been obtained by the
global search. The algorithm D had been tested by cm ioyirr;
a three-dimensional ■ lob: 1 se: rc'a rather han two-dimen¬
sional one. However, no obvious Improvement had been achieved.










Ex. 1A Ex. 1B 7 y M y y:,A • Ex.4
r] iPEH-EXAMi Lii..
Fi5.4.10a
Computational time of different filte -examnles
obtained by the algorithm B.
after univariate .search
4- after modified univariate search
































Ex. 1A Ex. 11 Ex. 2 •• v• « J Sx. '+
FILTI2R-2XAMFI.ES
Fig.4.-10b Computational time of different filter-examples
j : obtained by the algorithm B .
wit h 2-dim. r1oba1 s a a rer







































i i{r," 4 . ,11a 0 p I; j.;n L'cd word L e r. I r with the co memo--id in,-;
maximum normalised error function 0f hxumn.Le l
obtained by he algorithm B
o after roundinr ^
x : fter univariate rearch
4- after modified univariate eg arch
v after modified univariate kearch and two—dim;
rlobal search
A vi th random.i ~ ation
fW' ■" "f f t |^f -- -i I __Li I _ J 1 ■ ^































iPig.4. lib Ortimin ;d word length with correspond : : :nax6( w)
of hxnnulu IB obtained by the algorithm B
af tci roi uidin^ ^
after univariate search
afi;er modified univariate search
after modified ur.ivarir te scare! and two-dim,
global search
without randomisation # • -4— - - » —1 • -»«- m__





fift. 4.11c 0])timi'd word 1 err th with correspondinr mx^fw)
of fx trnple ? obtained by the algorithm B
rfuer round in'r
Lifter urivnrirLe search
• j.i tor 'codified univariate senre a
nicer .codified .J.ivurr to r e rch v.vo-di.c.
riobal eeerce
Vii thou t randomization
—~— ■ 1 «■ |I i a - . -JH B Ij f I I



















iFig.4#lld Op tirnixod word lenrth with correspond in- rn;-ix6w)
01 Example 3 obtained by the algorithm B
o &amp;f te r r o un d i a r
x after a ivaricte re: re
+ utter odified univariate r i rci.
TT after modified u iviri' te r arch and tvo-di-.
.;lo bal Gearedj
A withou t randomiz&amp;tior:

















Fig. 4, He Optimized word length with corresponding rn :x £( w}
of LXurnnlG 4 obtained by the algorithm E
■■■■■■f n w 11 ™ ■■f i 11 ■
•• .f te r counding
•f or univariate search
;.i I(!, odifioti univari; te search
] !
a'tor modified univariate r^: rch ar . two-dim.
global search
without randomisation














as illustrated in eig.4.10b. Therefore we employ only a
two-dimensional global 3Barcu in the algorithm B .
The effect of the successful move scheme is to accelerate
the speed of tae algorithm in seeking an optimum whenever
a possible optimum is encountered (As illustrated in Fig.
4.3b). Computational r suits (Tee Fir.4.11) show that the
withdrawal of the successful move scheme from tae new
efficient algorithm would usually lead us to poorer figures
of merit in both word length and max£(w). The resultant
computational time obtained (See Fig.4.10a) is sometime
longer and sometime shorter than that equipped with the» » r
successful move scheme. These results give us some indications
that the successful move scheme do have the possibility of
leading us to a better optimum, however, once a good optimum
is by-passed (this may happen if the successful move scheme
is taken away), the algorithm would take some time(depending
on whether the next adjacent optimum is near or far awayv- » 9 J
from the point under consideration) before a next optimum
The process of w:th drawing ranuomiza•ion in "ho algorithm
will usually result in ;oor r figures of merit in roth word
length and £(w) as il ustrated in Fig.4.11. This might be
due to the fact that random zaaion has the effect f increasing
the change of finding a good sequence of coefficients.
Consequently, the ch-nce of getting a better optimum is
increased. As seen from Fig.4.10a, th additional time
invested to randomization is small, therefore it is quite
worthwhile to include it An the i -nH thm.
The proposed adaptive scheme for maximum passband
error frequencies was found by checking the optimized
results afterwards (as illustrated in Table 4.6) to bo an
excellent means from which accurate value of max (w) can
be obtained.
The algorithm B is powerful in terms of word length
reduction (See Fig.4.12). Actual improvement of 3 bits
can be obtained. The algorithm obtained similar result as
Avenhaus' nonlinear integer algorithm in the same problem4lf
of a tenth-order lowpass filter i8 by starting the algorithm
with the initial ran iom num: - r id = 9;"'9r'9999 Moreover,
the algorithm ap ears to require a much shorter computational
time. This is seen from the fact that for the case of Example
3 11 i, which is an eighth-order elliptic lowpass filter,
the computational time required by the al orithm B is 280
seconds; whereas t'e c:moutational time required by Avenhaus
for an eighth-order el iptic bandpass filter with similar
filter-specifications is roughly 800 seconds 20 . Assuming
the optimization-processes for same order elliptic lowpass
and bandpass filters with similar specifications are of
not much different, "he algorithm 3 appears to be roucrhly
two times faster than hha~ :f Avenhaus. hhealrorithm
EX. 1A . Hi i:x. a EX.'I
0. UU6 •. 006 0.05 e'. 028774 2700 0.01
i'V Y
-1 _On619.'ioy7 1 .o269662940 1 .0.J7407802 0.9199902027 •KI40440H4 9
;v uc,i i i i 2 . ..[!. .t . i i. 0.994477600 1.0260207280 0.9094 P 0 - 8088690811 1.1.74692159
£ i c TMAX-T.'MJ
dpCTKiiXt! MINJ 0.974459000 0.8854(5 343" 5
0.967'7r000 0.9938980000 0.695220000
MAX ' 1.006214100 1.0052975760 .04210240,0 ^.9261422220 1. 4006 2692
6 2 ' 0,094212260 O.O947O 4''»' 1 : ,9'-'''42 ".4 •;3 0.9692457656 ".'24692278
.—k111•
%. ' M X • Cfult) .999954000 0.38''9690000 . ... O ! '1 0.991011. '000 0.700574572
..v, L„o:i € a — £ ■» - i~ 111
€ •
f0.6109569 -2.103 »0.796'- -0.764.285H
I'.i. If 4.- 4 co:;ip:ui jn oi' ho pansband normalized error
I' :ncr ion oat inel by the adaptive acheme and
by cneckiip- "he optimized results.
Fig.4.12 Optimized word length of different filter-
examples obtained by the algorithm g
o after rounding
after the algorithm B
is also capable of optimizing digital filters designed by
all kinds of methods including analog to digital transforma¬
tion methods. On the whole, we may conclude that the algori-
n , . promising
thm B proposed m tms chapter appears to be'a algorithmA
for the problem of the coefficient word length optimization
in digital filters.
Chapter 5
TWO-i-Ha^; Ij ; T; tn ,i-.;,vP tn.vt• prtvi
5.1 INTKOJJUCTIUN
In the development stare of the algorithm A and the
algorithm B, it was found, on the basis of experimental
observations, that th^ word lenrth reauirement in the
stopband is usually very much lower than that of the
passband of a digital elliptic filter in cascade form.
Detailed examination has been taken to inves irate this
feature. Consequently, it was found that the word lenrth
requirement in the passband can usually be reduced by
increasing the corresponding word length requirement in
the stopband. Phis important finding is then utilized to
combine with the algorithm A ot the algorithm B as propose
in Chapter 5 and Chanter 4- to form a two-phase nonlinear
• . i i
An example was tried using this two-phase an:roach.
A further reduction of a leas'- 1 lit, when compared with
the corresponding result obtained !y using the algorithm
A or the algorithm B alone, was obtained by first equalizir
the passband and siorband word length requirements before
applying the algorithm .v or the algorithm li for a further
ftntimi7atinn in the final coefficient wor i length
requirement.
5.2 tHE CONCEPT OF riu f O-ril A oE aLGOKITHH
The concept of the two-phase algorithm lies on the
fact that for a digital filter, if we want to assure that:
the error constrain; is met for all frequencies of interest,
it is necessary to choose the overall coefficient word length,
W, of the digital filter to be equal to the maximum of the
passband word lengt; , 7 , and the st pound word length,
&amp;
W . As we want to minimize W, it is obvious to choose W
s p




W is the ud er oassband wor i length
pu
W is the lower oassband word lenrth
pi
By equalizing the .v and Wo, ve are curable of reducingi
the word length requirement in the pass:and at the exoense
of increasing the corn siondinr word length requirement in
the stooband. This imnlies a reduction n the total wordAO
length requirement. Once w. have equalized the word length
requirements according to Eqs.(5.1)-( .2), we could be
able to obtain a further reduction in the overall word
length requirement if a nonlinear integer algorithm such
as the algorithm A or the algorithm B is employed. With
reference to i.1 ig. 5. d-B. 2, one can met a rourh idea of how
much can be saved by using the wo-ohase alrorithm.
5.3 THB TWO-tlb'.oh 1 uLfOKI 1HIi
c: Z A mu~ i;UnnA T A I A 4-1
Our purpose of tae phase I algorithm is to equalize
the passband and stopband word length requirements by
varying G and so that the resultant filter parameters
can then be used to synthesize a bilinear transformed
digital transfer function. From this, the infinite precision
coefficients are then rounded off no become an initial
coefficient vector to be optimized by the algorithm A or
B proposed in Chapter 3 and A respectively.
It was found that the two-parameter statistical approach
proposed by Crochiere ,30, is the best means of equalizing
the oassband and stopband word lenrrth reoui rements.
Consequently it is csosen to be the phase] alrorithm.
For detailed reference, please refer to Crochiere 30.
R X »TkV» OB o n p TT A I THp-i hm
The phase II alrorithm can be either he alrorithm A
or the algorithm B. The initial coefficient vector of the
phase II algorithm is obtained by rounding off the infinite
precision coefficients obtained from the transfer function
T,_(w). The latter is synthesized by usinr the Pinal optimal
values of 6 and ^ in the rhase J algorithm.
r s °
s ix oomhhv ; i oiJ,i I.- v ■. ,ii,
In order to test the validity of the two-phase algori¬
thm, the result of the two-neramoter optimization example
was .taken as our
obtained by Crochiere 30 phase I result. We then started
: v
off by employing the algorithm o and E for further optimi¬
zation. The results obtained are presented in the following.
Example 1B : n oix-order Lowpass filter i30
IP "1 4— r I m 4- ~ -v- -« •
t = 0.006 i = 0.01O.i
w = 21(0.05)
PC v
w = 2 r, (0.065). ) L
Filter Structure : C.vSCnDE, N = 6
Initial Set of Frequencies : Please refer to section 3-9.
TRIAL 1 : Phase I algorithm : Crochiere's two-parameter
statistical an:roach 30 .
lhase II airorithm : The a I -orithm A.
Filter Parameters obtained f^om the Phase I airorithm :
£ = 0.0011098" £ = 0.0098531
s
W = 12 bit
The phase II airorithm regain with the ir.:T:i l set of
coefficients obtained by rcundinr twe infinite precision
coefficidnts of the T^fw) to 12 bits (See Table 5.1). TJw)
was synthesized by using theresultant Daraieters, and
T)
es, o.f the phase I algorithm. The magnitude responses
before and after optimization by tee two-phase algorithm
and the corresponding responses before and after optimization
by the algorithm ... alone ere illustrated in Pip. 5.1. An
extra bit of reduction was obtained as a result of usinn
the two-phase algorithm rather than using the algorithm A
alone. The phase 11 algorithm took about 1 :S seconds for
the process, w.aich is rourhly the same as that A Example
1A. The optimal set of coefficients is dven in Table : .1.
TRIAL 2 : Phase 1 algorithm : Crochiere's two-parameter
statistica1 anrroach j50 .
Phase II algorithm : The algorithm B.
Filter parameters obtained from the Phase I alrorithm :
£ = 0.0011100 (z = 0.009BE:'3
s ' ^
W = 12 b i t s
Similar to the case of the algorithm A, the initial set
of coefficients was obtained by rounding the coefficients
of the infinite orecision coefficients to 12 bits (See
Table 5-2). The magnitude responses before and after
optimization by t e two-; base el -ori'.hm and the corresponding
responses before and after optimization by the algorithm B
alone are illustrated in Pig.5.2. An actual improvement
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1.000200
after outimization
bv the two-nhase algorithm
may 0.995413
r-i rr g. 1 Magnitude responses of Example
IB before and after optimisa¬
tion by the algorithm A and
the two-phase algorithm (with tlie
algorithm A as ohase II).
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0 0.02 0.04 0.065
0.1 0.2 0.4
ff s
Q = 2 after rounding
max £(w) = 0.797976
-10
Q = 2 after optimization by
the algorithm B
max 6(w) = 0.99993'1
-Q .
7=2' after optimization by
the two-phase algorithm
max£(w) = 0.832929
•'ir. c . 2 Barnitude r•1 sponse of Bxamp 1 e 1B
before and after optimization by
tie algorithm B and the two-phase
algorithm, (with the algorithm B
as phase 11).
the two-pha e algorithm ins ead of using the algorithm B
alone. The phase II algorithm took about 212 seconds for
the optimization process. The optimal set of the 9 bits
coefficients is given in Table 5-2.
5.5 GOiiCLUolONB
The basic philosophy of the two-nhase algorithm lies
on the equalization of the rassband and stopband word
length requirements before applying the phase II algorithm
for further optimization. It is expected that further
improvement of 1 tit can be obtained. Before this investi¬
gation, Crochiere ,50! has made a conjecture that the
combination of his statistical approach together with aj
nonlinear integer algorithm would result in a considerable
reduction in the total computational time. Computational
results demonstrate that there is no reduction in overall
computational time which is contrary to what Crochiere has
conjectured. Instead, it was found that an additional
"reduction in the overall word length requirement can be
obtained at the expense of investing some extra computational
time in the phase I alrorithm. n the whole we may conjecture
that the two-phase ai orithm proposed in this chapter
a
appears to be promising alrorithm for wari lenrth reductionA
in digital filters.
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Table •Coefficients of Pxampl-- 1H by ur.inr the new
efficient a.. oritto a.s the Phase II algorithm.
Chapter 6
COi'irjiRIoOi. .-iLGUKI f HHS AND JUG J ,oTIONS
FOR 1 UATHFR RESEARCH
6.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, a comparison is made among; the three
proposed algorithms together vith the nonlinear integer
algorithm of Avenhaus 19.-'20] and the statistical approach
of Crochiere $0i. Avenhaus' nonlinear integer algorithm
is chosen because it; is recognized to be the most powerful- X
algorithm for coefficient word length reduction in digital
filters. Crochiere's statistical approach is selected due
to its inherent nature of efficient computational sneed.,
The comparison is made mainly on thebasis of optimized
coefficient word length and computational speed.^ ^ i
6.2 COEFFICIENT -uRi. UENG [?H REDUCTION
In theprevious chapters, ve have proposed three
algorithms for the problem of coefficient word length
optimization in digital filters. It is a good idea to
make a comparison among them together with the algorithm
and
proposed by Crochiere ^ Avenhaus. x'irst of all a comparison
between the algorithm A and the algorithm 3 for all the
filter examples in the aspect of optimized coefficient
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Pig.6.1 A comparision of the optimised word lengthsI k ■ • . « | , ' — ^
. f. 1 —(_ ■,
- — Of different filter-examples.
a f t er rounding
after the algorithm A
after the algorithm fv
optimized results for Example 1B were obtained by applyingt - r t C3
the algorithm A and the alrorithm 3 ss phase II algorithms.
The comparison shows that an actual improvement ofUn to 2
bits can be achieved by the algorithm A. While the algorithm
B can obtain reduction of up to 3 bits, which is 1 bit better.
The overall word lengtn requirement can be further reduced
by 1 bit by applying th • • two-phase algorithm, making an
overall reduction of 3 bits for the algorithm A and 4 bits
for the algorithm B.
A comparison between Crochiere's statistical approach
and the three proposed algorithms is made in Fig.- .2 by
using Crochiere's example 30 , i.e., Example 1. The two-
parameter approach is the least efficient method, which
obtained a reduction of only 1 bit. Whereas the two-phase
algorithm (the algorithm B as phase IT algorithm) is the
most powerful one which obtained on overall reduction ofA.
4 bits. The two-phase algorithm ( the algorithm A as phase
the
II algorithm) and algorithm h achieved the same reduction
of 3 bits as th • four-parameter approach. Whereas the
algorithm A obtained reduction of only 2 bits. The four-
parameter approach, though capable of achieving rood
reduction in word length, involves the changing of the
passband and stoobana cutoff freauencies, w and w
^ - 1 pc sc
This implies a chan :e of the original filter specifications
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Fig.6.2 A comparision of the optimized word lengths of
Example 1.
o after Crochiere's statistical estimation
v after various ororosed algorithms and
Crochiere's statistical apDroach■ ■»«-' LI —L
Finally, a comparision between the algorithm A, the
algorithm B, and Avenhaus' algorithm is made by using
Avenhaus' tenth-order lowpass filter [8], i.e., Example
4-, as illustrated in Fig.6.3- The same optimized word
length of 7 bits were obtained by Avenhaus and the algorithm
B. Whereas the algorithm A obtained optimized word length of
8 bits, which is 1 bit more. As seen from the result obtained
by the two-phase algorithm (see Fig.8.1 and Fig.6.2), we
suspect that the two-phase algorithm (with the algorithm B
as the phase IT algorithm) might produce a better reduction
than the 7-bit word length obtained by Avenhaus.
6.3 COMPUTATIONAL, TIFF
For economical reasons, the optimization time required
for a good algorithm should be reasonably short. To get
a better picture of the figures of merit of various
algorithms, a comparision is made in Fig.6.A of the computat¬
ional time of various filter-examples required by the
algorithm A and the algorithm B.
As seen from Fig.'.b, the algorithm A requires corres¬
ponding shorter computational time in all the filter-examples
than those of the algoritarn B. In Example 3, which is an
eighth-order lowpass elliptic filter, the computational
time required by the algorithm .v and the algorithm B
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A comparison of the optimized word lengths
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of Example 4.
o after rounding
v after the algorithm A, the algorithm B ,
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Fig.6,4 A comparison of the computational time of• I.»- 4||. I
different filter-examples.J.........
Jj 1__. v the algorithm a
I-...
r the algorithm -d
IT I I I I rHfift E F IT I Tl 1 IPIiT I!?»' 1 WHHtHI
respectively. Whereas the computational time required by
Avenhaus for an eighth-order elliptic bandpass filter i20i
is roughly 600 seconds. By comparing the eighth-order
elliptic lowpass and bandpass filters, we can see that they
are having roughly similar specifications and they both
consist of twelve coefficients. Assuming that the optimi¬
zation process (i.e., optimization time) of an eighth-order
bandpass filter is not very much different from that of
an-eirhth-order lowpass filter, it appears that the algorithm
A is roughly three times faster than Avenhaus' algorithm;
whereas the algorithm B is approximately two times faster,
than that of Avenhaus. -n making this comparison we must
point out the fact that the algorithm of Avenhaus wasI
run in a different comnuter-the CD 3300.
6.A CONCLUSIONS
According to the comparisons made in this chapter, we
find that the algorithm A and Crochiere's statistical
approach are relatively weak in terms of word length
reduction. Howorer, they -me fast which enables them to
be useful in applications where economy is f first
importance.
Avenhaus' nonlinear integer algorithm is very rower-
ful in word length reduction. However, it requires a
relatively lonm computational time, which arrears to be
the longest among all the algorithms discussed in this
thesis. It should only be used in those a plications where
minimum word length is of prime importance. However, we
find that the algorithm E arrears to 're an useful algorithm .
It produces word lengths reduction in a shorter time and,
depending the numbe" of 'rials, with corresponding increase
of computation time, seems capable of achieving the same
vord length reduction power of Avenhaus' algorithm. In
cases where we want to ac sieve a further reduction in
the word length requirement, the two-phase algorithm (with
the algorithm B as the phase I1 algorithm) can be employed
at the expense of extra computational time for the phase
n 1 cmy~» m4- Va m
6.5 GUGGFSiluNS FOR F'U: fHFhi RAob.iRCH
In this thesis, we mainly deal with the cascade form
of structure and lownass fi ters. .he t" ree algorithms
proposed in this thesis should be equally applicable to
other forms sf structure and filter. Go it is of interest
to have a try for this.
Another area of further rose rch is in the application
of the three proposed algorithms to nonrecursive digital
filters. In this thesis, we start off with a recursive
digital filter obtained from the analog one. But the three
algorithms are equally capable for nonrecursive filters.( i 1 •
It may be of interest to have a try for nonrecursive filters.
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A. 1 INTRODUCTION
COWLOR is a set of computer programs for the problem
of coefficient word length optimization in digital filters.
It consists o twenty • rograms which were developed as a
part of the thesis. Co..LOR is written in Fortran IV language
52 , jj?5~l - In this appendix, we are going to present a
description of each of them, so that users can get access
to them with ease.
A.2 POLES DETERMINATION 1AOGRAM - 10LEPIND
The theory unon which rOLEFJND is based is given in
section B.2. The objects of 1 OLEFIND are:
(1) to find the minimum degree of an elliptic filter that




(2) to find the poles of attenuation from which the denomi¬
nator's polynomial of TV©(w) can be obtained: and
(3) to evaluate the Tschebycheff rational function A, iww ,L),
K ' IL V PC
the outputinput magnitude response jTv)! at various
normalizing frequencies w.
The program first demands filter specifications of G ,JT ' Vk r
C ,w and w . The program then proceeds to compute the
s pc sc
minimum order N from Eq. (By1) by using a subroutine called
KI for computing complete elliptic integrals of the first
kind. The poles and zeros of R (x,L) are then expressed in
r n
terms of the elliptic sine function as in Eqs. (B.1?) - (B.13).
The latter is obtained from a subroutine called ESF. From
the computed values of noles, the outputinput transfer
function Ho(w) is obtained.
A. 3 COMPUTATION OF THE COMPLETE ELLIPTIC ILT .-AL OF THE FIRST
KIND - KI
A program for computing complete elliptic integral of
the first kind, K, is readily available in a number of
references, such as [01 ' and [p7J • TF.e form of KI which
we are dealing with is
(A . 1)
A.A COMPUTATION OF i.:C ELLii iC DIKE FUNCTION - ESF
A program for eva1uatinr elliptic sine function, SN,
is available in |1 ~|, jjJ and S7 • For reference, please
refer to them.
A5 ZEROS DETERMINATION PROGRAM — ZEROFIND
The theory up on which ZEROFIND is based is riven in
section B.p The object of ZEROFIND is to determine the
zeros of the inputoutsut transfer function.
The program starts off by demanding in:;ut for Amax, w ,
p c
NIN, N and the computed pole positions obtained by 10LEFTND
where
Amax is related to £ by
P
NIN= number of attenuation poles at the infinityo
II = number of attenuation poles computed by i OLEFIND.
The program then proceeds to compute the transformed
variables F'(Z) and T' (..i) from Eos. B.r'7) and (B.AO)
respectively. From these, an expression for E(Z)E'(Z) is
determined as in Eq. (B.5), and the roots of E(Z)E'(Z) as
expressed in Eqs. (B. F) - fB.67) are found by means of
Bairstow's iterative procedure. By applying inverse
transformation, the left half-plane stable roots of e(S)
as in Eqs. (B. d) - (3. q) are obtained. The program then
proceeds to compute the undamped zeros ZF. and the quality
factors ZQ. of e(S) according to Eqs. (B.PO) - (B.1).
for the case cf an odd-order filter is then computed by
using Eq. (B.75). The constant K for e'F) is then determined.
From these the outputinput magnitude responses ifEv)j at
various normalized frequencies v; are obtained.
THE
A.6 COMPUTATION OF, MAGNITUDE RESPONSE OF A DIGITAL TRANSFER
FUNCTION — CAST
The object of CAoi is to compute the magnitude response
of a cascade form digital transfer function |Too w)| . The
program begins by demanding input values for E, CM, 6 and
filter coefficients. II is 'he number of soconi-c-der sections and
(A . 2 )
CM is the constant multiplier of TcJZ). It then proceeds
to compute TC w) at all frequencies of interest.
A.? COMPUTATION Or THE MAXIMUM ERROR FREQUENCIES OF A
for odd order filter
(A. 3)
for even order filter
for odd order filter
(A . T)
for even order filter
for odd order filter
( A . R)v - - •
for even order filter
BILINEAR ELLIPTIC LOWPASS DIGITAL FILTER — MAXMIN
The maximun error frequencies for a bilinear lowpass
elliptic approximation can be determined from the elliptic
.functions . The set of maximum error freouencies v; ,
n11





( A . 7 )
( A . 3 )
where sn(n,k; = the elliptic sine function
K(k) = the complete elliptic integral of the 1st kind
n = the order of the filter
and for odd n
for even n
The program starts off by demanding input values of £ , ,
o
w , w and N and computes the values for X as given in
| ) O O
Eqs. (3.54) - (3.55).
A. 8 THE NONLINEAR INTEGER ALGORITHM A — COWLOPV1
A thorough presentation of the theory upon which C0VL0PV1
is synthesized is given in Chapters 2 and 3- In the algorithm,
randomized sequence of coefficients is generated whenever the
subroutine RANDOM is called upon. The coefficient sensitivity
of the filter is computed by calling the subroutine GOESEN.
COESEN is a long subroutine which consists of many other
subroutines for matrix manipulations.
The program starts off by demanding input values for
iC , i , w , w , dimensions of matrices F nd F
p (sp C'S DC sc —c —d1
filter order, initial ,, final optimized upon which the
algorithm will stop, Oh, EC, AF, EE, initial set of maximum
error frequencies and initial set of coefficient vector.
The node numbers of a digital filter, which are required in
the process of computing coefficient sensitivity are inrut
by means of a BLOCK it-KPk . V.'hereas the transmittance matrices
t T U
F and F, vhich are defined at the bcinninn: of the main
program, have to be altered for different orders of filter,
and are given in Aooendix D.—i L
A.9 RANDOM ORDERING OF FiLTKu-(JO BFiALC I Li,PS - RARDOM
The purpose of the subroutine RAi1)OIK is to produce a
new randomized sequence of coefficients by arranging the
input coefficients in random manner. It is based on a
subroutine RANDU to be described in the next section.
By starting the algorithm with different initial odd integer
values in IX, before callingthe subroutine FnLDOH, we are
capable of obtaining a number of local optima, from vhich
the best is chosen. The subroutine is effected by CALL
RANDOM (NT, IX, 1Y, CK),
wb
FT = total number of coefficients
r.
i;
any odd integer number with nine or less digits
for the first entry
previously computed value of 1Y
after the first entry
5 a resultant integer random number reouired for
the next entry to this subroutine. he range of
51
this numoer is between 0 and 2' .
1FL : a resultant uniformly distributed, floating point,
random number in the range of 0 to 1.0.
a.10 generation of a random real number between zero and one
— R U'DfJ
The purpose of AAKDU is to generate uniformly distributed
random real, numbers between 0 and 1.0. The subroutine is
effected by CALL A-NiDU (IX, IY, YFL), where IX, 1Y and YFL
have the same meaning specified in section A.9.
A.11 COMPUTATION OF COEFFICIENT SENSITIVITY — COECEN
COEOEN is a subroutine for the evaluation of the
coefficient sensitivity of a digital filter. It is based
on the theory described in Chapter A. Besides coefficient
sensitivity, COESid, can be called upon tc evaluate I. iX,
TM1M and T. It also serves to arrange innut coefficients
in a sequence arranged from the most sensitive dovmwards
for the purpose of efficient use of the three-dimensional
global search.
A.12 MATRIX ADDITION — GMADD
Subroutine GMADD serves the purnose of addinr two
general matrices to form a resultant general matrix. It is
effected by CALL GMADD (A, r., R, N, M), vhere
A = first input matrix
B = second input matrix
R = resultant matrix
N - number of rovs in A, B, A
I.I = number of columns in a, B, R
All matrices must be stored in the sequence of column
by column.
A.]3 MATRIX SUBTRACTION ~ GmSUB
A. 14 MaTRIX MULTIPLICATION — GMPROD
Subroutine GMSUB subtracts one general matrix from the
other to form a resultant matrix. It is effect by CALL
GMSUB (A, B, R, N, M), where
A, B, R, N, M have the same meanings as those in section A.11
All matrices must be stored in the sequence of column
by column.
Subroutine G. d ROD serves the pur ose of multiplying
two general matrices to form a resultant general matrix.







second in ut matrix
output ;:utrix
number of rows in A
number of columns in A
number of rows in B
L number of columns in B
All matrices must be stored in the sequence of
c olumn by c olumn.
A. 15 MAT HI X TAAuSl OSIlIOii — GLITRA
Subroutine GilTi£A serves the purpose of transposing a
general matrix. It is effected by CALL GIITAa (A, A, f, A),
where a matrix to be transposed
d results.nt matrix
h - number of rows of A and of columns of H
M - number of columns of A and of rows of R
matrices A and d must be stored in the sequence
of column by column.
A. 16 MULTIPLICATION Of A .uATRIX BY A SCALAR — SLiPY
Subroutine SI.Q Y serves to multiply each element of a
matrix by a scalar to form a resultant matrix. It is effected
by CALL SI'.lPY (A, CT R, a, II, LIS) and consists of a subroutine
LOC, vhere
A = input matrix
C - Scalar
R r Output matrix
N - number of rows in matrices A and R
M 3 number of columns in matrices A end R
I
for general matrix





A.17 GOI.TPUTATTCI. (n-1 VyOTh.f ShRSflfTV'P T,(if!
Subroutine LOG serves to compute a vector subscript
for an element in a matrix of specified storage mode. It
is effected by CaLL LOG (I, J, lit, N, M, MS),
where I A row number of element
J column number of element
lit - re suit; in t vector subscript
I. - number of rows in rn: trix









A. 18 MATaIA IliVAASICh — . .IL7
Subroutine ..I•.V serves the purpose of inverting a
general matrix. The pro r .m is synthesized by using the
standard Gauss-Jordan method. The determinant is also
computed. A zero value for the determinant implies th:t
the matrix is singular. It is effected by CALL MILV (A,h,D,L,M)
where A input matrix, to be destroyed in computation




A.19 COMPUTATION OP GKKS1 1171TY SO A LI KG COK'STnKT — GK .;KI,,LK
A. 20 THE HONLINEAR 1HfrGcit ALGGRJ TKM B — GOWnO] V2
The theoif upon which C0RL0PV2 is bared is fiver, in
chapter 4. The alforith:; be, ;ins by re;-ucstin£ input valuer
of € , fr , W , VI . filter order, ii.iti-1 fir.' 1 i
J[J O jJ
for stopping; the ; Lyontua, Ch, SO, AP, oJ, maximum error
frequencies and initi 1 coefficient vector. It consists oJ
subroutines Rah DO K, AaHDU nd ThAKIh.
order of matrix
re su 1 .; .n t de t e rminant
work vector of length U
v;or1: vector of Innrt.h iI
The theory upon which the sensitivity scaling; const- nt
is based is fiven in section 3.7. The scaling constant is
computed by us ins; Sqs. (3.34-) - (3.35). The propram st- rts
off by demanding input values for dimensions of matrices
: rn r filter order, constant multiplier of rJl(v), 6 ,
x, coefficient vector and maximum error
frequencies. It consists of many subroutines for matrix
o p e ra t i o n s.
the
A. 21 COMPUTATION OP MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM PASSBAKD MAGNITUDEA
RpSPON SES-THA M IN
A.22 ENOGRAWS LINING OP COWLOP
Subroutine TMaMIN serves the purpose of computing
TMAX, TWIN and a new set of maximum error passband freque¬
ncies by means of the adaptive scheme proposed in Section
3.8.
0S FORTRAN IV 360N-FC-479 3-8 MA IMPAM DATE 300677
POLES FINDER PROGRAM FOR THE INPUTOUTPUT
TRANSFER F U N C T ION
INPUT PROCEDURES-





C 0 C 5
00 0 6
C 0' C 7
c: : 8
CO 09




C 0 I A
Or 15
OC 1 6
0 C 1 7
c c l s
C 0 I 9
C 0 2 0
002 1
CC22
C 0 2 3
C 0 2 A
CO 2 5






C 0 3 2




DOUBLE PR EC I S ICN K,L,KCFI,KL»K1L,K1XL,KXL
DCUBL E PR EC IS ICN AM AX,AM IN,FB,FH,DEL TA 1 ,DEITA2
CGUBL E PREC IS ICN A , C , D,E,U,X,RN,SN,XL,PN,ANG , F , PF
DOUBLE PRECISION XZ( 1C ) tXP( 10 ) ,FP( 1C ) ,RSH,RSRHfHJW
DnU RLE PRECISION DL 0 G 10, DS IN , DCO S , D SQR T , DA TAN , DLOG , D E XP
410 N 0 = 0
4 00 READ(6,10,END = 420 5 DEL TA 1,DEL TA2,FB,FN
10 FORMAT(4 D15• 10 )
A M A X -- 10DL0G10( 1+(4DELTA1)(1-DELTA1)2
AMIN=20DLQG10( ( 1+DELTAi )DELTA2 )
WRITE(6,15) DELTA1.DELTA2
15 FORMUdH ,8H C EL T A 1 = , C 1 6 . 10 , 1H , PH DEL TA 2= »D1 6. 1 0 )
W R I T E ( 6 . 20 ) AM A X . AM T N . F R . F H
20 FORMAT ( 1 H ,6H AMAX=,C16. 10,1H T 6H AM IN =,D16.10,1H
HN6.1U1H ,4H FH=,D16.10)
PI= 3 . 1 4 1 59265
ANG=P I FB
F P =(2(2 MPI ) ) (DSIN( ANG ) DCOS(ANG ) )
A N G =PIFH
FH=(2 I2PI ) )(DS IN( ANG ) DCOS(ANG) )
VsR I T E ( 6 , 2 5 ) AM AX , AM IN , FB , FH
2? r U KM A I I J. H , 2 F P K F W AHPtu VALUES ARE -,6H A M A X = ,
ClF.n,lH ,




C =10 M .lAMAX )-l
L = DS uRT( (!0( .1AMIN )-l )D)
AL=Hi| p
K = 3 L
CALL K I (Kt KCEI )
IF(KCEI .EC.IL0C00 . ) GO TO 380
K L = K 0 E I
C
c
M - US U ' I (1-lLL)
CALL K I (K,KCEI )
I F(KCEI.E Q.1CGC00.) GO TO 380
KlL=KCEI
K = D S u R T( 1-1XL XL )
CALL KI (K,KCEI )
IF(KCE I .EQ.1CCCC0. ) GO TO 380
K1 X L = K C E I








0 0 4 4
0 C 4 5
0C46
0 C 4 7
0 04 8
0049
C C 5 C




0 0 5 5
0 0 5 6
0 0) 5 7
C c 3 8
0 3 5 9
c: 6 o
C 06 I













C C 7 5
C 0 7 6
007 7

























CALL KI(K f K C E I )
IF (KCEI.EQ.10C000 . ) GO TO 380
KXL = KCE I
PN =( (K1LKL)(KXLK 1 XL ) )
WRITE(6,21) PN
FORMAT(4H PN =,C16.10 )
N- ( ( MLKL)(KXLK 1XL ) ) + 1
WRITE(6,30) N
F 0 P. MAT ( i H , 4 1H THE ORDER ,N, OF THE DESIGNED FILTER IS
»I3)
M = 0
M = N 2
IF (N.E0.2M) NI- 1
L 0 5 0 I = 1 , M
U-(2 4 J-N I ) KXLN
CALL F S r(U,K , K i X L,K X L,SN )
X Z ( I ) - S N
X P ( I ) = X L S N
t P( I ) = FBXP( I )
WRITE(6,340) I , XZ ( 1 ), I» XP( I )
FORMAT ( 1 H ,4H X Z ( , I 2,3 H) =,D18.10f1CX,4H XP(,I2f3H) =,
L 1 3 . i?
WR[T E(6,40 ) I ,FP( I )
FUR M T ( 1H f 36F THE CCMPUTED ATTENUATION POLE IS »1H ,
H FP( ,12 ,3H)= ,018.10)
CO NT I Nl.JE
H N —1 «
X - 1 .
CO 6 I I = 1f M




fOR.vT(iH , 3 9 F 1 HE COMPUTED CONSTANT MULTIPLIER C IS ,
; L 1 H . 1 C )
N C = 0
P F =0
F-= • .
X = Pt F B
IF U.ttE.O) GO TO 260
RN = 0 .
•il —
IF(N.:E.2M) GC TO 24C


































RN=RN(X2-XZ( I )2 )(X2-XP( I )2 )
CONTINUE
A=10DL0G10 ( 1 • +DRN 2 )
RSH=10.(A10)
RSRH=DSQRT(RSH)
CELT A 1 = {10(AMAX20 )-l)(10(AMAX20)+ 1)
HJW=( 1+DELTA1 ) RSRH
IF(NC.NE.O) GO TO 375
WRIT E(6 » 330 )




FORMAT( 4 X , D 1 6 . 10 » 4 X , D 16 • 10,4X , D 16 . 1 0 , 4X , D1 6 . 1 0, 4 X , D 1 8.10)
F = F + 0 .002
ANG =PIF
PF= ( 2 (.2 P I ) )( DS IN ( ANG ) DCO S ( AN G ) )
IF(F.LT.0.49) GO TO 3C0
GC TC A 10
STOP
F NO









THE FOLLOWING IS A SUBROUTINE FOR THE EVALUATION OF









































SURROUTINE K I (CK,DKCEI )
DOUBLE PRECISION A(20)t0(20)
CCU BL E PRECISION G 1,H 1,G2.H2fG3,H3
DOUBLE PRECISION E,P,X,Y




A(1)= D A TA N(HI)
P I = 3 • 141 59265





G2 = OS CRT( 1 — X 2 )
IF (X-0.0) 360,270,360
) H 2 = G 2 X
A ( I + i ) = 0 A T A N ( H 2 )
G3=DS0RT( 1 .-Y2)
H 3 = Y G 3
0(1 + 1)=0.5101 I )+ D AT AN(H3 ) )
E =1-A( I + i)2P I
1=1 + 1
IF(F-10.(-7 ) ) 2 70, 27C, 1 10
3 DO 120 J = 2, I
P=P(1 + LCOS(A(J ) ) )
0 CONTINUE
X = PI4 + 0( I )2
CKCEI=DLOG(DSIMX)DCOS(X))P
T WRITE ( 6,150 ) LKCE I
0 FORMAT (7 H DKCE1 = ,016.1C)
DCTIIDM
)0S FORTRAN IV 360N-FC-479 3-8 HA IN PGM DATE 300677
THE FOLLOWING IS A SUBROUTINE FOR THE EVALUATION OF

























SUBROUT INE ESF(DUf DK,DK 1XL,DKXLf SN)
CCU B L F PRECISION DU,CK,DK1XL,DKXL,SN
CGUBLE PRECISION Q,V,W
COUPLE PRECISION DLOG 101OS IN,DCOS,DSQRT,DATANfDLOG,DEXP
WRITE (6,160) CU,DK,DK1XL,DKXL
FORMAT(6 H DU=,C 16•10,4h DK = ,D16.1C,7H DK1 XL = ,D16.10 ,
6H DKXL=,D16.1C)
P I =3 . 14]59265
C=DEXP(-PIDK1XLDKXL)
V = ( P I 2 ) ( DU DK XL )
S N = 0 •
J= 0
W=0 ( J + . 5 )
SN=SN+WDS INI ( 2J + 1 ) V ) ( 1-W2)
J= J-H
IF(W-1G .-7 ) ) 2 80, 2 8C, 13C
S N = S N 6 2 P I C K C K X L
W R I T E(6,2 2 C) SN











nS FORTRAN TV 360N-Fn-47Q 3 —R MA IN PGM DATE 300677
ZERO FINDER PROGRAM FOR THE INPUTOUTPUT
TRANFER FUNCTION.
INPUT PROCEDURES-
AM AX, FB, NIN, N
POLE POSITIONS FP(I), 1=1,N
INTEGER T,R,SS
DOUBLE PRECISION DELTA1,FBD2
DOUBLE PRECISION AM AX,FB,F3,P3,DD,D1,D2,D3
DOUBLE PRECISION K5,S 1,C2,H,AA, FP(5C),F,PF
DOUBLE PRECISION AO,A(50) ,B0,B(50) ,CC,C(50) ,DC
DOUBLE PRECISION D( 50 ),P( 5C),Q(50),S(50),Z(50)
DOUBLE PRECISION U( 50) ,W(50),X(50),Y(50)
COMMON BL0CK1 NIN,N,M,M2,D1,D3,SS
COMMON BL0CK2 AO,A,BC,B,CO,C,D0,D,P,Q,S,Z
COMMON BLOCK 3 U,W,X,Y,AA,PF
READ(5» 1 ,E.ND= 810) AM A X, F B, N IN, N
WRIT E(6, 3) AMAX,FB,N IN,N
CELT A1=(10 (AMAX20)-1)(10(AMAX20)+1)
WR ITE(6,8) DELTA 1
DO 3 7 I= 1,N
R E A D( 5, 5) F P( I)





M= N I N+ 2 N
MD2=M2
M 2= 2 M D 2
PI= 3. 1415 92 65






Z( I )=DSCRT( 1-F3FP( I )FP( I))
W(l)=P3FP(I)
CONTINUE
C A L L F Z 2
CALL QZ2
IF (M.GT,M2) GO TO 20
GO TO 30
M T= 2 M
C( MT )=0
A( M)= C0» DO
MTM2=2M-2
DO 40 I= 2,MTM2, 2
MM ID2= M— 12








































































































M T= 2 M
A0= C(MT )+D(MT)
CALL PAIR(T)
50 P= R+ 1
C2=l+P( R)+ Q( R)
P( R)=( 1+ P( R)2 )F3D2
X(R)= F P(C20 .25DO)
Y(R)=1DS0RT(2( 1 —BCR )X(R )2))
U(R)= P3X(R)
WRITE!6,9) R, X( R)
WRITE(6, 11) R,YR)
M 2 D 2= M 2 2
IF(R.LT.M2D2) CO TO 50





65 IF (J.E0.2) GO TO 70




80 I F(F• GT.0.49) GO TO 99
GO TO 93
COMPUTE THE CONSTANT MULTIPLIER C2 BY USING
THE UNPREWARPEC FB VALUE.
90 FBD2=FBPI
F=DATAN(FBD2 )PI
93 CALL LOSS! F,S1,K5)
IF(J.NE.l) GO TO 95
K 5= A M A X- A A
C2=10(K52C.)
WRITE(6, 15) C 2
IF(J.EQ.l) GO TO 97
9 5 H =(1+DELTA1)( 10 (AA20))






1 FORMAT(2D16.10,2 I 2)
3 FORMAT(1H,' CORRESPONDING ANALOG PREWARPED INPUT
» DATA ARE-,,
5HAMAX=,D16. 10,1H ,4H FB= ,D16 •10,1H ,5H NIN=,I2,
1H,' N=•,12)
5 FORMAT(D16.10)
7 FORMAT(1H THE GIVEN ATTENUATION POLE OF THE 1
CORRESPONDING ANALOG FILTER IS ',lH,
4H FP(, I 2,3H)= ,D16. 10)
8 FORMAT(1H ,8H 0ELTA 1= ,D16.10)
9 FORMAT(1H ,4H ZF(,I2T4H)= ,D16.10)
11 FORMAT! 1H ,4H CF(,I2,4H)= ,D16.10)
13 FORMAT(1H, 8H SIGMA= ,C16.10)
15 FORMAT(1H ,5H CH= ,D16.10)
17 FORMAT(5X, 1HF, 19X,2HPF, 18X, 1HH,19X, 1HA)





2 7 FORM AT ( 5X » D1 6 . 101 4X , D16 . 10 , 4X , D 16 . 10 , 4.X , D 16 . 1 0 )
99 GO TO 800
810 STOP
END
DOS FORTRAN IV 360N-F0-479 3-8 MA IN PGM DATE 3006
SUBROUTINE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF F(Z)2
1 ST S T FP
GET ERM I NAT ION OF F(Z )
U H R F













































I.TUB I F PRECIS ICN D1 , D 3
DOUR! F PRECISION AO, At 50),BO,B50),CC,C(50) ,DO,D(5C
:C(50 ) • S(50 ) , Z(50 ) .P( EG )
COMMON BLGCK1 NIN,N,MfM2,D1,D3,SS
COMMON BL0CK2 AO,A,BO,B,C0,C,D0,D,P,0,S,Z
I F ( N IN , EC 0 ) GO TO ICC
DO • 110 I = 1 , N I N
S ( I) = 1
110 CONTINUE
100 N T N UNTN+1
N; T N 2 = N T N 4 N
EE 1 2 0 I = NIN1,NIN2
I M N I N = I ~ N I N




DO 1 3 0 I = N I N 3 , N IN 4
IMNINN=I-NIN-N
S ( I) = 7 ( I M N T N N )
1 0JL J CONTINUE
S S = M
CALL PROD(SS)






















CFTERMINATION OF F ( 7 ) 4 2
WH E R E
F ( Z ) 2=C0+C( 2 ) Z 2. + C ( 4 )z4+. • .
F2P2=M2+2
II ( I . LT • M2P2) GO TO 155
GO TO 1 6 0
155 J1 = C
J 2 = I
G 0 TO 1 70
160 IF ( I•GT•M2) GO TO 180
180 J1=I-M2
J 2 = M 2
170 IF( I .E 0.0 ) GO TO 190
G C T G 2 C 0
190 C0=0

























210 00 270 J = J 11 J 2 2




240 IF( I.EQ.O.AND.J.EQ.O ) GO TO 250
GO TO 26G
250 CO = CO + AO A0
GO TO 270




290 IF(I.EO.J) GO TO 295
C ( I ) = C ( I ) + A J ) A( I-J )
GO TO 270














SUBROUTINE FOR THE. DETERM INATION OF Q(Z)2
WHERE
C(Z)2=D0+D(2)Z2+D(4)Z4+.«.













































DOUBLE PRECISION AO,A(50 ),BO,B(50)»CC,C(50)tDO,D50) ,







M N2 = NIN + N
CO 310 I = NIN1,NIN2
I M N I N = 1 - N IN
S(I)=-Z(IMNIN)2
CONTINUE
MN3 = NIN + N+1
i N4 = N IN + 2N
CO 320 I = NIN3,M N4
I M N = I - N
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SUBROUTINE FOR THE BAIRSTOW'S ITERATIVE PROCEDURE


































































DOUBLE PR EC IS I ON A0,A(5C),B0,B(50),CC,C(50),D0,D(50)
EC ( 5 0 ) , S ( 50 ) , I ( 50 ) , P ( 5C ) '
COMMON BL 0CK2 AO,A,BO,B,CO,C,DO»D,P,Q,S,Z
DO 400 1=1tT
A ( I ) = A ( I ) AO
CONT I NlJE
A 0 = 1






B ( 1 ) = A( 1 )-PP
C( 1)=B(1)-PP
B ( 2) = A(2)-PPB(1)-0080
CO 430 1=3,T
I M1 = I - 1
I M 2 = l - 2
B( I) = A( I )-PPB( IM1)-OQB( IM 2)
IF (T.EQ.3) GO TO 440
CONT I NlJE
C(2 ) =R(2)-PPC( 1 ) -Q0 C0
I F( (T-i) . L T . 3 ) GO TO 4 60
MMl = T- 1
DO 4 50 1 =3,MM 1
C( I ) = B( I )-PPC( I- 1 ) -0 Q C( 1-2)
I F { (T-1 ) .EQ . 3 ) GO TO 460
CONTINUE
X1 = T —1
X 2 = T - 2
X 3 = T - 3
I F(X3 . E0•0) GO TO 47C
GO TO 480
X4 = C (X2)2+CC(B(X1)-C(X1) )
GO TO 490
X 4 = C ( X 2 ) 2 + C ( X 3 ) ( B ( X 1 ) - C ( X 1 ) )
IF(X4 . E0.0) GO TO 5 00
GC TO 510
X 4 = 0.10-2,
IF ( X 3 .r Q.0) GO TO 52C
GO TO 530
DA=(G(X1 )C(X 2 ) ~B(T ) C0)X 4
GO TO 540









































P P= P P + 04
C5=(B(T)C(X2)-B(X1)(C(X1)-B(X1)))X4
C0 = 0 Q05
I F ( ( D A BS ( 04 ) + D A BS ( D5) ) • GT • ( 0 • 3rD- 5 ) ) GO TO 42C
P ( 11 ) = P P
C ( 11 ) —G Q
A{ 1 )=A(1)-PP
T = T- 2
A(2)=A(2)-PPA(1)-0 Q A 0
CO 550 1=3,T
A(I)=A( I )-PPA( 1-1)-COA( 1-2 )
CONTINUE
IFiT.GT.2) GO TO 410
IF(T•FQ • 2 ) GO TO 560
GO TO 570
11=11+1
P ( II )=A( 1 )
C ( II )= A( 2 )
IF(T.EO.l) GO TO 580
GO TO 590
A A = - A( 1 )
RETURN
END



































r r n r
SUBROUTINE LOSS! F,S1,K5)
INTEGER SS
DOUBLE PRECISION D1,D3,PF,F,AA 1,AA2,AA 3
DOUBLE PRECISION P3,WW,W2,AA,K5,S1,ANG
DOUBLE PRECISION U(50 ) ,W(50),X( 50),Y(5C)
COMMON BL0CK1 N I N,N,M,M2,D1,D3,SS
COMMON 8L0CK3 U , W , X , Y , A A , P F
P I = 3 • 16159265
A N G = P I F
P F = ( 2 ( 2 P I ) )(DSIN(ANG)DCOS(ANG) )
to to = 2 P I P F
W2=WWWW
A A = K 5
M D 2 = M 2
LC 6 j 1=1,MD2
A A 1=( (W2-U( I )2 ) 2 ) + (WWU( I ) Y I ) )2
AA=AA+10DL0G10(AA1 )
CO NT I MIJ 6
LO 613 1=1,N
A A 2=( (W2-W{ I ) 2) 2 )
AA=AA-10DLOG1C(AA2 )
CONTINUE
IF(M.GT.M2) GO TO 620
GO TO 650
1 AA3=W2+S12









































SUBROUTINE FOR THE. EV ALUAT ION. OF PRQQ(X+S(I))
WHERE






DOUBLE PRECISION AO,A(50),BO»B(50),C0,C(50),DO,D(50) ,
G(50 )tS(50)»Z(50)»P{50)
COMMON BlQCK 2 AO,A,BC,B,CO,C,DO,D,P,Q,S , Z
eo = s(i)
P (l) = i
j=i
j= J + I
AO=S(J)RQ
A(1)=PO+S(J)B(1)
J M 1 = J —1
CO 710 1=2,JM1
I M 1 = I —1
M I )=P( IM1)+S(J)B( I )
CONT1NUE
B° = AC
J M 1 = J —1
DO 720 1=1,JM1
B ( I ) = A ( I )
CONT I NUE
B ( J ) = 1
IF(J.LT.SS) GO TO 700
RETURN .
END
DOS FORTRAN iv 360N-F0-479 3-R MATMPuM DATE 3 0 G £
A PROGRAM TO FIND THE MAGNITUDE RESPONSE OF A
DIGITAL ELLIPTIC FILTER THAT EXPRESSED AS A
PRODUCT OF SECOND-ORDER SECTIONS.
INPUT PRCCEDURES-
N, CM, DELTA1
B ( I ) , E ( I ), F ( I ) , I = 1» N
0001
C 0 0 2
GOD 2
0 0 0 A
000:
0 0 C 6
0007







' r 1 c
































DOUBLE PRECISION A(5), B(5), C(5), D(5), E(5), F ( 5)
COUBL E PRECISION X1,X2,X3,Y1,Y2,Y3,D1,D2,H, CM,WT
DOUBLE PRECISION CI, SI, FF, T, ALOSS
DOUBLE PRECISION A 1,DELTA1




WRIT E(6,9) N,CM,DEL T A 1
CO 2 0 J =1,N
A ( J ) = 1 .
C(J) = 1 .
C ( J ) = 1 •
CONTINUE
READ(5,3,EN D=4G) ( B( I ),E( I ),F( I), I = 1,N )
WRITE(6,4) {A( I ) iB( I ) ,C( I ) ,D( I ) ,E( I ) , F ( I ) ,I=1,N)
WRITE(6,7) IF1
WR I T E ( 6 , 5 )
P 1 = 3 . 14159265
A1=0•0
FF = 0 .
WT=2PIFF
A L OS S - A 1
C1=DC0S(WT )
S1 = DSIN(WT )
DO 10 I = 1, N
Xl = A( I ) + C 1 B ( I )+(ClCl-SlSl ) C( I )
X2=D(I)+C1E(I)+(C1C1-S1S1)FI)
Y1=-S1B( I )-2ClS 1C( I )










IF ( FF . LT.0.49) GO TO 50
r,r T n 30






4 FORMAT ( 1H ,(5X.'A = '.017.10.












FORMAT(1H1,,8X,«THE COMPUTED FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF'
' THE OES IGNED',,13X,'DIGITAL ELLIPTIC FILTER',,
11 X,1HF,21X,2HWT,2OX,•H(JWT •,15X,•ALOSS•
F0RMAT(9X,D18.10,4X,D18.10,4X,D18.1C,4X,018.10)
FORMAT(,5X,'SAMPLING FREQUENCY = ',15,' HZ')
FORMAT(,5X,»T=«,F16.10,' SEC •)
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DEL T A I, D F L T A 2 . FR. FN. N
DOUBLE PRECISION DLOC10,DSQRT,DSIN,DCOS,DATAN,DTAN
DOUBLE PRECISION DELTA 1,DELTA2,AMA X,AM IN,FB,FH
DOUBLE PRECISION K, K C E I , C E I , KL , K XL , K 1 XL
DOUBLE PR EC IS I CN U,SN,XL,F
DOUBLE PRECIS I CM WPU { 20 ) , WU ( 2C ) , WPL { 20 ) , WU 20) , WS (20) , WST (20'
C
NPA = 2
400 READ(5 , 10,E ND = 3 80) DELTA1,DELTA2,FB,FH , N
10 FORMAT( 4 D16 . 10 ,13)
AM AX=10 DL OG10(l+(4DELTAl)(1-DELTA1)2)
AMIN=20DL0G10((1+DELTA1)DELTA2
WRIT E 6,15 DELTA1,DELTA2
15 FORMAT(1H i8H CELTA 1 = ,D16.10, 1H ,8H DELTA 2 = ,D16.1 0)
WRITE (6,20) AMAX,AM IN,FB,FH,N
20 FORMAT( 1H ,6H AMAX=,C 1 8 . 10,IH ,6H AM IN = ,D18.10,1H ,4H FB= ,
C18.10,1H ,4H FH=,018.10,,3H N =,I 3)
PI=3 . 14159265
h - M O
TC CALCULATE THE PARAMETER XI
XL = F HFB
K=DSGRT ( 1-1XLXL )
CALL KI(K,K C E I )
k i y i = k r f i
K = 1 X L
CALL KI (K,KC EI
k Y i - urn
FOR EVEN N
fW = 0
IF(N.Nb.2M) N V =1
K=(DS TN(PIFB)UCOS(PIFB) )(DSIN(PIFH)DCOS(PIFH)
CALL K I (K,KCEI )
C F1= KC F I
Mi = ( N-NV )2
CO 500 I = 11 NI 1
U=((2I-1+NV CEI)N
CALL ESF(UfKfKlXLfKXL»SN)
WU( I )=2UATAN( CTAN( P IFB )SN
CO NT I NUF.50
M 2= ( N— ?+ NV )










































CO 5 50 I = 11 N I 2
U=((2I-NV) CEI)N
CALL ESF(U,K,K1XL,KXL,SN)
WL( I )=2DATAN(CTAMCP IFB )SN) •
CONTINUE
CO 600 1 = 1,N 12
U-( (2I-NV) CEI )N
CALL ESF(U,K,K1XL,KXL,SN)
WS T ( I )=2DATAN(DTAN(P IFH)SN)
CONTINUE
FOR THE TWO-PARAMETER APPROACH,NPA=2
FOR THE FOUR-PARAMETER APPROACH,NPA=4
IF(NV.EQ.O) GO TO 665
FOR OCD N
WPU(1)0
CO 6 50 I = 11N I 1
WPU( 1 + 1 ) = WU( I )
CENTINUt
M11 = NII + 1
CO 660 I = 1,N I 1 1
WRITE(6,680 ) I ,WPU( I )
CONTINUE
FOR EVEN N
CO 6 70 I = 1,N I 1
WPU( I ) = WU( I )
WRITE(6,680) I,WPU(I)
CONT INUE
COMPUTAT ION OF W PL( I )
IF(NV.EO.O) GO TO 710
FOR CCD N
IF(NPA.NE.2) GC TO 703
FOR TWO-PARAMETER APPROACH
M21 = NI2 + i
WRITE (6,150) NI 21
FORMAT( 5X , •N12 1=• , I 3 )
W P L ( N I 2 1 ) = 2 P I F R
CO 697 1=1,NI2
WPL( I ) =WL( I )
CONTINUE
M21 = NI2 + 1
CO 6 99 1 = 1,N I 21




WP L ( I ) = WL ( I )
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WP L ( 1 ) = 0
CO 715 I = 1» N I 2
W PL( 1 + 1)=WL( 1 )
CGNTINUE
IFINPA.NE.2) GO TO 72 7
N122=N12+2
WPL(NI22)=2P I FR
CO 7 20 1 = 1 fN 122
WRITE(6,700) I,WPL( I )
CONTINUE
COM PUT AT ION OF W S( I )
IF(NV.EQ.O) GO TO 760
IFINPA.NE.2) GC TO 750
M 21 = NI2 + 1
WS(1 ) = 2 PI FH
CO 745 I = 1, N I 2
WS(NI2+2-I ) =WST( I )
CONTINUE
CO 74 7 1 = 1,N 121
WRITE(6, 800) I ,WS( I )
CONT INUE
GC TO 380
CO 75 5 I = 1, N I 2





IF(NPA.NE.2) GC TO 780
NI 2 2 = iN 12 + 2
WS ( I ) =2 PI F H
WS(N122)= PI
CG 76 5 i = lfN 12
WS (NI2+2-I )=WST( I )
CONT INUE
CO 7 70 I = 1 » N I 2 2
WRITE(6,800) I,WS( I )
CONTINUE
GO TO 380
WS(NI 21 ) = PI
CC 785 I = 1,N I 2




FORMAT ( 5X, 5HWPL ( , I 2,3F ) = , D16. 10)
FORMAT(5X,4HWS( , 12,3H ) =,D16.10)
GO TO 400
DOS FORTRAN IV 360N-FC-479 3~8 MA INPGM DATE 30 r
THE FOLLOWING-IS A SUBROUTINE FOR THE EVALUATION
CF THE COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL KCEI(K).
ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL KCEKK ).
SUBROUTINE KI(CK,DKCE I )
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT,DATAN,DSIN,DCOS,DLOG
DOUBLE PRECISION A20),0(20)
DOUBLE PRECISION G1,H 1,G2,H2,G3,H3
DOUBLE PRECISION E,P,X,Y
DOUBLE PRECISION DK,CKCEI
G1 = DS0RT(1 - D K 2)
H1 = D K G I
A(1 ) =DATAN(HI)
P 1=3 . 141 59265
C ( 1 ) = P I 2
P=1 .
1 = 1
110 X-2(1 + D SIN(A(I)) )-l
Y = DSIN(A( I))DSIN ( 0( I ) )
G2 = DSCRT( 1-X2)
IF (X-0.0) 360,270,360
360 H2=G2X
A( r + 1 ) = D A TA N(H 2)
G3 = DS0RT( 1 .-Y2)
E 3 = Y G 3
C( 1 + 1 )=0.5( 0( I ) + DAT AN ( H3 ) )
E=1 —A( 1 + 1 )2PI
1=1 + 1
IF(E-10.(-7)) 270,270,110
270 CO 120 J=2,I
P=P(]+DCOS(A(J)))
120 CONTINUE
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THl following is a subroutine for toe evaluation of the
ELLIPTIC SINE FUNCTION SN.
C 0 01
C 0 0 2
000 3
CC04












SU BP Cl IT' I N E ESE { DU f OK , OK iXL,DKXL, SN )
DOUBLE PRECISION DRXP,DSIN
DOUBLE PR EC I S I CM DUOK ,DK 1XL,0KXL,SN
COMBLE PR EC IS ION 0,V W
PI=3.14159265
C = D f- X P { - P I L)KlXL OK XL )
V= (PI2 DUCKXL )
S N = 0 ,
J- 0
W~ C '4 T: { J f a 5 )
S N=S N + W OS IN{ ( 2 J + 1 ) 7V 5( 1 -W4 4 2)
J = J+ 1






DOS f O RTRA N 1 V 3 6 C ,v; - F f - ' t ; 3 - 8 M A IN P G M DATE 300677
iff NONLINEAR INTEGER ALGORITHM A
KT- THE CCEFFIC IENT WORD LENGTH OPTIMIZATION IN
1 IwUAL F I L T E R S
I MT : A R L I ( 1 5) ,CJ ( 15), CK( 15 ) , C 3 ( 1 5 )
L i; p L 1 P R EC 1ST CM 06LTA!tDP,DS,DPS,FP,FS
LCUi L PR EC I s I CM WT, W (20), S I GN ( 20) ,WW(29),SS, WN (20)
LCURL PR EC I S I CM C( 3,15 ) , CO( 3,I 5),CO S(3, 15)
LOU2 L: PC-CIS I CM CCR(3,15),CM,SC,AF
DO 11 P L f P U;C I S I CM T , T N , SM ( 1 5) ,SMS( 15) ,SMR{15)
LCD I I « PRECIS I CM F( 3, 1 5 ) ,P3(3, 15),TEMPE,EF,TEMP(3 ,3 ,3
L'O!1PI F PRL-C IS TCM E FN (3,13)
iMMJPL F PR EC I S I CM TM AX, TM IM
DPI1 A L E p R EC I S I CM C , 0 S , OR , S I CM i
LCt J ML E PR EC I S I CM FCT ( A A I ) ,FDT (441) , U M ( 4 4 1 )
CPU R L E P R E C I S I CM U R ( 2 1 ) , UR T ( 2 i )
COM' (.,'! HLOCK 2CQ, CQS , CQR ,SM,SMS,T, SMR
C. r M 'C N, R L 0 C K 4 FCT, FDT,UM,UR,URT
CC M-'T t LOCK 5 N, M , L 0 , MO
C r r EM .iPI.0CK6 CM . T M AX , TM IN, W , NW ,NP , W W , WN
CC'-HCn PL 0 C K 7 N 3 , M 3 M 1, N 3 M 2, M3 M 5 , N T C
C ' ' MK CM ! L LL K 8 AF,SS, SC, S I CM
COI'M - ? t- ELK 9 L EL T A 1 , WT , Its , MC , NT , N N , C 3
M p A = 2
PI = 3« 14 I J 2 6 54
M P C - J
MC = a
M R A
RFAfJ (= , 1 C ) D EL T A 1,DP,DS,FP , F S
E L: M At ( t C i 6 • 1 0 )
R L A D ( 5 , 1 5 ) N , M , L 0 , M 0 , IN B , L N 3
f n R. M A r ( 613)
Rt AIM : , 5) CM, SC, AF, SS
F C R r A T ( 4 D 1 6 . 1 0 )
MPS=MO7
IF(Mf .E i (2 MM F S ) ) GO TO 20
tCP ULL ORDER FILTER
M E C = i




C 0 0 2
C C 0 3
C,CM. ' f
CCC 3
C 0 0 6
CC C 7
OC 0 8

























0 C 3 4
003 5
0 0 3 cd
IMPUi PRCCF DURES-
11-1.1 A 1 , LP , US , PP , FS
, M , I 0,MO, I MB,1MB
c y ( r iz c cL ' » JL t g r J O J
v M( IM ) , IW = 1,NW






























































































FOR EVEN ORDER FILTER
EE 0 0
N C = 3 6 NFS
i 3 = N C
NT -NC
0 3 P1 = N 3 —1
N 3 P 2 = N 3 - 2
f 3 f- 5 = N 3 - 5
IF(MFC.Er.0) GC TO 31
N W-(3M0+3)2
GO TO 32
NW = ( 3-PCH4 ) 2
i p = m o 4 1
If (MPA.FC.2) GC TO 43
N W - N W 2
i p m p — l
4 6
4 7
N P1 = N P + 1
DO 34 I=NP1,NW
SIGN( I W ) =1»
READ(5,40) (WN{ IW}, IW = 1,NW)
FORMAT(D16.10)
h - N P
CO 46 L2=lfNM
EOT( L 2 ) = 0 • 0
EOT(L2)=0.0
UP(12 1=0 .0
DO 4 7 L 3=1» N
UK(L3 } =0.0
URT( L3 ) = 0.0
F D T(2 8) = 1.
FDT(4 2) = 1 •
F D T ( 8 4 ) = 1 .
F D r ( 9 8 ) = 1 •
FDT( 140) = 1 .
FDT( 154 ) = 1 .
UP ( 1 ) = 1.
UP(15 ) = 1.
UP(2 9 ) = 1.
UM(4 3) = 1.




UP(1 13) = 1.
UP ( 127 )= 1 ,
UP(141)=1.
• UM(155) = 1. .
UP(169)=1.
U R ( 1 ) = 1 .
URT(N)=1.
RcAD(5,49) (C( it I), I=1,NT )
FORMAT(D16.10 )
WR I T E ( 6 , 4 5 )
FORMAT()
WRITE(6,50) (I,C(ltI)fI=lfNT)























































F C I ( 4 ) = U
FCTt 17 ) ~ C( 1 ,3)
FCT (18 ) = 1 ,
POT(30)~ C( 1,2)
FCT( 31 )=C( 1U )
FCT(44) = 1 .
FCT(60)=1.
F C T ( 7 3 ) - C ( 1 , 6 )
FCT (74)-I.
F C r ( 6 6 ) = C (1,5)
FCT{6 7)~C(1,4)
FCT ( 10 0 ) - 1 «
FCT (116) = 1 .
FCT( 129 ) = C( 1 ,9 )
F C r { 1 8 0 J = 1 ,
FCT( 14 2 )=C( 1 f8 )
FCT( 16 3)=c(1»7 }
F C T ( 1 6 6 ) = 3 ,
I N - 1'
C0 6 3 L- 1fNW
W( L ) = WN ( L )
WT - W( I W)
W R i T E ( 6 r 5 5 ) IW , W T
FORMAT( , 5 X,' IW=1 f 13,3X, 9WT=9,018.10]
SET INITIAL PARAMETERS
NI5' = I N B
N S = 0
N N - 0
C C 6 0 L = 1 , N T
C Q ( 1 9 i ) = C ( 1 , L }
GO TO 80
QUANTIZE COEFFICIENTS TO (NEW) BITS
C- 2 • R ( ~ 1 N B )
WRITE(6,95) 0
FCP MAT(5 Xt»0=1 ,018 . 10 )
CO 73 L=1tNT
C S - C Q { 1 , L ) 0
N1 C C ( 1 , L ) Q
OR=DABS(OS)-DABS(DFLOAT(NL ) )
] F ( 0ft . LT • 0 • 5 ) CO TO 70




CC ( 1 , L ) = NIL Q.
CONTINUE
WRT T E(6,75) N8
FORMAT { 5 X , 9 NB = MD
CALL SUBROUTINE GOES EN
CALL GOES EN
TN~(2AFT) (TMAX+TM IN )








































110 WRITE (6,85) TN
85 FORMAT(5X,'TN=',D18.10)
NFITE(6,120) NB,E(1.1)














































130 IF(DARS(E(Il,J)).GT.l.) GO TO 170





135 l.G( 1. T)= C0R(1,J1)
JRITF( 6. 137)
137 FORMAT(5X,' 1-D IM OPTIMIZED RESULT-')
140, NS=NS+1
WRIT6(6, 150) WT,NB,EF,NS,MRC,NTC
150 FORMAT(5X,'OPT IMIZED RESULT-•,,5X, 'WT=',D18.10,3X,
'NB=',13,3X,
'EF=1 ,D18.10,3X, NS=., 144,,5X,'NRC=',I5,3X, NTC=',15)
WRITE(6,160) (L,CO(1,L),L= 1,NT)
160 FORM AT(5X, 'CQ( 1,',13,')=',D18.10)







170 I F( IIEQ» 3) GO TO 210
IF(NR.NE.1) GO TO 180
IF (NRR.GT.O) C-0 TO 320










IF(CQR(l,J).LT.O.O) GO TO 181
SIGN1=1.
























































IFIH.NE.2) GO TO 190
CQR ( 2 t J ) = S I GN 1 I DABS { CQR (l,J)) + (2.(-l.IB)))
tI 2 , J) = EI 1 ,J ) +S IGN( I W ) SMRJ)(2.(-1NB) )DPS
GO TO 200
19 0 I F{I 1 . NE•3) GO TO 2 10
CCRI 3,J)=SIGN1(DABS(CQR(1,J) ) -( 2.(-1.NB) ) )
E I 3 , J ) = E I 1 3 ) — SI GN( I W )SMR(J)(2.- 1NB) )DP S
WRITE{6 205 ) II,J,COR(I1,J),I1,J,E(U,J)
FORMATI5X,« CQRI',I 3, S S 13, ' ) =% 018 10,3X,E( •,13 , • , 1 ,
T 3 , 5 ) = 1 , D18 . i 0 )




21 0W. % Pt = DMI Ml{DABS(Et 1,J ) ), DABS(E( 2,J) !, DABS!E(3,J!})
CO 220 11=1,3
i f ( T tf'PG .NO . ( DABS ( E ( 11, J ) ) } ) GO TO 220
COP !!,..)) = C0R ! I 1, J )
E ( 1 , J ) = E ( 11, J )













WR lit(6 ,235 ) J , E{1iJ ) ,J,COR(1,J )
FORMATI 5X, •EI 1 , • , J 3, • ) = • ,018. 1C,3X, ,CQR(1,,,I3,')=I,
0,18 . 10 5
iF(J.GE.NT) GO TO 24C
11 = 1
J = J + 1
E ( 1 t J ) = E ( 1 r ( J -1 ) )
G 0 T 0 } 8 0
INITIAL PARAMETERS FOR THE 3-D tM SUBSPACE GLOBAL
SEA R C H
E F = Ed, J )
CO 250 J = 1, N T
IF(CQS(1,J) .LT .0.0 GO TO 246
SIGN1=1,
GO TO 247
S I G N 1 ~ ~ J «
L 3 (1 , J ) = 0
CQS(2,J)=SIGNI (DABS{CQSI 1» J ) ) +1 2 •I - 1. INB-1) ) ) )
F3 (2,J)= SIGNIIW)SMS(JI2.-1(NB~1) ) ) DP S
CQS(3,J}=S IGNPM DABS(CQS(1,J))-(2.«(-1.(NB-1) ) ) )
t3(3,J)=-1. SIGN( IW )SMS(J)(2.(-l(NB-I) ) )DPS
CONTINUE




DO 26n 11 = 1,3
CO 260 12=1,3
DC 260 13=1,3
TEMP I I 1 , 12, I3)=EF + E3( II,J )+E3{12,IJ + l) )+E3(T 3f(j+2) )
W PIT E{6, 2 5 4) I 1, 12, 13,TEMPI I 1,12, 13 )
F0RMATI5X, 'TEMPI •, 13, •, S 13, •, »,.I3, • ) = ',D18.10)
IF(DAPS(TEMP( II, 12, 13) ) •GT•1 ) GO TO 260
F p - T E M P ( U,I2,I3)
COS{1,J)=COS( I 1,J)














CCSi i , {J + l) )=CCS( I 2, IJ + 1 ) )
COS I 1 , ( J + 2 ) )=CCSI 13, ( J + 2 ) )
DO 255 1=1,NT
J1 = C 3 ( I )
com i, i ) = cgs ( i, ji )
WRI T E I 6 ,505 )
FORMAT(5X,•3-DIM OPTIMIZED RESULT-M
G 0 T 0 1A 0
CONTiNUE
EF- DM INi (DA BS(T EMP( i ,1 , 1 ) ),DAB SITEMP(1,1 , 2 ) ) ,
DABS(TEMPI 1,1,3)),
CABS(TEM PI1,2,1)),DABS(TEMPI 1,2,2)),DAB S(TEMPI 1,2,35 ) ,
CABS(TEM P(1,3,1)),DABS(TEMP( 1,3,2)) , DAB S(TEMPI 1,3,3) ) ,
DABS(TEMP(2,1,1)),DABS(TEMPI 2,1,2) ) ,DABS I TEMP(2,1,3) ),
DABS(TEMPI 2,2,1) ),DABS(TEMP( 2,2,2) ) ,DABS(TEMP I 2,2,3) ),
DABS(T EM PI 2,3,1)),DAPS(TEMPI 2,3,2)),DAB SI TEMP(2,3 , 3) ) ,
DAPS ( T EM P( 3, 1, 1 ) ), DABS! TEMPI 3,i,2)), DA BS( TEMPO,1,3)),
DABS I I EM PI 3,2,1)),DABS!TEMPI 3,2,2) ),DABS I TEMP{3,2 ,3) ),




IFIEF.NE.IUAESITEMPlII,12,13)))) GO TO 270
WRITE 16 , 265) J, II, 12, I 3,T EM PI 11,12,13)
FORMAT(5X,J=,,I3,3X,,TEMP(f,I3,,,SI3,l,,tI3,,)=,f
XI 8 « 1 0 )
CCS(1,J)-COS I I 1,J )
CCS I 1 , (J + l) )=CCSC 12, (J + l ) )





WRIT Ei6, 3005 WT,NBE F,NS
FCGX ATI 5 X , 'THE BEST PARAMETERS- , , 5 X, •WT=%D18.10,
XX , ' NB = ,13, 3X ,
: • E F = 1 , D1 8 . 10 , 3 X , ' N S = X I A )
DO 310 K=1,NT
J1 = C 3 I K )
CO( I,K)=CQSI 1,Jl )
WR118(6,3505 (K,CQ(1,K),K=1,NT)
FORMAT(5X,1 CO I 1, • , I 3, M = • ,018.10)
IW= IW+1
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SUBROUTINE RANDOM FOR PRODUCING A RANDOM SEQUENCED




C 0 0 3
ccca
ccrs































1 . AX O v
Si)r ROUT 1 NF R ANCCJM (NT, IX, IY, CK )
IN1t OCR CKI 1 5 )
COUPLE PRECISION YFL,YFC I,CO(3,15),TEMP3.CQR(3,15)
GO •'' I '• PRECISION T EM P A
CO! IB IE PRE CISI DM I,COS(3, 15 ! ,SM(15!,SMS( 15),SMR(15)
COM PONE LOCK 2CC,CQS,CQR,SM,SM S, T,SMR
CO 9 0 1 = 1, NT
CQR ! 1 , I ) =CQI 1,1)
SLR! J ) = S N( I )
1 = N T
CALL RANDU! IX, IY 1,YFL 1 !
YF L = YF L1
] Y - I Y1
K= T Y f L. 4 1
I F{KGT•) ) GO TO 130
TEMP3=CCR(1,1)
CCR(1,1)=CQR(1,K)
C C R ( 1 , K ) = T E M P 3
T E F D 4 = S M R ( I )
SMR( I ) = S MR(K)
SMR(K)=TEMPA
1=1- I
I X —I V
IF(I.GE15 GO TO 100
CO 160 1=1,N1
CO 160 J=l,NT
IF(CO(1,I)•NE.CQR(1,J)) GO TO 16C
CK(I ) =J
con rinue





























M A I N P G M DATE 300677
SUBROUTINE RANDU FOR THE COMPUTATION OF UNIFORMLY
DISTRIBUTED RANDOM REAL NOS BETWEEN 0 AND 1.0
SUBROUTINE RANCUl II, I2,XFL )
COUPLE PRECISION XFL
12 — 1 165639
I F ( I 2 ) 5 5,65,65
I 2 = I 2 + 2147483647+1
XFL=DFLOAT(12)
X F L = X F L04 6 6 6 613D~9

















MA IN PGM DATE 300677
SUBROUTINE CUES EN FOR THE COMPUTATION OF-
COT- EE I C I E!T S EN S I T I V I TY
MAGNITUDE RESPONSE T
TMAXrTMIM AND A NEW SET OF MAXIMUM ERROR PASSBAND
A SEQUENTIAL COEFFICIENTS VECTOR FROM MOST

















































INTEGER CI ( 1 5 ) ,CJ(15),C315
DOUBLE PRECISION FCT(441),FDT(441),UM441),UR(21)
DOUBLE PRECISION URT(2 1 ) , FD(44!)
DOUBLE PRECISION R( 441),LV1( 21 )» M V 1 ( 2 1 ) ,LV2(21)
DOUBLE PRECISION MV2(21),Z(44 I)
DOUBLE PRECISION DET1,DET2
DOUBLE PRECISION D1 (44 1 ) , D(441)
DOUBLE PR EC IS ICN IJ M F C T ( 441 ) , UMFCTT (441), UMFCTI (441)
DOUBLE PRECISION UMFC(441)
DOUBLE PR EC I SIGN UCTIC D(441),UCT10T(441) f01(441)
DOUBLE PREC I S ICN WRT 1 (21 ) » W R T 2(21) , WR ( 21 ) W 11 (21)
CCUBLE PREC IS ICN UCT 10(441)» 01T(441) ,D I (441) , WI (21 )
DOUBLE PRECISION WRT3(21 )fWRT4(21) , WRT(21) ,WI2(21)
DOUBLE PR EC I S ICN W( 2 0 ) ,WT,CWT,CW,WW( 2 9),WTT,WN(20)
DOUBLE PRECISION W1,W2,W IT(2 I)
DOUBLE PRECISION SCOT(441}?SCUR(21),SCUR1(21)
DOUBLE PRECISION SSUR(21 ) ,SSURT(21)
LOURLE PR EC ISION SCRE( 15),SC IM(15),SM( 15),SMS(15)
DOURLE PRECISION CQ( 3,15) ,CQS(3, 15), SMR(15)
DOUBLE PRECISION CQR(3,15)
DOURLE PRECIS TON TEMPI,TEMP?
D 0UR L E P R E CIS I CN X1,X2,Y1,Y2,D11,D2,T,C1,S1,AL0SS
DOUBLE PRECISION X3T(29, 1 5),Y3T(29,15)
DCURL E PRECIS ICN DELTA 1,CM,TM4X,TMIN,TT(29),TTN
COUBL E PRECIS ION X3(15),Y3(15),TRE1,TIM1,TRE , IIM
DOUBLE PRECISION TR( 29 ),TI(29)
DOUBLE PREC IS ICN A F,S S,S C,T T T(2 9),SIGM 20)
CC MM0 NBLOCK!L 1,CI ,CJ
COMMONBLOCK 2CQt COS,CQR , SM,SMS,T,SMR
COMMONBL0CK4 FCT, FDT,UM,UR,UR T
COMMONBLOCK 5N,M,LO,MO
C G MMCNRL0CK6CM,TMAX,TMIN,W,N W,NP,WW,WN
COMMONBLOCK7N3,N3M 1,N 3M2,N3M5,N TC
COMMONBLOCK 8AF,SS,SC,SIGN
C C.) M Mi C N BL 0 CK9CELTA 1 , W T , I W , N C , N T , N N , C 3
I F.( NN . E Q • 0 ) GO TO 390
GO TO 600
} IFUW.G'T.I) GO TO 125
FOR GENERAL MATRIX
kt C —
r o - j
f M = N M





















0 C 6 2
006 3
0064
0 C 6 5
006 6




















400 CALL GMSUBUlM, FCT,R,N,M)
CC i0 1 = 1,N M
10 UMFCT( I )=R( I )
CO 2 5 1 = 1,NM



























CALL PINV (UMFCTT,N,GET 1,LV1,MV1 )
D 0 3 0 I = 1 , N M
UMFCT I i I )=UMFCTT( I )
CALL OPTRA(UMFCTI , R,N,M )
D0 620 1=1,NM
LJ P F C ( I ) = R( I )
C A LL GMPRO D( F C T,UMFCT1,R,M,M,L 0)
DO 5(3 1 = 1, NM
UCTIDT( I ) = R( 1 )
CALL OPTRA(FDT,R,N,P )
D0 650 1=1,NM
F D ( I ) = R ( I )
CALL GPPROD(F D,UM FC,R,N,M,LO)
DO 68C 1=],NM
UCTI DC I )=R( I )
C A L {.. GP PROD ( UCT I DT , F C T , R , N , M , L0 )
C0 70 1=1,NM
UCTI CD ( I ) = R( I )
CALL GPADD (UPFCT,UCT I CD ,R,N,M)
CO 110 1=1,NM
ci ii ) = r i n
CkT=2DC0S C WT )
C A L L S M P Y ( F D I' , C W T , Z , N , P , P S )
CO 13) 1 = 1 , NM
SCOT( I ) = Z( I )
CALL GM5UBC D1,SCDT,R,N,M )
CO 150 1 = 1 N M




CO 170 I = 1,N M
CI(I}=DT(I)
CALL G L T RA(0 I » R» N,M )
DC AhO 1=1,NM
r r r i i l = R ( I )
CW-'DCOS (WT )
CALL S MRY ( UR , C W , »N iL 1, M S .
CO 190 I = 1» N
GCI I 1 { I ) = Z U )19 0






























































CALL SMPY ( UKT , CM ,Z»N, Lh MS )
CO 710 T=1, N
5 f i I 9 T f T 1 = 7 T
CALL GMPROD(OCT 1UT,SCUR,R, N? M,L1 )
C0 210 1=1,N
WRT1 { I ) ~R( I )
C A LI. G M P R 0 D ( u C T I D , S C U R T , R, N , M ,1.1 )
L 0 4 ? 0 1 = i f M
WRT3 ( I ) = R ( I )
CALL GMSU8(UR,WRT1,R,N,L1 )
C 0 2 3 0 I = 1 , N
WRT2 ( T )=R( I )
CALL GMSU8IURT,WRT3 , R , N ,LI)
C 0 4 9 0 I - 1 , N
WRT4( I }— R{ I )
CALL GMPRODt 01 ,WRT2,R,N, M, LI )
CO 267 1=1,N
WR( I )= R( I )
CALL GMPROD( D I T , W RT 4 , R , N , M , L. 1 )
DO 250 1=1,N
WRT{ I )=R( I )
SW = -1 4 D S I MWT )
If'(SW.NE.O.O) GO TO 264
DO 265 1=1,N
SSUR ( I ) =0.0
SSURT ( 1 )=0. 0
GO TO 269
C A L L S M P Y ( U R , S W , Z , N , L 1 , M S )
CO 2 70 I = 1 ,N
SSUR( I ) = Z( I )
C A L L S M PY (IJ R T , S W , 2 • N , L 1, M S )
CO 730 1=1,N
SSURT( I ) =Z( I)
CAL L GMPROD(UC TIDT,S SUR,R,N,M,L1 )
DC 290 1 = 1 , N
W I 1 ( I ) = R ( I )
CALL GMPRODIU C TID,SSURT,R,N,M,L1 )
. CO 5 10 1= 1,.N
W I 2 t I ) = R ( I 5
CALL GMPROD(DI,WI1,R,N,M,L1)
CO 310 1=1,N
WI ( I ) = R { I )
C ALL GMPROD(DIT,WI 2,R,N,M,LI )
CO 3 80 1=1, N
WIT( I ) = R( I )
DCS FORTRAN IV 36CN-FC-479 3-8 COFSEN DATE 300677































































IF(IW.LE.NP) GC TO 910
A L C S S = 0 • 0
C 1 = D C 0 S ( WT )
S1~DSIN(WT )
TOR EVEN ORDER FILTER
DO 550 I=1,N3M2,3
X3=1+C1CG( 1 , I )+( C1C1-S1S1 )
X? = 1 4- c 1 CQ (U(H1)) + (C 1 C1- S 1 S 1 ) CQ (1,(1+2))
VI - ~-S}CQ( It I )-2C1 S 1
Y?=~SICQ(1,(1+1) ) - 2 C i S1 CQ11,(1+2))
11 1=X?X2+Y2Y2
X3 ( ! )=(XIX2+Y1Y2)Dll
Y3( I ) = (X2Y1-XIY2)D11
D2 = X3( I ) X 3 ( I ) -+Y 3 ( i )Y3( I )
A i. C S S = A L 0 S S - 10 D L 0 G 10 ( D 2 )
CONT 1NUE
T=(1+DELTA1)CM(10( At CSS2C ) )
DO 555 I=1,N3M5,3
T RE 1 = X3( I )X3( I + 3)-Y 3( 1)Y3( 1 + 3)
T f N1=X3( I )Y3(1+3)+Y3(1)X3(1+3)
A3 ( 1 +3) = T R E 1
Y3 ( 1 + 3 ) = T IH 1
CCNTINUE
TRE=(1+DELTA1)CMTRE1
T I 6= ( 1 +DELT A 1 ) CMJ I'M 1
GO 10 990
NTONTC + 1
f P T = 3 ( NM--2 ) +2
KPT I = NPI-1
N P T 2 = N P T -2
N P T 3 = N P T - 3
X W( 1 ) = W( 1 )
V: W( N P T ) = W( N P )
] WT = 2
CO 95C IT = 3,NPT2,3
V. Vt ( IT ) = W ( IWT )
IT 1 = I T - 1
I T 2 = IT 1
X W( IT1 ) =WW( IT} — ( ( 1 . W W( IT) )SS)1CCC.
ATM IT2)=WW( IT )+( ( l.WW( IT) )SS)1C00.
I WT = I WT + 3
CONT I NUE
CO 9 80 I T = 1 ,.NP T
WrT =WW (IT)
ALCSS = 0 .0
C1~DC0S(WTT )
S3=DSIN(WTT3
TOR EVEN ORDER FILTER
DO 920 T=1»N3M2»3
X1=1+C1C Q( 1,I)+(C1C1-S1S1)
X2 = l + ClC0(11 ( HI) ) + (ClCl-SlSl )CQ(l,(I+2) 3
Y1=-S1.CQ( 1 , I )-2ClSl
Y2 = ~S1 C0( 1,(1 + 1) )-2ClSlCQ( 1, ( 1+2 ) )


















































C 2 3 2
C11-.X2X2 + Y2Y2
X3T( I r f I ) = (X1X2+Y1Y2 ) Oil
V3T { IT, I )=X2Y1-X1Y 2 )DU
D2 = X3T ( IT , I ) X3T( IT, I ) + Y3T( IT,I)Y3T{IT,I)
ALCSS=AL0SS-10DL0G10(D2)
CCNTINUE
TT ( 11 ) = ( 1 + DELT A], ) CM ( 10 ( AL0SS2C )
CCNTINUE
v R I T E { 6 , 13) { I T , T T i I T 3 , IT = 1, NP T )
FORMAT(3X, TT{ •,I 3, 1 ) = S D18.1C)
T M A X = T T ( 1 )
CO 960 K~2,NPT
IF(TT(K).LE.TMAX) GO TO 960
T M A X = F T ( K )
C C l T I N U E
I T N - T T ( i )
CO 9 70 K = 2 »NPT
IF (TT(K) .GE.TMIN) GO TO 970
rMN=TT ( K)
WRITE(6,11) IWtNN,TM AX,IN IN
FORMAT (5 X »' 3 W = % I 33 X » 1 N N =1, I A , 3 X, s T M A X-s,D18,i0,3 X ?
jIMN=1 , 01810 )
J 2 1 = 0
J N P T = 0
N C C 0
OH 95 6 IT-2,MPT 3 ? 3
I I T = 2 (1123
IF ( IT„EQ. I IT 3 CO TO 965
FOR OCD IT-W PL FREQUENCIES
TFT ( IT + 1 ) = DM INl(TT(IT),TT(IT + l),TT(IT+2))
GO TO 975
FOR EVEN IT-WPU FREQUENCIES
TT1 ( IT + 1 ) = 0MAX 1(T T{ I T 3 , TT( IT+1),TT( IT+2) )
II 2 = I T + 2
EC 985 L = 1 T, IT 2
IF ( I 1T ( IT + 1 ) .Nfc.TT(L) ) GO TO 985
I I W=( IT +2-NCC)2
Vi i I I W} = WW( L )
IF ( I IW.NE.IW) GO TO 95 3
T ~ T T T ( IT + 1)
V T = WW( L )
J 2 = L
DO 9 30 I = 1t N3M5,3
VRE1 = X 3T (J 2, I )X3T(J 2, ( I+3) ) -Y31(J 2» I)Y3T{J2 »(I+3) )
Tin=X3T(J2»I)Y3T(J2f(I+3))+Y3T(J2fI)X3T(J2(I+3))
X3T ( J 2 ( I + 3 ) ) = TR E 1
Y3T(3? , ( I +3 ) ) = TIM 1
1,0 NT I NUE
TR( 3 2) = ( 1+DELT A 1 ) CMTRE 1
TI (J2) = (1 + DELTA1 )CMT IM 1
T P E = 1 R ( J 2 )

























































































lElIW.NE.I) GO TO 957
IF(J2I.NE.0) GC TO 957
T = T T ( 1 )
a ! ~ WW{ 1 }
J 2 = 1
CO 931 I - I ? N3M5,3
TP El=X3T ( J2 , I ) X3T (J 2, ( 1+3 ) )~V3T(J 2 f I )Y3T{J2, {I+3) )
TIM = X3T1J2,I) Y 3 T ( J2, ( I + 3 ) ) + Y3TI J2,I)X3T(J2»(I+3))
X 3 T{J2 , ( I+3 ) ) =TRE1
V3T {3? f { I 43) )=TIM1
CONTINUE
TR ( J 2 ) =( 1 +D EL TA1}CMTRE1
T I (J2 ) = 1 1 +OELTA 1 ) CMT IM 1
T 7 E = r R ( J 2 )
TIM-, r I (J 2 5
12 1- 1
GO TO 959
IF(IW.NE.NP) GC TO 959
IF(JNPT .NE.O ) GO TO 959
T=TT{MPT}
WT - WW( N P T )
J 2 = N P T
CO 932 l=l,N3M5f3
TKE1-X3T { J 2 f I J X 3 T (J?, ( 1+3 ) J-Y3T C J2, I ) Y 3T ( J 2 , ( I + 3 ) )
TIM1 - X3T { J 2 I ) Y3TtJ 2» ( 1+3 ) ) +Y3T(J 2tI)X3T(J2,(1+3) )
X 3T( J 2 ( 1+3 ) — T R E1
YBT(J? , ( I + 3 ) ) = TIM 1
CONTINUE
i R ( J 2 ) = ( l + OELTA! )CMTRE1
I I ( J2 )=(1+DELTA1)«CMTIM1
1 RE-TR(J2 )
lIr = TI(J 2 )
J N P T = 1
WR TIE(6,937) J2.TR(32),J2tTI(J 2)
FORMAT (5Xf •TR( S 13 ' ) = • ,D18. 10» 3X, • TI( • , I 3» ' ) = ,
D18 .10)




CO 986 I J= 2 t M0
01=( (l.W( I J ) )SS)1CC0.
W2 = W(NP)-( ( 1 • W( IJ) ) SS ) 1C 0 0
I F ( W ( I J ) .IT .. W 2 AN D • W ( I J ) G T . W 1 ) GO TO 986
W( ! J ) = w N ( I J )
CONTINUE
WR IT E(6 ? 9 87 ) {J »W(J) J = 1 ,NP )
FORMAT(5X, •NEW W( N I 3, • ) = 1,D18.10)
1TN-2.AFT(TMAX+TMIN)
IF(TTN.LT.SG) GO TO 954
SIGNi IW ) = 1 .
GO TO 952
SIGN(1W)--1
WRITE(6,605 ) IW,5 IGN( I W )




6C5 FORMAT(5X,SIGNI ' ,13,' )=•,D18.101
OQ A »J 7 ! T i- . ( i ITT T T f r TIM
0 FO RMAT ( 5 X. »W T = .018.10..' ' « » 7 r a '• w ? i
5 X , 'T= ',018.10,,
5X,'T RE = ' ,018.10,,
v . it , ,v - i n , u i rT f I f — f IJ X U • X v.


































0 3 2 A
DO 5 30 K =1tNT
J = CliK)
J - C J ( K }
SCRF { K ) - W R ( I ) WRT ( J ) - W I ( I )W I T.( J }
SC f M ( K ) = WR i I ) W I T ( J ) +W I ( I ) WR T'{ J )
CO 540 K- 1 jN1
SO(K ) =(TRESCRE(K)+TIMSCIM(K))T
WRITE(6 j19) K tSM(K)
FORM AT( 5 X , 1 SM( '» 13, •) = ',018.10)
DO 560 J = 1 t NT
SOS 1 J)=SM(J )
COS(1,J) = CQ( 1, J )
CONT1NUE
DO 57' I=1,N3M1
i P 1 = 1 + 1
DO 57; J=IP1,NT
if ( ( U A BS ( SMS ( J ) ) ) . L E . ( D A 8 S ( SM S ( I ) ) ) ) GO TO 570
I F M P 1 = S M S ( I)




Cos I 1,J) = TEMP2
CONTINUE
D 0 7 8 0 I = 1 t N T
DO 780 J = 1,NT
I r ( C 0 ( 1 , I ) . N E • COS ( 1 , J ) ) GO T 0 78 0 '
C 3 i I ) = J
CONT I NUF
WR I TE(6,770) ( I,C 3( I ), 1 = 1,NT)
FORMAT{5X, C3( •, I 3, 1 ) = , I 3 )
f N N N + 1





















ACD TW0 GENERAL MATRICES T0 F0RM RESULTANT







0 C 0 7
SUBROUTINE GMACD(A,B , R , N f M)
LEU RLE PRECISICN A( 44 1 5,B(44 I),R{441)
f M-• || »Jc M
C0 10 1=1,NM
E ( I )=A{ i )+B( I )
R E T U R il
f n n
1 0
















SUBS TRACT ONE GENERAL MATRIX FROM THE OTHER TO
FORM A RESULTANT MATRIX
S U B ROUT INE GM5UB(A,E,R,N,M )
DOUBLE PR EC IS ICN A ( 4 4 i } , p. ( 4 41 ) , R ( 4 4 i )
K ,v - j p
r0 1o 1 = 1,N M
R ( I = A ( I ) - B ( I )
r E T U R N
b N D
i, r ,1 V









MULTIPLY TWO GENERAL MATRICES TO FORM A
R ESULTANT GFN ERAL MATP I X
CO CI
















SUBR01 IT INF GKPROOf .A , B, R , N,M» L }
DOUBLE PRECISION A ( A 1 ) , B ( 4 A 1 ) , R ! 44 ]. )
I R = 0jL ' -7
I K = -M
DO 10 K- 1tL
1 K = I K + p
D G 1 (i J - 1 i N
I R = I R + I
JI =J-N
] B = I K
H ( I R ) —0
D G 10 I = 1 f M
J I —J I + N
I P = I E + 1
R ( I R ) = R i I R } + A I J I )B I B )
R E T U R N
[ N D




















TRANSPOSE A GENERAL MATRIX
10
S»J PROIJT I NE GMT R A ( A , R , N t M )
DOUBLE PRECISION A{4A 1 ) ,R(441 I
I R = 0
CO 10 I ~ 1,N
1 J = I - N
CO 10 J = 1 » M
I J ~ 1 J + N
I R = I R + 1
) R ( I R ) = A ( I J )
R F T U R N
E N D






















MULTIPLY EACH ELEMENT OF A MATRIX BY A SCALAR TO
F 0 R M A R E S U L T A N T M A T R I X
SUBROUT INE SMPY(A fC,RN»MS)
DOUBLE PRECISION A( A A I ),CR( A A 1 )
C G M P11T t V t: C T 0 R L E N G T L, IT
CALL LOG(N,M , IT »N,M,MS )
MULTIPLY THE MATRIX BY THE SCALAR
1
CO 1 1 = 1, IT
R{ I )= A( I )C
R F T U R N
E N C


























COMPUTE A VECTOR SUBSCRIPT FOR AN ELEMENT IN A
MATRIX OB SPECIFIED STORAGE MODE
SIJ fi ROIJT I N fc LOG { I , J , IR , N , M,MS )
I X = I
J X = J
IF (TS-L) 10,2C f30
1 R X -- N 4 { J X ~ 1 ) + IX
GC TO 36
IF{IX-JX) 22,24,24
I R X = !X+(J X4 J x ~ J X)?
GO TO 36
I P. X = J X + ( I X 4 I X—IX )2
GO 1(3 36
I R X = 0
IF(IX-JXI 36,32,36
I R X = i X
1 R-IRX









M A 1N P GM HA TP R0067 ;































S11 RRGUT I NE M INVIA,N»D,L M)
DIMENS I ON L(21 ,M(21 )
DOUBLE PRECISION A(44 1 ) ,D,BIGA,HOLD
C= ) ,0
NK = -N
Gn 80 K = 1 , N
RK = MK + N
L ( K ) - K
M I K ) = K
K K —(N K + K
BIGA=A(KK)
G n 2 0 J = K , N
I Z = N IJ-l)
D n 2 0 I = K, N
1 J = I Z + 1
IF{DABS I RIGA)-CABS(A( I J) ) ) 15,20,20
P.IGA=A( I J )
L ( K } = I




















J = L ( K }
IF(J-K) 35 , 3 5, 25
K[- K ~N
C0 30 1=1, N
K I = K I N
HQLD=-A(KI)
J I=KI-K + J
A { K I ) = A { J I )








T N T E R C H A N G E C 0 L LJ M N S
I = M ( K )
IF{I-K) 45,45,28
JP = .N ( 1-1 )
DC CO J = 1 , N
J K = N K + J
JI=JP+J
H0LD = — A IJK )
A { J K ) = A ( J I











00 3 R 4 C
c
c
Jos FORTRAN IV 360N-FC-479 3- M f M r a t r fs i r i i n

















b I = 0 0
R £ T U R N
3 CO 6 8 I = I. , N
IF(I-K} 50,55,50
3 1 K = N K + 1
(IK)=A(IK)(-EIGA











R I C11f. F MATftll
L 0 6 5 I — 1 » N
I K = NK+ I
H 0 L 0 = A ( IK )
IJ=I~N
DO 6 5 J = 11 N
I J = I J N
IF(I-K) 60,65,60
IF(J-K ) 62, 6 5, 62
K J =1 J - I
A( I J) =HCLDA(KJ ) + A( I J









C 0 6 2
LI VICE ROW BY PIVOT
, i • . • v



























p r n n i j r t n f p t v n t f
C = D B I G A
REPLACE PIVOT BY RECIPROCAL
A («KK ) = 1 .OBIGA
8 0 C 0 N T T N11 F
F I N A i R 0 W A N 0 C 01 11M N T M T F R C. H A M r, F
K = M


















C C 8 5














K = K - 1
IF (K) 1 3 0 v150,10 5
I - L ( K )
IF(I-K) 120, 120, 108
JC = N(K~} )
JR=N(1-1)
DC 110 J =1,N
JK= JC +J
HCLD=A(J K}
J I = J R + J
A(JK ) =-A(J I }
A ( J I I=HOLD
J- t' ( K )
IF(3 -K 5 ICO, ICO,125
K I = K —N
D C 1 3 0 ! = 1 t N
K I ~ K I -f M
HOL D = A(K I )
JI=KI~K+J
A ( K I ) = - A ( J I )
A { J 1 ) = H 0 L D
GO TO 100
R EIIJ R N
E N D
M IN V DATE 300677


















BLOCK DATA LOR INPUTTING NODE NUMBERS TO THE
SURUBRGUTINE COESEN FOR THE COMPUTATION OF
COE FFIC 1 CNT S ENSITI V IT Y
BLOCK DATA




' 3 3, 2 f 7i 7, 6,11,11,10,15,15,14,19,19,18
LATA CJ
: 5, 4, 4, 9, 8 y 8, 13, 12, 12, 17, 16,16,21,20, 20
F N n



















A PROGRAM FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE STATISTICAL
CONSTANT SC IN THE P4SSBAND OF A DIGITAL




C( I, I ), 1= I,NT































I NT EG ER CI( 15 ) ,CJ( 15)
UOi)BL F: PREC I S I ON DEL TA 1, DEL T A 2 , DP , OS , X , DEL , CM
DOUBLE PRECI SIGN FCT(441), FDT(AA 1},UM(441),UR(21)
DOUBLE PRECIS ION URT{ 21 ,FD(A A13
DOUBLE PRECISION R(A A 1) ,LV I(21),MV1(21) ,LV2(21)
DOUBLE PRECISION MV2(2 1 ) ,L(4A1)
DOUBLE PRECISION DET1,DET2
DOUBLE PRECISION D I ( 4 4 1 ) , D ( 4 41 )
DOUBLE PRECIS ICN UMFCT(441) ,UMFCTT(441),UMFCTI (441)
DOUBLG PRECISI ON UM FC(441)
D0U8LE PRECISI ON UCT I CD(441),UCTIDTC441),DT(441)
DOhRLE PREC I SIGN W R T1(21),WRT2(21),WR(21),WI 1 (21)
DOUBLE PRECISICN UCTID(4 41),DIT { 441) ,01(441) ,WI 1213
DOUBLE PRECISION WRT3(213,WRT4(21),WRT(21)fWI2(21)
DOUBLE PRECISION W(20),WT,CWT,CW,SIGN(20),WIT(21)
DOUBLE PRECIS ION SCOT(A41},SCUR{21),SCURT(21)
DOUBLE PRECISICN SSUR(21 ) ,SSURT( 21),SWPUM,SWSM
DOUBLE PRECISION SCRE( 15 ) ,SCIM(15) ,SM( 15 )
DOUBLE PRECISION C(3, 1 5 ) ,CQ(3,15 )
DOUBLE PREC I S ICN X I, X2 , Y 1, Y2 , D 11 , 0 2 , C. 1 , SI , A LOSS T I 20 3
DOUBLE PRECISION X 3( 15),Y3{ 15) , TRE1,YIM1,TR£,TIM
DOUBLE PRECISICN SMSQ( 15),SUM,SUMRT(20 )
DOUBLE PRECISION SWPL( 10),SWPU( 10),SWS(10) ,SWPLM
DOUBLE PRECISION SENRTTSC,SCArWS,WP,WL
COMMONBLOCK1L1,CI,CJ
f P A = 2
READ(6, 905, END-1001 ) N,M, LQ,MO,CM
FORMAT(413,016, 10)
NFS = MO2
I F (110 • E 0 • ( 2 N F S ) ) GO TO 20
EOR ODD ORDER FILTER
ME 0=1
N C = 3 N F S +1
M 3 = N C -1
GO TO 35
FOR EVEN ORDER F ILTER
MP 0 = 0
NC=3NFS
N 3 = N C











































0 0 6 6
0 0 6 7











0 0 7 9
00 PC
0081









0 0 9 1




















IF(MEG.EO.O) GO TO 31
N W — ( 3 M 0 + 312
GO TO 32
NW = ( 3 M 0 + 4 ) 2
K P = M 0 + 1
IF(NP A E0•2) GO TO 33
8 W~ N W—2
fs P = N P ~ 1
CO 34 IW=1,NW
SIGN(IW)=1•
IF(N P A•F Q•2) GO TO 36
IF(MEO.Ey.O) GO TO 38
GO TO 39
IF(MEO.EO.O) GO TO 39
CO 41 IW =2 NP f 2
S I G.M ( TW)=-i,
GO TO 43
CO 4 2 IW=1,NP, 2
SIGN! IW ) = — 1.
RE AD{5,9 10} DELT A I, DELT 4 2,DP,DS,X
FORMATt5D16„ 10 )
RFA0(5915) (C(1, I ), I = 1,NT
FORMAT(D16.10)
CO ) 23 1 = 1,NF
CO(lfI)=C(l,I)
N M - N M
CO 46 L2=1,NM
FCT(L2)=0.0
FDT{L2 ) = 0 • 0
OM(12)=0.0
CO 4 7 L3 =1,N
OR(L3)=0.0
URT(L 3 1=0.0
FDT{44 1 = 1.
F01 (6 6 1 = 1.
FDT(1321=1,
FDT(154 ) = 1.
FDT(2201=1.
FDT(242 1 = 1 .
FDT (308 1 = 1 .





U M ( 4 5 1 = 1 •
U M(6 71 = 1 ,
IJ M(891 = 1 •
DM(1111=1.
DM(3331=1.
U M ( 1 5 5 ) = 1 .





U M(2871 = 1 .
UM(3091=1.
DOS FORTRAN IV 360N-F Q—6 9 3 — 8 MA IN PGM DATE 300677





























































U M(3 7 5 ) = 1.
U M { 3 9 7 ) = I •
UM(419 ) = 1 •
UM(441 } — 1
UR(1 ) = 1 .
URT(N) = 1 .
FCT(4 ) = 1 .
FCr(2 6)=C(1f 3 )
FCT(26 ) - 1 .
FCT(4 6) = C( 11 2 )
FCT ( 4 M ~ C ( 1,1)
FCT(6 3 ) = 1 •
FCT ( 9 2 ) = IN
FCT{ I 1 3 ) -C( 1,6)
FCT( 1 14) = 1.
FCT(134)=C1,5 )
FCT( 135 ) =C( 1,4 )
FCF(166 ) =1 .
FCT(180 ) = 1.
FCT(201 )=C(1f9 )
FCT{2 0 2 ) = 1 •
FCT(222 ) =C(1,8)
FCT(223 =C( 1,7 )
FCT(244 ) =1 b
FCT(2 6 3 ) = 1 .
FCT(289)=C(1, 12)
FCT(290 ) = 1 •
FCT(310)=C( 1 , 11 )
FCF(311)=C(1,10)
FCT { 3 32 FN,
FCT(356 ) = 1 .
FCT(377)=C(lf15)
FCT ( 378 )'-=!•
fC T(3 9 8)= C( 1,14)
FCT(399 )=C( 1,13)
FCT(420)=I•
REALM 5 , 9 30 ) ( W (I W ) , I W = 1, NW )
FORMAT ( L) 16 . 10 )
I W= I
WT=W(IW)
w R I T E ( 6 , 5 5 ) IW , W T
FORMAT(,5X,• IW=», I 3,3 X, ,WT = ,»D18.1C)
I F( IW•GT•1) GO TO 125
FOR GENERAL MATRIX
CALL GMS U 8(U M,FCT,R,N,M )
DO 10 1 = 1,N M
UMFCT( I ) =R( I )
CO 25 1=1tNM



















































CALL MINV (UMFCTTtNfD E T I , L V 1, M V 1)
C 0 3 0 I = 1 i N M
UMFC rid) =UMFCTT ( I )
CALL GMTRA{UMFCTI, R , N , M )
DO 620 1=1,MM
UMFC( I )=R( I )
CALL GMPR0D( FDT,UMFCT I , R ,N ,M , LO
CO 50 1=1,NM
UCT1DT( I ) = R( I )
CALL GMT RA{ FDT,R,N,M )
DO 6 50 1=1,NM
F D ( I ) = R ( I )
CALL G MP ROD(FQ,UMFC,R,N, M , L 0 )
CO 6 80 I = 1 ,NM
OCT ID{ I )=R( I )
C AL L GMPR0D ( IJCT I DT , FDT » R,N,M,LO )
CO 70 1 = 1,NM
UCTI DO ( I ) = R ( I )
CALL GMADC (UMFCT,UCTIDD
CO 110 1=1,NM
C1 ( i ) = R ( I )
C VIT = 2 6 D C 0 S ( WT )
CALL SMPY(FDT,CWT,I,N,M,MS )
CO 130 1=1,NM
SCOT ( 1 5 =Z{ I )
CALL GMSUBf Dl,SCOT, R ? N , M )
CO 150 1=1,NM
C { I = R ( I )
CO 165 1=1,NM
DT ( I ) = D( I )
CALL MINV (DT,N,DET2,LV2,MV2)
DO 170 1=1,NM
CI ( 1 5 = DT ( I )
CALL GMTRA(DIR,N,M)
DO 440 1 = 1 »NM
D I T ( I ) = R ( I )
CW = DC OS(W T }
C A L L S M P Y ( U R , C W , Z , N , L 1, M S )
D 0 19 0 I = 1 , N
SCOR( I ) = Z( I
C A L L S M P Y ( U R T , CW , 1, N , L 1, M S ) '
CO 7 10 1 = 1, !M
SCURT( I ) = Z( I
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DO 490 J = 1,N





CALL. GMPROD t L) I , WRT2, R ,N, M, L 1 )
DO 2 6 I I = 1,N




0 2 0 8
CA L L GMPROD( DIT 7WRT 4,R,N,M,L1
CO 250 1=17N







C At. L SMPY { UR » S W » Z , N , L 1 , M S )
CO 270 1=1,N-r— - •— •« W f










CALL SMPY(URT,SW,Z,N,L 1,MS )
DO 730 1=1?N
SSURT( I ) =z{ 1 )
C A LL GMPROD(UCTIDT7 SSUR7 R7 N7 M7 Li )
DO 290 1=1,N






D 0 510 1 = 1, N




02 2 4 31 0
CALL GMPROD{ DI ,W I 1,R,N,M,L1 )
CO 310 1=17N




022 7 3 8 0
CALL GMPROD(D I T , W I 2 , R , N , M , L 1)
C 0 3 8 0 I = 1 , N















C1 = D C 0 S ( W T ) .
S1 = L)S INC WT }
LOR EVEN ORDER FILTER
N 3 = N C
N 3 M 2 = N 3 —2
CO 6 50 I = 1, 'M 3M 2, 3
X1=1+C1C0 1, I +(ClCl-SlSl ) '
X2=l+ClC€t17 C 1 + 1) +(C1C1-S1S1)CQ(17(1+2))
Y1=-S1C0(it i )-2C1 S 1
Y2 = -SlCQ(lt(I + l))-2ClSlCQ(l,(I+2).)
Dl3 =X2X2+Y2Y2






















Y3( I ) = (X 2Y1-X 1Y2)D 1 1
D2 = X3 ( I ) X3( I ) -+ Y 3 ( I ) Y3( I )
AL OS S = AL OSS-10 DL0 G10(02)
COMT INUE
T( IW)=CM( 1.+DELTA1 ) 10 .(AL0SS20.) )
M 3 M 5 = N 3 - 5
DO 555 I = 1» N 3 M 5 » 3
T R E1 = X 3 ( I ) X 3 ( I + 3 ) - Y 3 ( I ) Y 3 ( I + 3 )
T IM1=X3( I ) Y 3 ( I+3)+Y3( I )X3( 1+3)
X3 ( I + 3 ) = TRE1
Y3( r+3) = riMi
CONTINUE
T R E=( 1+DELTA1)TRE1
IIM=( l+DELTAi)TIMl
WRIT E ( 6 » 9 ) WT, IW»T( T W) ,TRE,T I M
FORMAT(5X, fWT = » ,D18.10,,


















































CO 530 K = 1,NT
I = C I ( K )
J - C J ( K )
SCRE(K )=WR( I )WRT(J )-W I ( I )W I T(8 )
SC I r ( K } = WR( I ) W I T ( J ) + W I ( I ) WRT ( J 1
S U M = 0
CO 540 K=IiNT
SM ( K) = ( TREASURE(K)+ TIMSCIM(K ) )T I W
SMSQ(K)=SM(K ) SM(K}
SUM=SUM + SMSQ(K )
WRITE(6?19) K,SM(K 5
FORMAT(5 X, ' SM( • , I 3 , • ) = • , D18.10 )
SUMRT( IW)= DS0RT(SUM )
WRIT E(6,56 5) IW,SUMRT( IW )
FORMAT(5X,•SUMRT(1,13,')=',D18.105
IW = T W + 1
IF(IW.LE.NW) GO TO 999
IWU= 1
I WL = 1
IW S = 1
DO 400 IW = 1,NW
IE { IW.Lt.NP) GO TO 410
SWS(IWS)=SUMRT(IW)
WRIT E(6,405 ) IWS,SWS( IWS )
FORMAT(5X, •SWS (•, 13, •) = • ,018. 10)
K 3 3 = I WS
I WS = I WS + I
GO TO 400
I T ( S I ON ( IW') . EO . 1 . ) GO TO 420
SWPLl I W L ) = S U MR T( IW)
WRITE(6,415) IWL,SWPL( IWL)
FORMAT (5X,'SWPL(«, 13,' ) = ',018.10)
K11=IWL
I W L =IWL+1
GO TO 400
SWPU( I WU ) = SUMRT( IW)
WRIT E(6,425) I WU» SWPU( IWU)














0 3 0 6
0307
03 0 8





















































FORMAT(5Xt'SWPUC M3, ' ) = SD18.10)
K2 2 =EWU
I WU = I w U f 1
CONT INUE
5WPLM=SWPL( 1 )
DO 4 30 K1 = 2 »K1 1
IF( (DA8S(SWPLK1 ) ) ) .LE (DABS(SWPLM ) ) ) GO TO 430
SWPLM-SWPL(Kl)
CONT I NUE
S W P U M = S W PU ( 1 )
DO 435 K 2 ~ 2 , K2 2
IF( (DABS(SWPUiK2) ) .LE.(DABS!SWPUM ) ) ) GO TO 435
SWPUM=SWPIJ ( K.2 )
CONT I NUE
SWSM=SWS(1)
CO 450 K 3 = 2 » K 3 3
I r- ( ( DABS [ SWS ( K 3 ) ) ) . LE .(DABS(SWSM)) ) GO TO 450
S WS M = S WS ( K 3 )
C 0 N T I N U E
WRITE(6,460) SWPLM,SWPUMfSWSM
FO RM AT (5X,1SW PLM = SD1«.1C,3X, ® SWPUM-1 , D 1 8 . 10 3 X ?
£,SWSM=f,018.10)
SE NRT = (2 SWSM){DABS(SWPUM+SWPLM))
WRITE(6,500) SENRT
FORMAT(5Xt 'S EM R T=1 ,018. 10)
T M A X = T ( 1 )
DO 520 K=2fNP
IFIT(K) .LE.TMAX) GO TO 520
T M A X = T ( K )
CONT I NUE
iMIN-TCI)
C 0 5 2 5 K = 2 , N P
IF(TtK).GE.TMIN) GO TO 525
T M I N = T ( K )
COM I NUE
C9L = (TMAX-TM IN ){ TMAX+TM IN )
WRITE(6,527) DEL
FORMAT(5X »•D6L = ,018. 10)
SO). + ( CP-OELTA1 ) ( SWPlJM-SWPLM ) ( SWPUM+ SWPLM )
SCA = 1 + { DP-DEL ) ( SWPlJM-SWPLM ) ( SWPUM+SWPLM)
WR IT E(6,940 ) SC,SCA
FORMAT ( 5X, « SO't D18. 10, 3X, 'SCAM f Dl.8.10)
WP = 1 + DL0G10( (X2 . )(SWPUM + SWPLM)
{DS QRT(0 . 120 0 0C 000 0 D 02




4 (DS —DELTA2.) )
D L 0 G10(0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 01)
WR 11 6(6,960) WS
FORMAT(5X, 4 WS=f,D1810)




S T 0 P
F N 0









ADD TWO GENERAL MATRICES TO FORM RESULTANT








SUBROUTINE GMACDIA,B » R » N »M )
COUBLE PRECISICN A(441),B(441),R(441)
M = fj M
DO 10 1=1,NM
R { I ) = A ( I ) + B ( I )
R E T [) R N
E N D
10










SURSTRACT ONE GENERAL MATRIX FROM THE OTHER TO






0 0 0 6
0 0 0 7
SUB ROUTTNE GMSU8(A,B,R,N»M)
DOUBLE PRECISION A(44 1 ) »B(441),ft(441}
h M - N M
i.: 0 10 I = I, N m
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DOUBLE PRECISION A( 44 1 ) »3(44 1 ) ,R(441 )
I R = 0
I K = - M
CO 10 K =1» L
I K=IK + M
CO 10 J - 1 f N




CO 10 1 = 1, M
J I = J I + N
I B =IB + l
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0 0 0 6
0007
0008




DOUBLE PRECISION A(4A 1 ) fR(441)
I R =0
CO 10 I = 1» N
I J - I -N
CO 10 J =1t M
I J=IJ + N
1 R = I R 4 1
R ( I R ) - A ( I J )



















MULTIPLY EACH ELEMENT OF A MATRIX 3Y A SCALAR TO
FORM A RESULTANT MATRIX
C001
CO 02
SUBROUTINE S MP Y(A,C,R,N,MfMS)




COMPUTE VECTOR LENGTH IT




MULTIPLY THE MATRIX BY THE SCALAR
0004





R ( I ) = A ( I ) C
RETURN
END









COMPUTE A VECTOR SUBSCRIPT FOR AN ELEMENT IN A

























SU B RQU T I N E L OC ( I , J , I R f N, M , M S )
I X = I
JX = J
IF (MS-1) 10,20,30
IR X = N {JX-1 ) + IX
GO 10 36
I F{ IX-JX ) 2 2, 24, 24
IR X=IX+(J X 4 J X-J X)2
GO TO 36
IR X - J X +( IXIX-IX )2
GO TO 36
I R X - 0
I F( IX-JX ) 36, 32, 36
I R X ~ IX
I R = I R X
R E T U R N
E N D
DOS FORTRAN IV 360N-F 0-4 7 9 3-8 MA IN PGM DATE 300677






















SURROUTIN6 M I NV(AfN , D,L,M)
CI MENS ION L(21 )» M(21 )
COURLE PRECISION A{ 441 ) L)fB?GAf HOLD
C=1.0
N K = - N
CO 80 K =1f N
N X = N K + N
L ( K } - K
M ( K ) = K
X K - N K -f K
BIGA=A(KK)
CO 2 0 J = K f N
1Z=N(J-l)
CO 20 I - K N
I J=11 + I
I F(DAPS(RIGA)~CABS(A( IJ) ) I 15» 20f 20
P I G A = A( Ij)
L ( K } = I






J = L ( M
IF(J-K) 35,35,25
K I ~ K —ij
CO 30 I = 1 » N
K I = K I + N
HOLD=-A(KI)
JI = K I —K + J
A ( K I ) = A ( J I )




















I = M ( K )
IF( I-K) 4 5 f45,28
JP=N(1-1)
DO 4 0 J =11 N
JK=NK+J
JI = JP- J
HOCD=-A{JK)

























S FORTRAN TV 3 F fi M - r n _ a. o a _ y t m Pi A T r O A A _















5 I F(GIGA) 48,46,48
S C = I« 0
RETURN
3 CO 85 1 = 1, N
IF(I-K) 50,55,50
3 IK=NK+I











10 0 5 (
100 5'«
REDUCE MATR I)
CO 6 5 1 = 1, N
I K = NK +I
HOLD--- A ( IK)
I J = I - N
L3C 6 5 J = L , N
I 3=IJ+N
IF( I — K) 60,65, 60
0 IF(J-K) 62,65,62
2 K J = I J - I + K



















K J = K —N
CO 7 5 J = 1,N
IS J=K J+N
IF(J~K ) 70, 75, 70
) A ( K J ) = A ( K J ) B I G A












0 0 6 4
CC65
C 0 6 6
0067
PRCDUCT OF PIVOTS
C = C Li I G A
Q F P i A r P Dtunr n v n r r r n n r~,. ,
A(KK)=1.0BIGA
80 f.0V1T 1 Ml i F
P T M A I D n LI A M H rm iium
K=N


































IF(K ) 150, 150, 10 5
I = L { K )
IF(I-K) 120,120,108
JQ=N(K-1)
JR = N( I -1)
CO 110 J~11 N
JK=JQ+J
H 0 L D = A(JK)
J I = J R + J
A { J K ) - - A ( J I )
A(J I )-HOLD
J = M ( K )
I F { J-K ) 100, 100, 125
K I = K - N
CO 130 I = 1, N
K I = K I + h
H G L D = A ( K I )
J I = K I ~ K + J
A ( K I ) ——A ( J I )
A { J I } = H 0 L D
GO TO 100
R E T U i N
E N 0










BLOCK DATA FOR INPUTTING NODE NUMBERS TO THE







C 0 0 6
0007
BLOCK DATA
INTEGER .CI ( 1 5 ) t CJ { 15)
CQMMQNBLOCKiLl» C I » CJ
DATA LI 1
DATA CI
3 i 3 f 2, 7 t 7, 6, 11, 11, 10,15,15,14,19,19,18
DATA CJ
5 4, 4, 9, 8, 8, 13, 1.2, 12» 17, 16, 16, 21,20,20
END
DOS FORTRAN IV 36 ' N-f 1-1 3-8 MA IN PGM D ATE 3 00677
0001
0 0 0 7
00 0 3
Co :A








C 0 1 3
0 0 1 A
0 01 6
C J 1 6
0 0 1 7
0 01 8
0 0 1 o
p v ' nWi _
0 0''1vv.c-i,
C 0 8 2
00 2 3
C 0 ? A
0 0 2 6
002 b
0 0 2 7
002 3
00 2 9






























n' A'ON LINEAR INTEGER ALGORITHM B
EM ' til: coefficient word LENGTH OPTIMIZATION in
. MOT AL F IL TE-RS
I Mjr PR0CEDURES-
C'E-l.T A 1 , UP , DS, FP , FS
M , ! MB , LNP
C E , 3 C , A F, S S







INTEGER CK( I 5) , C3( 16}
L Mi J P L - Rl-C IS ICN DEL TAX , DP , DS, DP S , FP,FS
l GU U. ; i R E C I S I CN W (20), WN (22)
LMINL PRECISION C( 3, 15),CQ( 3,15),CQS(3, 16)
DHil P L •: '3 R EC I S I CN COR 2 ( 10 ,15), COR 3(10,15)
COHPL - PR LC I SICN C0R( 3,15 ) ,SS,CMt SC,AF
L0H3LP 3 R L CIS I C N S R( 31 1 5 )
LOUPIM- PRECIS ION S SR ( 15 ) , SSEF( 15) , SSS( 15 )
[MEN PL 13 RFC I S ION E ( 3 , 1 5 ) , E 3 ( 3 , 1 5 ) , T E M P E , E F , T E M P ( 3 , 3 )
COUP I •' PR EC IS ION EFN ( 3, 1 5 ) , ED2( 10) , ED3 ( 10 ) , EE2N ( 3 ,1 5 )
IN Pi 3l„ P RFC I S ION T EM P E 3, E E 3N ( 3 , 1 5 )
till' p L-. P RLC I S I ON E F S M , E D 2M , E D 3M , E E 2 ( 10,15) ,EE3(10,15)
• 1 '1'' L PRECISION EFPS,PS2,PS3,PS4,EFT(3,3,15) T E F P M
DCURL PRECISION TM AX , TM IN , TMAXS
LI3J3LE PRECISION 0, OS, OR
LOU P F • PRECISION TEMPI, TEMP?
• ' 1 i;: 3 i. E PRECISION IE M P 5 , T EM P 6 , S I GN
LOU PL '? RPFC I S ION WTT,T( 17),Y3( 15),D2
LOU IL= PR EC IS ION ALOSS,CI,SI,XI,X2,VI,Y 2,011,X 3(15)
L 1r '• i w' L OC 1 TM AX , TM IN, TMAXS
C I' M' 5 L ijCK 2 NP , NW , N 3M 2 , N 3M 5 , NT , M0 , M02 , M03 , I P S
CG'G-'i LOCK 3 CELT A 1,CM, S S , W , W N
C.M ; F. i j C K A C. Q , C 0 R , C 0 S
C -M' - LOCK 5J,MAM I,C K,C 3
COMMO MBLOCK 6 11,12
n n r - ;( I • i _
PI=3 , 1 A] ; 9 2 6 5 A
n r c =.
t c -:
' A v - ,
i: A t) ( 6 , 1 ) DEL T A 1, DP , DS , FP,FS
F 0 R f A T ( ' 616 . 10 )
RE AD (1,15) N , Mi , LO, MO , INF? , L N8
I OR T ( A I ? )
p E A I) ( 5 , 2 5 ) CM, SC, AF, SS
! CRM AT (AD16. 10 )
r F = • P 2
I F(Mi . F f .(2 NFS) ) GO TO 20
F 00 P I.; i j R C t R FILTER


























N 3 = N C -1
GO TO 30
FOR EVEN ORDER FILTER




N 3 M 2 = N 3 ~ 2
M3M5=N3-5
IF(MEO.EQ.O) GO TO 31
NW=(3M0+3)2
GO TO 32
NW=(3 M0 + 4)2
N P = M 0 + 1
IFINPA.EQ.2) GC TO 43
l W= N li - 2


















R E A D(R T 4 O) (WN( IW)t I W = 1, N W )
FORMAT(D16.10)
RE AD(5,49 ) (C( 1, I), I = 1,NT)
FORMAT(D16.10)
WRITE(6,50) ( I ,C( 1, I ) , 1 = 1,NT )
FORMAT(5X,•C( 1 »1 tI 3, 1 ) = 1 »D 18.10)
DO 5 3 L = 11 NW
W( L ) = WN ( L )














• N 8 = I N E
iS=0
CO 60 L =I» NT
























CUANTIZE COEFFICIENTS TO (NB-1) BITS
G= 2•(-INB)
WRITE(6r95) 0
FORMAT (5 X, 1Q = ,D18.10)
CO 73 L = 1» NT
CS=CC(1fL)0
M = CQ(1» L)Q
CR=DABS(QS)-DABS(DFLOAT(NL ) )
IF(QR.LT.0.5) GO TO 70
IF(CG( I»L).LT .C .0 ) GC TO 65
M = NH1
GO T 0 70
N L = N L - 1
CQ ( 1 t L)= NLQ
CONTINUE









CALL SUBROUTINE TMAM IN
MAM I -0
NT C = NT C + 1
CALL I MAM IN
IF( I PS.EO.1) GC TO ICO
E(1,1)=(2.TMAXS)(DS(TMAX+TMIN))
EFN( 1,1 ) = (TMAX-TMIN)(DP(TMAX+TMIN) )
IF(E(1,1).GT.EFN(1,1)) GO TO 102
WR IT E ( 6 , 101 ) E ( It 1 ) t E FN ( 1, 1 )
FORMAT(5X,,E(lfl)=,tD18.10,3Xf,EFN(l»l)=,»D18.10,)
IPS=1
E(1,1 ) = E FN(1,1)
WRIT E(6,105) EFN( 1, 1 ), IP S
FORMAT( 5 X , E F N(1,1) = •» D1 8 • 10,3X, 1 I P S = •,13)
GO TO 108
E(1,1) = (TMAX-TMIN)(DP(TMAX + TMIN) )





























WRITE(6, 120) NB,E( 1, 1), IPS
FORMAT(5X,,NB=I, 13,3X,,E(l,l) = ,,D18.10,3X,,IPS=,f13)
K F T R A N = 1
c
c
rVJ SET INITIAL PARAMETERS
11=1
J=1





13' IF(E(Il,J).GT.l.) GO TO 170
I F(N ETRAN . E0.1) GO TO 140
COR(1,J)=COR( I 1,J)
EF = E(I 1,J)
CO 135 1=1,NT
J1 = C K { I )



































K S = N S + 1
WRITE(6,150) NP,EF,NS,NRC,NTC
FORMAT (5X, •OPTIMIZED RESULT-,,5X, •NB = •,I 3,3X,
1 !2F= 1 , D18. 10, 3X, «NS = ' , 14, , 5X , »NRC = • , I 5, 3X, ,NTC= • , I 5 )
WRITE(6, 160) (L,CO( 1,L ) ,L = 1,N T)
FORMAT (5X,•C Q( 1, 1, 13,• )=,,D18.10)
IF(I PS•EO.1 ) GG TO 305
IF(NB .EQ.LNB) GO TO 9CC
N B = N B - 1
WRIT £(6, 167 ) NB, IPS
FORMAT(5X, 1 NEW NB=' , I 3,3X, ' IPS=1 ,I 3)
GO TO 90
I F( I 1 .EO.3) GO TO 2 10
IF(NR.NE•1 ) GO TO 180
C






















































IF (NRR.GT.O) GO TO 320
I X = 9 9 9 9
NRR=NRR+1
GO TO 330
I X = I Y
CALL RANDOM(NT, IX, IY,CK )
N R = N R + 1
f R C = N RC + 1
C
11=11+1
1F(CQR(1,J).LT.O.O) GO TO 181
SIGN=1 .
GO TO 183
SIGN = -1 •
IF(I 1•NE•2) GO TO 190
ED2(1)-0 .0
122 = 2
TEMP5=CQR( 1 ,J )
CQR(2,J)=SIGN(DABS(TEMP 5)+(2.-l.NB ) ) )
CQR?( 122,J)=CQR{2,J )
MAM 1 = 2
NT C = NTC + l
CALL TMAMIN
IF(IPS.EQ.l) GC TO 184
E(2, J) = ( 2.TMAXS) ( DS(TMAX + TMIN))
EFN(2,J)=(TMAX-TMIN)(DP(TMAX+TMIN))
IF(E(2 , J ) .LE . 1 ..AND.EFN(2,J).LE.1.) GO TO 200
IF(E(2,J).GT.E FN(2,J) ) GO TO 175
W R I T E(6, 173) J,E(2,J )»J» EFN(2,J),EFSM,EFPM,EFPS
FORMAT(5X,1E(2,, 13, 1 ) = •,D18.10,3X, EFN(2 , ,13, » ) = • ,
018.10,,5 X, •EFSM=,,D18.10,3X,,EFPM=,,D18.10,3X,
1E FPS = • ,018.10,)
IPS=1
P S 2 = E(2 , J ) + EFN(2,J)
IF(PS2.LT.3 • ) GO TO 178
IF(E FN(1,J) .L E . 1• ) GO TO 131
E ( 1 , 1 ) = E FN I 1 , J )
GO TO 132
I P S = 2
E( 2 , J ) =E(1,J)
EFN(2,J ) = EFN( 1, J )
C. (0 R ( 2 , J ) = C 0 R ( 1, J )
WR I T E(6,139)
FORM AT ( 5X , 1 CONT I Nil E R ANN DOM I Z ED UN I - SEARCH WITH-1)
GO TO 200
CO 174 L = 1,NT
J 1 = C K ( L )
CO(1,L)= COR( 1,J1 )
GO TO 110
E( 1 , 1) = EFN(2,J )
GO TO 110
WRITE(6,185) vJ , E FN ( 2 , J ) , IPS
FORMAT(5 X, 'EFN(2, 1, 13, 1 ) = 1,D18.10,3X,1 IP S =•,13)
EE2N( 122,J)= EFN(2,J )
GO TO 191

























































































I F ( E ( 2 t J )• LE • 1 . ) GO TO 200
ED2( I 22) = E(1,J )-E(2,J)




E 0 2 M = E D 2 ( 2 )
CQR(2,J)= CQR 2(2,J)
E(2 ,J ) = EE2(2 ,J )
I F(IPS.EQ.l) GO TO 179
EFN ( 2 , J ) = E E 2 N ( 2, J )
I F( I22.LT.3) GO TO 20 0
DO 189 I E=3t 122
TF(ED2( IE) .LE.ED2M) GO TO 189
E02M = ED2 ( IE )
CQR(2 » J)= CQR2( IE,J)
E ( 2 , J ) = E E2 ( IE,J)
I F{ IPS.EO.1 ) GC TO 189
EFN(2,J )=EE2N( IE,J )
CONTINUE
C-0 TO 200









IF( IPS.EQ.1) GC TO 193
E ( 3 , J ) = (2.TMAXS )( OS3!'( TMAX + TM IN ) )
EFN(3,J 5 = (TMAX-TMIN)(D P {TMAX + TMIN) )
IF ( E ( 3 , J ) .LE.1 ..AND.EFN{3,J).LE.1. ) GO TO 200
IF(E(3,J).GT.EFN(3,J)) GO TO 177
WRITE(6,176) J,E(3,J),J,EFN(3,J),EFSM,EFPM,EFPS
FORMAT(5X, E(3,•, 13, • ) = ',D18.10,3X, »EFN(3,•,13,•) = •,
D1 8 . 10 » » 5 X , ,EFSM=,,D18.10,3X, ,EFPM=,,D18.10,3X,
' EFPS=1 ,D18.10,)
IPS = 1
P S 3 = E ( 3, J ) + E FN ( 3,J )
IF(PS3.LT.3.) GO TO 202
IF(E FN( 1 t J ) .LE .1 . ) GO TO 133
E(1,1)= EFN(1,J )
GO TO 136




WP ITE ( 6, 161)
FORMAT(5Xf•CONTINUE RANN DOM IZ ED UNI-SEARCH WITH-')
GO TO 200



























































WR ITE(6, 194) J,EFN( 3,J), IPS
FORMAT(5Xt 1EFN(3,•, I3t 1)=' ,D18.10,3X» •IPS=» f13)




WRITE(6,195) NE,J,E( 3,J) ,J,CQR(3,J)
FORMAT(5X,•NB=•, 13,3X,1E(3,•, I 3,•)= 1 ,D18.10,3X,
1C 0 R(3,•, 13, 1)= •,018.10)
IF(E(3,J).LE.l.) GO TO 200
£03( I 33 )=E( 1,J )-E(3,J)





COR(3,J)- COR 3( 2,J)
E(3,J)=EE3(2,J)
IF(IPS.EQ.l) GO TO 203
EFN(3,J)-EE 3N(2,J)
I F( 1.33.LT.3) GO TO 200
DO 199 I E= 3, 133
IF(ED3(IE).LE.ED3M) GO TO 199
ED3M =ED3( IE)
C 0 R( 3, J)= C Q R 3( IE, J)
E(3,J)= E E 3( IE,J)
I F( IPS.EQ.1) GC TO 199
























WRITE(6,205) I 1,J,E( 11,J) ,I 1,J,CQR( I 1,J)
FORMAT(5X,•BEST E(1,13,1,',13,9 )=',D18.10,3X,
• BEST COR(' t I 3,•,, 13, 1 )=1,D18.10)
IF( I PS.EQ.1) GC TO 207
WRITE(6,2 06) J,EFN(1,J), 11,J,EFN(11,J)
FORMAT(5X,« EFN(1,•, I 3,•)= 1,D18.10,3X, •NEW EFN(• ,I 3,
,•, 13,•)=' ,D18.10)
N E T R A N= 2
GO TO 130
TFMPF= DMIN1( E( 1,J),E( 2,J ),E( 3,J))
DO 220 11=1,3
SR( I 1, J)= E( I 1,J )-E( 1,J)
IF(TEMPE.NE.E( 11,J)) GO TO 220
CQR(1,J) =CQR( I 1,J)
E(1,J)=E(I1,J)
IF( I PS. EQ.1) GC TO 220
EFN( 1, J)•= E F N( II, J)
WR ITE(6,211) J, E FN( 1,J)
FORMAT(SX,•BEST EFN(1,J) IN 1-DIM UNI-SEARCH- EFN(1,»,
13,')= 1 ,D18. 10)
CONTINUE














WRITE(6,233) J , SSR(J ) ,J fSR(2,J),J,SR(3,J)
FORMAT(5X,• SSR(1, 13, • ) = •,D18. 10,3X, 1SR(2, »,I 3, 1 ) = ' ,
D18. 10, 3X, 1 SRI 3,.« f 13, ' ) =',0.18.10)
WRITE(6, 235) J,E( 1, J ),J,CQR 1,J)
FORMAT(5X,•E(1,•,13, • ) = ',018.10,3X,'CQR(1,•,I 3,') = '
018•10
IF(J.GE.NT) GO TO 240
11 = 1
J= J+l
E(1,J) = E( 1, (J-l ) )
IF ( IPS.EQ.l) GG TO 180












































INITIAL PARAMETERS FOR THE 2-DIM SUBSPACE GLOBAL
SEARCH
EF= F ( 1, J )
CO 212 1=1,NT
J1 = C K ( I )
C Q(1tI) = COR(1,J 1 )
SS EF( I )=SS RIJ1 )
DO 214 J = 1 ,NT
CCS( 1 ,J)=CQ( 1,J)
SSS(J ) = S S E F(J )
i T M1 = N T - 1
CO 216 1=1,NTMl
IP1=I+1
CO 216 J =IP1,NT
I F ( S S S ( J ) •GE.SSS( I ) ) GO TO 216
TEMP1=SSS(I)






WRITE(6,217) ( I,SSS( I), I , CQ S( 1,1 ), 1 = 1,NT)
FORMAT(5X,» SSS(•, 13, 1 ) = •» D 18.10,3X, «CQS(1, 1 ,13 , 1 ) = •
fC 1 8 .10 )
CO 218 1=1,NT
CO 2 18 J = 1,NT
I F(CG( 1 , I ) .NE.CQS(1,J ) ) GO TO 218
C 3 ( I ) = J
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,219) ( I,C 3( I ), 1 = 1,NT)












IF(NFS.E0.NFS2) GO TO 241
FOR ODD NO. OF COEFFICIENTS
N 3 M = N 3
GO TO 245
FOR EVEN NO.OF COEFFICIENTS
N3M=N3-1
CO 2 50 J = 1,NT











I F(COS(lfJ).LT.0.0) GO TO 246
SIGN= 1 •
GO TO 247
S I G N = - 1.
COS(2 » J)=SIGN(DABS(COS( 1,J) ) ))



























2-DIM SUBSPACE GLOBAL SEARCH
DO 280 J = 1, N 3 M, 2





IF I I PS.EC.1 ) GC TO 251
TEMPI I 1 , 12 ) = I 2 .TMAXS)IDS(TMAX+TMIN) )
EFT( I 1, 12,J ) = (TMAX-TMIN )(DP ITM AX + TMIN))
IF(TEMPI II, I 2) .GT.EFTI I 1, 12,J)) GO TO 259
WRITE(6, 249) 1 1, 12,TEMP( 11, I 2 ) ,I 1,I 2 , J,EFT(I 1,1 2,J)
FORMAT(5X,1T EMP( ,I 3 ,»,,,I3,,)=,,D18.1Q,3X,'EFTI,,I3
» , , 13,,', I 3, 1 ) = •,D18.10,)
I PS = 1
WR ITE(6, 25 7 ) I1,I2,J,EFT(I1,I2,J),IPS
FORMAT{5X,•EFT(1,I 3, 1,«, 13,1, 1,I3f 1)=,018.10,3X,
« I PS=• ,13)
GO TO 258
TEMPI II, 12) = (TMAX-TMIN)(DP(TMAX+TMIN))
WRITE(6,253) I 1, I 2,TEMP( 11,I 2 )
FORMAF(5 X, 'TEMPI • , 13, 13, ) = ,018.10)
IFITEMPI U, 12) .GT.l. ) GO TO 260
EF = T EMPI II, 12)
COS I 1,J)=CQSI I 1,J )
IFIJ.EO.NT ) GO TO 254




J1 = C 3 I I )
CQI 1 , I ) = CCS( 1,Ji)
W R I T E I 6 , 50 5 )
FORMAT I5X,• 3-C IM OPTIMIZED COEFF-1)
GO TO 140
CONTINUE
EF = DMIN1(TEMPI 1,1)f TEMPI 1,2),TEMPI 1,3),
TEMP I 2,1),TEMP I 2,2),TEMP(2,3),
TEMP I 3,1),TEMP(3,2),TEMP(3,3))
DO 270 11=1,3
CO 270 12=1 , 3
IFIEF.NE.TEMPI II, 12) ) GO TO 270
WRITE I 6, 26 5) J , I 1, I 2,TEMP( 11, I 2 )
FORMAT I5X,1J= , 13,3X,•THE BEST TEMP I • , I 3 , •, • ,I 3, 1 ) = 1 ,
CI 8.10)
COS!1,J)=CQS( II,J)
IF I J . EO.NT) GO TO 266















































































































J1 = C 3 ( K )
CQ(1,K)=CQS( 1,J 1)
W R I T E ( 6 » 2 6 9 ) K,CQ(1,K )
FORMAT ( 5X , ' BEST CQ(1,,,I3,M = I,D18.10)
I F( IPS.EO.l) GO TO 280





FORMAT(5X,1 THE BEST PARAMETERS-1,,5X, 1NB = 1,I 3,3X,
E F= 1 , 01 8 1G , 3 X , 1 NS = ' , 14)
I F( IPS .E0.2.ANC.TEMPE3.GT.1. ) GO TO 900
IF( IPS.NE.2) GO TO 303
E ( 1 , 1 ) = E F
E FN(1,1)=TEMPE3
WRITE(6,302)
FORMAT(5X,'FURTHER OPT, TMAXS AFTER 2-DIM OPT.1,)
GO TO 102
IPSS = 1
M 0 2 = M 0 + 2
M 0 3 = M 0 + 3
DO 310 IT = M02,NW
W T T = W ( IT )
ALCSS = 0 .0
C1= DC0S(WTT )
S1 = DS I N(WTT )
FOR EVEN ORDER FILTER
DO 340 I = 1,N 3M 2,3
X1 = 1 + C 1 CQ(1,I) + (ClCl-SlSl
X2=9+01001i,( 1 + 1))+(ClCl-SlSl)CQ(1,(1+2 ) )
Y1 = -S1CQ(1, I )-2ClSl
Y2=-S1CQ( 1, ( 1 + 1 ) )-2ClS'lCQ( 1, 1+2) )
D1 1 = X2X2+Y2Y2
X3 ( I )=(X1X2+Y1Y2)D11
Y3( I )=(X2Y1-X1Y2)D11
D2 = X3( I )X3( I )+Y3( I )Y3( I )
ALGSS=ALOSS—10DL0G10(D2)
CONTINUE
T ( IT ) = ( 1+DELTA1) CM. (10.(AL0SS2 0) )
WR I TE(6, 350) IT,T( IT)
FORMAT(5X,•T( , 13,1 ) = ',D18.10)
CONTINUE
1 Mi A X S = T ( MO2)
DO 360 ITT = M03 , NW
IF ( T ( I TT ) .LE-.TMAXS ) GO TO 360
IM A X S — 1 ( ITT )
CONTINUE
EPSM=(2•TMAXS)(DS(TMAX + TM IN ) )
WR ITE(6,365 ) EFSM
FORMAT(5X,'EESM=•,D18. 10 )
IF(NB.EQ.LNB ) GO TO 900
IF (EFSM .GT. 1. ) GO TO 37C
IF(IPS.EO.l.AND.IPSS.EO.l) GO TO 9C0
IPSS=0
GO TO 163




















IF(IPS.EQ.l.ANC.IPSS .EQ. 1) GO TO 9CC
I PS = 2
E(It 1) = E F S M
EFN( 1» 1)= EF
E F P M = E F
EFPS=EFPM4EFSM
WRITE(6, 3 75 ) EFSM,EFPM,EFPS
FORMAT( 5 X t,EFSP=,tD18«10»3X»,EFPM=,,D18«10f3Xf,EFPS=,»

















SUBROUTINE RANDOM FOR PRODUCING A RANDOM SEQUENCE OF










































CO 90 I = 1, N T
COR(1,I) =CQ (1,1)
' I = NT
CALL RANDU( IX, IY1,YFL1 )
YFL=YFL1
IY = I Y 1
K=IY F L +1
IF(K•GT• I ) GO TO 130
TEMP3 = CQR( 1,1)
COR(1, I )= C 0R(1,K)
CQR(1,K)=T EMP3
1 = 1-1
I X= I Y
IF(I.GE.l) GO TO 100
DO 160 1=1,NT
CO 160 J = 1,NT
IF(CQ(It I).NE.CQR( 1,J ) ) GO TO 160
CK(I)=J
WRITE (6, 167) I , CM I )






















SUBROUTINE RANDU FOR THE COMPUTATION OF UNIFORMLY
DISTRIBUTED RANDOM REAL NOS BETWEEN 0 AND 1.0
55
65
SUBROUTINE RANCU( I 1, I 2,XFL)
DOUBLE PRECISION XFL
12=1165539
I F( 12) 55, 65, 65
12=1 2 + 2147483647 + 1
XF L = DFLOAT( 12 )
X FL = X FL0465661 3D-9
RETURN
END











SUBROUTINE TMAM IN FOR THE COMPUTATION OF-
TMAX,TMIN
A NEW SET OF MAXIMUM ERROR PASSBAND FREOS.





























































INTEGER CM 15 ) ,C3( 15 )
DOUBLE PRECISION W1,W2
DOUBLE PRECISION W(20),WTT,WW{29),WN(20)
DOUBLE PRECISION CQ( 3,15 ),CQR(3,15),CQS(3,16)
DOUBLE PRECISION X1,X2,Y1,Y2,D11,D2,C1,S1,AL0SS
DOUBLE PRECISION DELTA 1,CM,SS,T( 17),TT(29),TTT(29)
DOUBLE PRECISION TMAX,TMIN,TMAXS
DOUBLE PRECISION X3( 15 ) ,Y3( 15)
DOUBLE- PRECISION T EM P 7, T EMP 8 , TEMP 9
COMMONBLOCK 1TMAXtTM IN,TMAXS





IF(MAMI . EQ.4 ) GO TO 28
IF(MAMI.EO.O) GO TO 30
T E M P 7 = C 0 R ( 1, J )
WRITE(6,15) 11 , J,COR( II,J)
FORMAT(5X,1CQR(•,13,•,•,13,•) = »,D18.10)
WRITE(6,17) J,MAM I
FORMAT(5X,•J =• , 13,3X,• MAM 1=1,13 )





J1 = C K ( I }
CQ (1 » I ) = C0R { 1, J1 )
CQR(1,J)=TEMP7
GO TO 40
T F M P 8 - C Q S( 1,J )
TEMP9=C0S(1,(J+i))
CCS(1,J)= COS( I 1,J )
IF(J.EO.NT) GO TO 26





C Q(1,L)= C Q S(I,Ji)
CQS(1,J)=TEMP8
COS(1, (J + l ) )=TEMP9
GO TO 40
WRIT E(6,19) (L,CQ( 1,L ) ,L = l,NT )
FORMAT(5X,1CQ( 1, 1, 13, 1 ) = 1,D18.10 )






































































NPT = 3( NP-2 ) --2
KPT 1 = NPT —1




I WT = 2
DO 950 IT=3,NPT2,3
WW(IT) =W( IWT )
I T 1=IT — 1
IT 2 = I T +1
WW( IT 1 ) =WW( IT ) — ( (1•WW( IT) )SS)1CQC.
WW( IT2)=WW( IT)+( ( l.WW( IT) )SS)1CC0.
IWT=IWT+i
CONT INUE




C1 = DC0S(WTT )
S1 = D S I N ( WT T )
FOR EVEN ORDER FILTER
CO 920 I = 1, N 3 M 2, 3
X1=1+C1CQ( 1» I )+(ClCl-SlSl)
X2=l+CiCO(1,(I+1))+(C1C1-S1S1 ) CQ(1,(1+2))
Yl=-SlCQ(1, I )-2ClSl
Y2=-SLC0(1,(1 + 1))-2ClSlCQ(1,( 1+2) )
D11=X2X2+Y2Y2
X3 ( I ) = ( X 1 X 2 + Y 1 Y 2 ) D11
Y3( I )=(X2Y1-X1Y2)D11





IF(MAMI.EQ.A) GO TO 963
WRITE(6,13) (IT,TT(IT),IT=1,NPT)
FORMAT(5X, •TT( •, 13, •)=1,D18.10)
NCC = 0
DC 95 5 I T = 2,N P T 3,3
I IT = 2( IT2)
IF ( IT.EG.I IT ) GO TO 96 5
FOR ODD IT-WPL FREQUENCIES
TTT( IT +1)=DMIN1(TT( IT),TT( IT+1),TT( IT + 2) )
GO TO 975
FOR EVEN IT-WPIJ FREQUENCIES
TTT( I T +1)=DMAX1(TT( IT ) ,TT( IT+1),TT( IT + 2))
I T 2 = I r + 2
DO 98 5 L=I T, IT 2
IF (TTT(IT+1).NE.TT(L)) GO TO 985
I I W =( I T + 2-NCC)2
W( I I W) = WW( L )
NCC=NCC+I
GO TO 955
C f 1 N ! T T Mill






















































DO 986 I J = 2 » MO
W1 = ( ( l.W( IJ ) )SS )1000.
W2=W(NP)-((i.W(IJ))SS)10GC.
I F ( W ( I J ) . LT . W 2 . A N D . W ( I J ) . GT . W 1 ) GO TO 986
W( I J )=WN( I J )
CCNTINUE
IF(MAM I .E0.4 ) GO TO 98 9
WRITE(6,987)(L,W(L)»L=lfNP)
FORMAT(5X,'NEW W( 1, I 3, 1 ) = 1,D18.10)
T M A X = T T ( 1 )
CO 960 K = 2 » NPT
IF(TT(K) .LE.TMAX ) GO TO 960
T M A X = T T ( K )
C 0 N T I N U E
T M I N = T T ( 1 )
DO 970 K = 2 t N PT
IF(TT(K) •GE.TMIN) GO TO 970
T M I N = T T ( K )
CONTINUE
WRITE(6, 11) T M A X » T M I N
FORMAT(5X,1TMAX=• ,D18. 10.3X, •TMIN='.018.10)
1 F( IPS-E0•1) GO TO 959
DO 800 IT = M02 t NW
WTT = W(IT)
A L 0 S S = 0 . 0
C1=DC0S(WTT)
S 1 = 0 S I N ( WT T )
DO 8 10 I = 1» N 3M 2 ? 3
X1 = 1+C1CQ( 1, I ) + (ClCl-SlSl)
X2 = l+ C1 CQ(1t( 1 + 1) ) + (ClCl-SlSl)«CQ(l»(I+2) )
VI= — S1CQ(1, I )-2ClSl
Y2=-S1CQ( 1, ( 1 + 1) )-2ClSlCQ( 1, ( 1+2) )
CI1=X2X2+Y2Y2
X3 ( I )~(X1X2+Y1Y2)D11
Y3(I )=(X2Y1-X1Y2)D11
C? = X 3 ( I ) X3 ( I ) +Y 3 ( I ) Y3( I )
ALOSS=ALQSS-10DLOG10(D2)
CONTINUE
T( IT ) = ( 1 + DELTA! )CM( 10.(AL0SS20) )





IF (T( ITT ) •LE.TMAXS ) GO TO 820
T MA X S = T( ITT)
CONTINUE
W RIT E(6 » 8 3 0 ) TMAXS





















APPROXIMATION THEORY FOR ELLIPTIC ANALOG FILTERS AND
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In this appendix, we are going to present the approxi¬
mation theory upon which the poles and zeros of an analog
transfer function are determined. These poles and zeros are
then utilized to form the analog transfer function. The
corresponding digital transfer function is obtained by
using the well known bilinear transformation method as
described in Section B.4-.
This method of designing digital transfer function
forms the basis upon which various filter-examples are
synthesized from their original specifications. The
resultant digital transfer functions of various filter-
examples are given in Appendix C.
B.2 ROLES DETERMINATION OR AN ELLIPTIC LOWPASS EILTER
B.2.1 The Filter Order N
The minimum order N of an elliptic filter which satisfies
certain specified values of 6 , A, w and w is given by







B.2.2 The Complete Elliptic Integral of the First Kind
There are three elliptic integrals 5A ; but we will
only concern with the first kind, which can be written as
u
where k is the modulus of the elliptic integral which is
not allowed to be greater than unity,
f is the amplitude of the elliptic integral.
The complete elliptic integral of the first kind can be
obtained directly from Eq.(B.6) with ( = -3[— as
The complementary complete- elliptic integral K' is defined as
where k' is the complementary modulus of k and
Complete elliptic integrals with different modulus k can
be evaluated by means of a computer program (see Appendix A).
B.2.3 The Tschebycheff Rational Function
From Fig. B.2, we observe that oscillates
between 0 and 1 in the passband but between
2
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Lg. 8.3 The Square of the Tschebycheff rational function of a
fourth-order elliptic filter.
is varied, the frequency w also varies. This characteristic
s c
of the Tschebycheff rational function orovides a key to
designing filters with arbitrary attenuations in both the
passband and the stopband.
The Tschebycheff rational function has the property
that
As seen from Fig. B.2,
If Eq. ( B. 11) is true, Eq. (B.10) implies that
Therefore, Eq. (B.10) implies that
a. an equiripple passband automatically yields an equiripple
stopband
b. if x = X. is a pole of R (x,L), x = xTx. is a zero ofl n ±j i
R (x,L); and
nv ' '
c. if x. is a pole of R (x,L), -x; is also a pole. It is
because R (x,L) is an even or odd function.
n




for even N (B.13)
-for odd N (B.14-)
R (x,L)
nv '
R ( x, L )
nv '
where
Eqs. (Be 13) — (B.14) are basic forms of 1 (x,L). They
implies that if we can pick the zeros x-x such that the
passband is equiripple, the stopband will automatically be
equiripple. For computational purpose, we express the poles
and zeros of Eqs» (B.13) — (B.1zO in terms of the elliptic
sine function sn(u,k). The latter can be computed
efficiently by using some recursive formula in a digital





where K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind.
B.2.4 The InputOutput Transfer Function
The loss function A(w) at any frequency can be expressed
in terms of the Tschebycheff rational function as
A( w)




Eqs, (B.19) - (B.20) give
(B.21)
In other words, the poles of are just the poles
of H(jw) . Therefore, once we have determined the
attenuation poles of I they can be used to
determine the denominator polynomial of H(s).
B.3 ZERO DETERMINATION OF AN ELLI1TIC LOWPASS FILTER
B.3.1 The transfo rmed variable
The form of transformation that we shall use for an
elliptic lowpass filter with the passband ww c is
(B.22)
This frequency transformation has been used by a number of
Tieople for improving the computational accuracy in filter
design. For example, Orchard and Ternes 55 and Szentermai
4-9 , The transformed variable Z is related to the frequency
s by
(B.23)
In Eq.(B.22), there is an ambiguity of sign. Since as s —
Z-+l . The notation we adopt in Eq.(B.23) implies that
we use the positive root only; i.e., Re(Z)0. For the
purpose of illustration, three set of transformations are
shown in Fig.B.4? Fig.B.5 and Fig.B.6.
Fig.B-. 4 shows that the real frequencies s = in the
S-plane are transformed to the real axis Z = X of the
Z-plane within Ig x . As a result, the real axis is
a
compressed toportion of the real Z axis. This implies










Fig. B.4 Transformation of Real S Axis
S-plane
Fie. B.5 Transformation of stopband. along the imaginary S axis
S-plane
A




























Z axis is equivalent to moving;the roots along Z~axis
closer together. In a practical filter, its real roots
are widely separated. Therefore this does not cause any
problem.
higu lb 5 shows that the stopband frequencies in.:the
jw axis of the E-plane, with 0w or ww , are transformed
pc
into a part of the real Z axis. Note that the lower pass-
band edge, s = jO, is transformed to infinity in the real
Z axis; while the upper passband edge is transformed to
the origin of the Z-plane.
Fig.B.6 shows that the passband frequencies in the
imaginary N axis, with 0 ww , are transformed to the
O o s f P Q
entire imaginary Z axis. Note that the tranformed frequencies
in the imaginary Z axis are more widely separated. This
makes the zeros of II(s) spread apart}, therefore they can
be determined more accurately.
B.3.2 The Characteristic Function
The characteristic function is usually expressed as
a ratio of polynomials
(Bi24)
Assuming that f(s) is of the form
for odd rn
for even m
The denominator polynomial q(s) determines the attenuation
poles. Assuming that these poles are purely imaginary,




vhere m = total number of attenuation poles
= number of attenuation poles at infinity (1TIN)
+ number of attenuation poles at w . x 2 (Nx2)
1 pi
m - NIN + 2.N (B.28)
The attenuation pole-positions can be determined by
using a pole-finder program as described in Section B.2.
Now we are going to find the zeros of attenuation, i.e.,
the roots of f(s). In terms of the transformed variables,
F(Z) and Q(Z) are of much simpler forms then f(s). and q(s)
respectively. Therefore we can find the zeros of f(s) much
more easily. From Eq.(B,24), we obtain
As shown in Eq.(B.27), q( s) is an even function for low-
pass filters. Moreover, Eqs.(B.25).and (B.26) show that f(s)
is also an even function, Therefore Eq. ( 33. 29) becomes
(B.29)
(B.30)





Dividing Eq.(B.30) by s in both numerator and denominator,
we obtain
(B.33)
Referring to Fig. (E.7) and Fig. (B.8), at w = w , i.e.,D w
(B.34)
Therefore, Eqs, (B.33) and (B.34) give
Eq.(B.33) expresses the characteristic function in terras
2 2
of the transformed variables P (Z) and Q (Z). Now we are
2 • 2
going to find expressions for P (Z) and Q (Z). Note that
2 ?
what we are interested in is the ratio of P (Z) and Q (Z).
B.3.3 The transformed Variables P(Z) and Q(Z)
(B.35)
By making use of Eqs.(B.22) and (B.27) together with




Eqs.(B.36) and (B.37) give
(B.39)
In general by neglecting C0? we obtain
(B.40)
(L.
Therefore the sign of Q (Z) is dependent on whether the
filter's order is even or odd»
With an even order equiripple lowpass filter as




















From Eq.(B.30), we obtain
(B.43)
Equating both numerators and denominators of Eqs.(B.42)
and (B.43) yield





Dividing both, sides of Eq.(B.45) by s we obtain, by making
use of (B22H(B.38)
Eqs. (B.46) and (B.47) give







bince we are considering an even order lowpass filter,
NIN must be even (m=NIN + 2N) . So Eq.(B.50) becomes
Let P2(Z)
Before proceeding any further, let us consider Eq.(B.bl)






o b t a i n
where
From Ecu (B. 47) ,
wh ere
With reference to Fig.B.6, Fig.B.7 ancl Eq„(B.52), the
zeros of F(Z) and P(Z) alternate along the imaginary axis
of the Z-plane. In other words, we have a zero of F(Z)
first, i.e., w - wfg» then a zero of P(Z) , i.e., w = Wpi
then a zero of F(Z), etc. Thus the function Z P(Z)F(Z)
is a reactance function, which implies that F(Z)+Z P(Z) is
Hurwitz i i.e.? all its roots are in the left half-plane..
Thus Eq.(B.51) hives
From Eqs . (B. 5 2) unci (B» 5 4) , E ( Z) and P (Z) are both
even functions of Z; thus Eq.(B.56) gives
(B.56)
(B.57)
where Ev means even part of.
The same result as obtained in Eq.(B.57) will be obtained
by following similar approach in the case of an odd order
filter. Therefore we are not going to repeat it again.
B.3.4 The Inverse Transformation
After knowing the characteric function K(S) for a
specific filter, we are now going to determine the transfer
function II (S) . W e hav e
(B.58)
In other words, we wish to determine e(S). Since
(B.59)
Assuming that f(S) and q(S) are both even functions of S
for the sake of simplicity. Y.'e obtain from Eqs. (31)-( 32)
(B.60)
Once the polynomial in Z of the right-hand side is
known, we can apply inverse transformation to determine the
left half-plane roots (stable roots) of e(S). Prom the
latter, the complete transfer function H(S) can be obtained.






If the polynomial in Z of Eq.(B.60) is known, i.e.,
E(Z) E1(Z) is known, by applying the inverse transformatior
e(S) e(~S) will be found, so as the left half-plane roots
of e(S).
Prom Eq.(B.60), since f(S) and q(S) are assumed to be
even functions of S, therefore E(Z) E'(Z) of Eq.(B.64) is
an even function of Z. Comparing Eqs.(B.26) and (B.27),
the degree of E(Z) E'(Z) should be the same as P (Z).
Prom Eq.(B.57), the degree of F(Z) is 2m, therefore E(Z) E'(Z)
can be expressed as
Therefore, w e hav e
(B.65)
Rewri t1ing Bq, (B. 6 '3) , we o b tain
r
for odd m (R.6?)
for even m (B.66)
for even m, from Eqs.(B.22) and (B.66),








Similarly, we can obtain for the case of an odcl order m
f i 11 e r,
e(S) e(-S)
vlie re
From Eq.(B.74), we can find the stable roots of e(S)
which are located in the left half-plane.
B.3»5 The InputOutput function H(S)










Z lh is called the undamped zero of e(S)1
Z is a parameter indicating the quality of the zero,
i.e., the higher the quality, the closer the zero
is to the imaginary axis.
Expressing Eqs«(B.73) and (B.79) in terms of Z F. and 3 Q.,
we obtain
for even m(B»82)
for odd rn (B.83)
Then for an even-order equiripple lowpass filter, the
inputoutput transfer function can be expressed as
(B.84)
Whereas for an odd-order equiripple lowpass filter, we obtain




£.4 £ILIN£Ait DlGI'iiL ELLIPTIC BILTLKL LiiTiliLLlS
The bilinear transformation is a simple conformal
mapping, which maps a continuous system in the S plane
into the corresponding digital system in the Z plane.
The bilinear transformation is defined as
The above transformation is derived by integrating the
differential e juation f the outputinput transfer function
and then by using a numerial approximation to the integral
Consider for the first-order differential equation
The corresponding analog system function is
By writting y„(t) as an integral of y'(t), we haveQ.













Taking the Z-transform and solving for T(Z), we have
(B.92)
(B.93)
Comparing Eq. (B.88) and Eq. (B.93)
C B.9E)
rherefore T(Z) can be obtained from Too(S) by the substitution
(B.95)
Eq. (B.94-) is valid even for an Nth-order differential
equation, which can be written as a set of N first-order
equations. Expressing Z in terms of S from Eq. (B.95),
we have -
(B.96)
The inertible transformation of Eq. (B.95) and Eq. (B.95)
gives rise to the name of bilinear transformation.
The nature of this mapping is best understood from
Fig. B.8, which shows how the S plane is mapped into the
Z plane. As seen from this figure, the entire jit-axis in
the S plane is mapped onto the unit circle; the left-half
S plane is mapped onto the interior of the unit circle in
the Z plane, and the right-half S plane is mapped onto the
exterior of the Z plane unit circle. Since the entire jSi
axis of the S plane is mapped onto the unit circle in the
Z plane, the aliasing errors inherent with impulse invariant
transformations are eliminated.
The transformation of a digital frequency w into the




PIG B.8 The Bilinear transformation of the S plane into
the Z plane
relationship. This can be seen by evaluating Eq. (B.95)
for Z
(B.97)
The form of nonlinear transformation given by Eq. (B.97) is
shown in Fig. B.9- For small values of w, the mapping is
almost linear; while for the rest of the frequency, the
mapping is highly nonlinear. The nonlinear characteristic
imposes a restriction on the applications of the bilinear
transformation. In other words, the amplitude response of
the continuous system being transformed must be piecevise
constant. Or else, as seen from Eq. (B.97)? the digital
frequency response will be a warped version of the analog
frequency response.
However, there is a large class of filters for which
we can compensate for the frequency warping of Eq. (B.97)-
This class includes lowpass, bandpass, bandstop and highpass
filters. The compensation technique used is straightforward
and is illustrated in Fig. 'B.10 for the case of a lowpass
filter.
The design procedures of a bilinear digital filter can
be outlined as:
0FIG.B.9 The relationship betveen the analog and digital
frequency for the bilinear transformation.
FIG.B.10 Compensation for the nonlinear frequency warping
due to the bilinear transformation of the digital






The desired critical set of digital filter cutoff
frequencies is determined from given specifications.
Oj rp
Apply the prewarping transformation -£- = tan(j-) to
prewarp the critical set of digital frequencies into
the corresponding set of analog frequencies.
A set of attenuation poles of the outputinput transfe:
function are found for the pre warped analog filter by
using the lowpass pole-finder program. The zeros and
the constant multiplier K of the outputinput transfer
function can be found by using the lowpass zero-finder
program. This gives rise to the analog outputinput
transfer function Tcs(S) .
By using S the pre warped analog transfer
function IbdS) can be transformed into the desired
digital transfer function T(Z) with proper compensation.
Appendix C
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! (4) = 0.011153033
Example 4:
T(Z) = (:. 002564814
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TlUiNSMIT TANCE MATRICES OF SI SDH-ORDER,
EIGHTII-0ifDER, AND TENTH-ORDER ELLIPTIC DIGITAL FILTERS
SIXTH-ORDER DIGITAL FILTERS:
The signal flow graph for the cascade form structure
of a, sixth-order digital filter is shown in Fig, D.l .
The transmittance matrix fJ can be represented as
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The transmittance matrix P ' can be represented as
—c
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STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3
FIGURE D.l SIGNAL FLOW GRAPH FOR THE CASCADE FORM STRUCTURE
-j-V|
OF A TYPICAL 6 ORDER DIGITAL FILTER
EIGHTH-0iiDER DIGITAL FILTERS



































The signal flow pranh for the cascade form structure' ' .1.
of an eighth-order elliptic digital filter is shown in
fc
Fig, D.2 , The transmittance matrix F can be represented
as
~fc
The transraittance matrix Pc can be represented as
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FIGURE D.2 SIGNAL FLOW GRAPH FOR THE CASCADE FORM STRUCTURE OF A TYPICAL
t~ Tu
8 ORDER DIGITAL FILTER
3
TENTH-ORDER DIGITAL FILTERS











































The signal flow graph for the cascade form structure
of a tenth-order elliptic digital filter is shown in
fc
Pig. D.3 • The transmittance matrix P can be represented as
u
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FIGURE D.3 SIGNAL FLOW GRAPH FOR THE CASCADE FORM STRUCTURE OF A TYPICAL
10th ORDER DIGITAL FILTER
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